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Why I Want a Robot at My Next Meeting
A FEW WEEKS back, we welcomed an
How can off-si te wo rkers interact more effectively with their
unusual visitor to the PCWorld offices.
colleagues in th e home office? Consider a 'personal avatar.'
QB-a full-size, two-wheeled robot
remote workers stay in the loop. "If a
roamed our halls, participated in edito
said is often the best-case scenario. It is
rial meetings, and generally made him
a poor experience for the folks on the
robot comes up to you," he says, "you
have little choice but to res pond. "
other end of the line, too.
self at home with the staff. Admittedly,
My own experience with QB during a
That brings us to videoconferencing,
there's something disorienting about a
which lets participants interact more
6-foot-tall, vaguely humanoid robot
meeting to discuss plans for the online
naturally. Businesses can choose from
chatting up employees in the hallways
story about QB (find.pcwo rld.com/70505)
among many excellent dedicated videoor rolling between offices, cubicles, and
was largely positive. I was initially skep
conference rooms .
tical , even dismissive,
Needless to say, QB
of the concept. But
(on loan from Silicon
within minutes, I had
Valley startup Anybots)
essentially forgotten
wasn't the master of
that I was talking busi
his own destiny. He, or
ness with a robot.
rather it, was being
For all the parties
operated via a Web
involved, the meeting
browser from off-site
was as productive as if
McCracken had been
by frequent PCWorld
contributor Harry
there in person. That's
McCracken. He con
a rare outcome that
should be worth big
trolled all of QB 's
movements; and when
bucks in our no-room
for-miscommunication
he spoke, his words
SENIOR EDITOR MARK Sullivan (he's the one with hair) acted as an escort for QB,
business culture.
came rolling out of a
Not everyone felt as
speaker in QB's slightly the robot that represented writer Harry McCracken at PCWorld meetings.
comfortable as I did
anthropomorphic face .
conference rigs (which require loads of
with QB, although McCracken believes
Despite the geeky, science-fiction
pricey equipment) or simpler solutions
that most would eventually have come
thrill of sharing an office with a robot,
McCracken wasn' t engaging in a frivo
that rely on low-cost Webcams attached
around . A bigger issue: The robot was
a buggy beta unit that had its share of
lous exercise. Anybots claims that QB
to a video-chat app such as Skype. (See
technical problems. The bugs will need
"HD Webcams for Videoconferencing,"
can make interactions between off-site
page 46, for a review of five top units .)
to be squashed by the time the unit
and office-bound workers much more
ships in the fall, especially given the
Unfortunately, videoconferencing
productive. We decided to verify that
claim with a one-week test drive.
robot's hefty $15,000 price tag.
gets you only partway to meeting nir
Still , QB could potentially save real
vana. The remote user, up on the big
money on travel. Plus , having a robot is
Misery of the Conference Call screen, can't make eye contact, can't
turn to see who's talking, and risks
just plain cool. It might even impress a
Consider the standard conference call.
potential customer hoping to work
It's an exercise in frustration . The un
missing critical nonverbal cues.
On the other hand, an on-site robot
with a business from afar. If QB could
fortunate soul calling in frequently can't
that can move about and swivel its
translate into even one additional cli
make out lengthy stretches of conversa
head makes it easier for an off-site par
ent, the high cost wouldn't matter.
tion and has no idea when to jump in
ticipant to converse effectively. In addi
At least that's the story I'm giving my
to make a point. And without being
tion, "many decisions get made in hall
boss . And I'm sticking with it. •
able to see facia l expressions and body
ways, not just conference rooms,"
language, you can forget about nuance.
notes McCracken. A robot can help
Steve Fox is editorial director of PCWorld.
Understanding about half of what's
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PCWForum
The August Techlog
When Friends Ask
You for Tech Support")
sparked some passion
ate comments about
the mess that many
users PCs all too often become-and who
is to blame. If you have an opinion ! feel
free to add your two cents at forums.
pcworld.com or facebook.com/PCWorld . _/
11

(

1

Is It Us or Is It the PC?
Reading the August Teclrlog, I thought l
was reading an article about my life. As
an IT professional, I cannot go to a
party or run into friends on the street
without someone asking me to stop by
and fix their computer. Family? I am the
family computer doctor, always on
call- and, unlike real doctors, I make
house calls. And 99 percent of the time,
I am fixing a Windows computer. I am
proficient in both Mac and Windows . I
am not a Mac fanboy; but I have to say,
if the majority of typical computer
users owned a Mac, I would have a lot
less work to do .
A11drew Klajier, Oakto11, Virgi11ia
111e August editorial was good, but it
missed the main issue. Very few pieces
of software are problem-free-and
whose fault is that? The public would
never, ever put up with all this non
sense with any other electronic device.
Imagine having to go through such
headaches with a new HDTV, a digital
video recorder, or, heaven help us , our
automobiles: "Sorry, but you can't
start the engine because there is a mem
ory error, and we must shut down and
reboot the system! " Absurd. But the
PC mess is so ingrained that it has be

come an acceptable way of doing busi
ness in today's world. What a shame.
Bob Kntppa, Bl1iffio11, So11tlt Carolina
Microsoft, for one, does not make it
easy to have a safe and efficient system.
Microsoft thinks its operating systems
are so simple that no instruction manu
al is needed or even suggested. And the
company practically requires users to
buy a new computer whenever a new
Windows version comes out. Many PC
owners just want to be able to do work
on their computer, not to spend all
their time making the computer work.
Ed Parkc1;]1:, Spoka11c
I was surprised that Steve Fox was sur
prised that most people's Windows
computers are a mess . I guess he would
be shocked out of his shoes to learn
how many of us have malware, and then
run Norton software, Clary utilities,
and/or a slew of other products , yet we
still can' t keep our computers running
fast, smooth, and crap-free. It doesn 't
matter how many programs we buy or
how many PCWorfd tips we use-based
on my own experience, a computer in
evitably rums out to be the worst invest
ment of all household items.
Joe N. Non11a11 II, Spli11gficld, Georgia

Why We Keep Obsolete Tech
Dan Tynan's pseudo-humoristic piece
about older technologies "that should
be dead and buried" ["10 Technologies
That Should Be Extinct (But Aren' t) ,"
find.pcworld.com/70434) misses a lot of
points , including these:
Wiry use the telegraph i11s1ead ofelcctro11ic
ma11? For one thing, you know the
recipient has ;i. piece of paper in hand,
as opposed to electronic mail that may
have been snagged by a spam filter and
is much less personal anyway.
Wiry use rypcam·urs wltm we haue com
pmers? Maybe because we can have a
short message typed up and the enve
lope addressed in the time it takes to
power up a computer, have the bloated
operating system up and running, and
have the printer ready to go as well?
Wiry use /andli11es? Makes life less
stressful , as people don' t expect me to

Re: "Don't Look Now, but Google's
Following You " (find .pcworld.com/
70431): I don 't blame technology
per se, but rather these big busi
nesses. Th ey seem to have no
concept of personal privacy, and
there's no Line most won 't cross if
a buck is to be made.
mb56, PCWorld.com forums
be at their beck and call every hour of
every day via an electronic leash. Oh,
and the sound quality is a hell of a lot
superior to that of many cell phones.
And so on. So, yeah, "new" doesn' t
always mean "improved." In fact, de
pending on the situation, something
new can be a step backward.
Jim Harris, Oirawa

Megazoom Hype?
Regarding " Zoom, Zoom, Zoom"
[August): Not much camera work is
"high zoom. " Most people use cam-

»
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eras to shoot other people in the same
room, almost all the time. A wide-angle
lens works 11111clz better for getting peo
ple and other subjects into the frame at
a comfortable distance.
Unfortunately, we as consumers are
bombarded by ads for superhigh-zoom
and superhigh-megapixel cameras,
when all we really need in most real
world photo situations is "adequate"

megapixels (5 megapixels is way more
than enough) and a decent lens.
Eoildaoe, PCWodd. comfanmrs

Sideways? No, Thanks
PCWorld is my favorite computer maga
zine, but 1 just want to comment that
the landscape-oriented pages of "Chip
Showdown" in the August issue were
awkward and annoying to read, because

1 had to turn the magazine and then be
came unable to prop it up in the slant
ed book/magazine holder that 1 keep
on the kitchen table.
When you buy a magazine, you do
not expect to have to turn it so that the
binding is at the top, and 1 can' t see the
reason for your having done this. Even
the "Phone CPUs and Specs" chart
would have fit onto a regular portrait
oriented page, if you put the little side
bar explanation above it.
1 hope you won't be changing the ori
entation again without having a very
good reason for doing so.
]. F11k11slzi111a, Chula Vista, Califonria
PCWorld welcomes your feedback. We re
serve the right to edit far length and clarity.
Share your thoughts in the Comments area
under each story on our Website. or visit our
Forums (find .pcworld.com/55165). Send
e-mail to letters@pcworld.com. •
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orwar
The E-Reader Wars
BY MELISSA J. PERENSON

THE BATILE FOR tech-savvy
bookworms is on, with Ama
zon, Barnes & Noble, and
Sony competing to sell
e-book reader hardware.
And as the major players
struggle for better position
in the electronic-publishing
industry, recent months
have seen price drops , new
devices , and defeats.
Competition stepped up
in June when a price war
broke out. First Barnes &
Noble slashed the price of
its Nook by $60, down to
$199; the company also
started selling a Wi-Fi-only
Nook for $149. Within hours
Amazon dropped the price
of its Kindle by $70, to $189.
And ten days later, Sony cut
the price of each of its three
Reader products by $30,
bringing its most expensive
3G version down to $229.
What's sparking e-reader
price drops? Thank Apple's
iPad, the dominant multi
purpose tablet available
today-and the juggernaut
that has the major single
purposc e-reader makers

E-reader prices are tumbling , but is it enough
for stand -alone e-book devices to stay alive?

L

quaking. In the face of this
competition, other e-reader
manufacturers have thrown
in the towel. Plastic Logic

dumped plans to launch its
QUE e-reader in August, and
says that it will instead focus
on creating a next-generation

ProReader. Samsung delayed
its e-readers indefinitely.
The e-reader is at a cross
roads. Amazon and other
firms must make the case
that their dedicated products
have a place in a world filled
with multipurpose devices
that can display e-books,
such as smartphones, tab
lets, and netbooks . Each
e-reader maker also wants to
ensure that its product
becomes the de facto stan
dard for reading e-books.
After all, repeat sales of
e-books look to be where
the real money is. Selling
e-reader hardware with
hooks to e-bookstores is
more critical now than ever.
Market research firm The
Yankee Group forecasts that
6 million e-readers will ship
in 2010; that number is
expected to grow to 19.2
million by 2013 . And experts
say e-book sales will follow
the same growth curve .
E-books represent a frac
tion of overall publishing
sales, but it's a growing
share: The Association of
American Publishers says
that though e-book sales for

E-readers aren't just for passing the time during a Lengthy commute.
For more about their benefits in the workplace, see "Why E-Readers
Are a Worthy Business Investment" at find.pcworld.com/70463.
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the month of May totaled
just $29.3 million , sales
grew by 163 percent that
month and have already
increased by 207 percent in
2010 compared with 2009.
Amazon has said that 80
percent of its Kindle-book
buyers own a physical Kin
dle; the other 20 percent are
using one of Amazon's apps
for Android, BlackBerry,
iPad, iPhone, Mac, or PC.

AMAZON'S NEWEST KINDlE Is

THE BARNES & NOBLE Nook

lighter than Its predecessors,

now comes In both WI-Fl-only

but retains a 6-inch screen.

and 3G/Wi-Fi versions.

Single-Purpose vs .
Multipurpose
The number one threat to
e-readers is Apple's wildly
popular, $499 iPad. And as
Android tablets surface, you
can expect even more pres
sure on dedicated e-readers ,
which usually have a mono
chrome E Ink screen in lieu
of tablets' color LCDs.
Amazon has fired back,
beefing up its software to
include simple word games,
and even providing an API
for developers to create Kin
dle apps. In late July Amazon
revealed its third-generation
e-reader, still simply named
Kindle, which has an en
hanced display, faster navi
gation, and an entirely rede
signed chassis. Though the
3G/Wi-Fi device costs $189,
the Wi-Fi-only version is
priced at an affordable $139.
Despite feature and appli
cation creep, Amazon and
Barnes & Noble's main argu
ments are sound ones to
serious book lovers. First,
black-and-white e-reader
hardware provides a bette r
environment for book read
ing than do color-LCD-based
tablets. Second , whereas
Apple's iPad gets 10 hours
of battery life, Amazon 's
new Kindle is rated for up

II
~

~

IN ADDITION TO e-books, the

THE VALUE-PRICED Kobo

pricey Sony Daily Edition gives

eReader has a friendly user

access to major newspapers.

interface and easy-to-read text.

to three weeks of life with
the 3G radio on. And the E
Ink displays of e-readers are
viewable in bright sunlight,
unlike the iPad's LCD.
Though Amazon has never
shared hardware sales num
bers, the company said this
summer that its e-book sales
have outpaced hardcover
sales by 80 percent. It has
also claimed that it owns 70
to 80 percent of thee-book
sales market (an estimate
that other market data sup
ports; for example, author
James Patterson sold 1.14
million e-books, of which
867,881 were Kindle books).
Barnes & Noble claims to
be at 20 percent, and Apple
says it has 22 percent of the

e-book market. Though
those numbers don't add
up, they do show that-for
all of the players-the focus
is less on hardware and
more on the opportunity
for ongoing e-book sales.

War Far From Over
Amazon may have solidified
its leadership role among
dedicated E Ink devices (the
newes t Kindle sold out
within a week of its preor
der offering), but the com
pany still faces challenges
from Barnes & Noble, Sony,
and tablets such as Apple's
iPad and current and future
Android tablets by Archos,
Dell, Samsung, Velocity
Micro, Verizon, and others .

What is clear at this point
is that Amazon's new Kindle
will put pressure on the bevy
of lesser-known e-reader
brands (nearly a dozen, Jed
by Aluratek, Bookeen, and
Kobo) to respond with price
drops. But none of these
companies have done so
yet-and given how tight
their profit margins seem to
be, smaller e-reader makers
may not be able to match
the aggressive pricing of
Amazon and Barnes & Noble.
More competitors have
promised e-readers of their
own. The newest comes
from Sharp: Later this year
the company will in~roduce
an e-book reader device that
can read a new, proprietary
e-publishing file form at.
Sharp says the device will be
available in Japan first; some
time afterward, Sharp and
its partner Verizon Wireless
will launch thee-book read
er in the United States.
The debut of the $139 Wi-Fi
Kindle raises one key ques
t ion: Does the value propo
sition of lesser-known, bud
get e-readers still exist? The
shore answer is no. Smaller
brands have little to offer:
Their hardware (as is the
case with the $139 Kobo) is
often inelegant and harder
to use, they lack Wi-Fi or 3G
connectivity, and they make
acquiring books more diffi
cult than it is on the Amazon,
Barnes & Noble, and Sony
devices, each of which has
built-in bookstore access.
The third-gen Kindle
reshapes thee-reader land
scape. Considering its fea
tures, one potential e-reader
vendor's spokesperson said
off the record: "At that
price, who can compete?'

OC T O BE R 2010 PCWORLD . COM
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Vampire Hunters: Devices Reduce Energy Waste
IT'S 1 A.M., and everyone is
as leep. The TV is off. The
PCs are off. Your cell phones
and MP3 players are plugged
in but no longer charging.
And all t hese products are
still sucking electricity.
"Vampire power" (aka
"phantom power") accounts
for a surprising amount of
U.S. electricity consumption.
According to a Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory
report, "A typical American
home has forty products
constantly drawing power.
Together these amount to
almost 10 percent ofresi
dential electricity use." Some
items, such as a desktop PC,
consume about S watts even
when turned off and plugged
in . (For more on how busi
nesses can manage energy
consumption, see page 32.)
To slay vampire-power
suckers, people are turning
to a new class of surge pro
tectors and rechargers . I
looked at several. Although
I found their usefulness lim
ited, trying them beats going
around your house each night
yanking plugs from the walls.

Surge Protectors
When used correctly, green
surge protectors cut off
power to devices that don't
need it. One of the outlets is
t he control outlet; when the
wattage on it drops below a
certain level, the device kills
the power on several of the
remaining outlets. Still
other, always-on outlets
continue to receive power.
The protectors make sense
in a setup where one device
dominates the others such
as the computer in an office
14 I PCWORLD . COM
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Special ly designed surge prot ect ors and gadget
chargers promise to cut standby power drain.

L

THE HP MONSTER Digital PowerCenter SOOG takes huge AC adapters.

or the TV in a home theater.
If your PC is off, you like ly
don't need the monitor, for
example. The always-on out
lets are for devices that must
remain on, such as a router.
I tried the Belkin Conserve
Smart AV, the HP Monster
Digital PowerCenter 800G,
and the TrickleStar PC
TrickleStrip, and all three
worked as advertised. But
the devices don' t cover
everything. For instance, my
DVR needs to stay on, and it
burns a frightening 53 watts
in standby, refreshing the
program guide, download
ing software, monitoring the
satellite for changes to chan
nel lineups, and standing
ready to record at any time.
Even so, a green surge pro
tector cuts usage in my
home theater by about 22
watts when the TV is off, for
a savings of 14,000 watt
hours a month (ass uming
the TV is on 3 hours a day.)
The $80 (street price) HP
Monster is big enough to
accept huge AC adapters, or
"wall warts," in each of its
eight outlets. With a
3140-joule rating,
it promises

substantial energy-spike
protection. It also protects
phone, ethernet, and coaxial
cables. But it pulls about 1.6
watts with nothing plugged
into it-at least in part be
cause of its pretty but use
less LEDs. That made it a bit
of a power vampire itself.
The $30 (list price) Belkin
is the Monster's opposite.
You can' t plug a wall wart
into any of its eight outlets
without blocking at least
one other. It doesn't support
phone, ethernet, or coaxial
cables, and it has a reason
able but unspectacular 1080
joule rating. With nothing
plugged in, it drew so little
power that the meter I used,
a Watts Up Pro , said it was
consuming none at all.
The $40 TrickleStar PC
TrickleStrip (street price)
has six outlets. The alwaysBELKIN'S CONSERVE SMART AV
Is an affordable choice at $30.

on outlets are spaced apart,
making one of them wall
wart-friendly. It can protect
a phone line, but not ether
net or coaxial (a similar TV
TrickleStrip handles coaxial
but not phone). It safeguards
your gear up to 2160 joules.
With nothing plugged into
it, the device barely regis
tered on my Watts Up Pro,
sipping 0.0 to 0.1 watt.
One issue yo u shouldn 't
worry about is the power
threshold, the point at
which a protector shuts off
or turns on the switched
outlets . All three protecto rs
handled this job perfectly.

Smart Chargers
Regular battery chargers and
AC adapters don' t know
when to stop. When an at
tached device needs power,
they provide it. When the
device is charged or turned
off, they still give it some
juice-and even when the
device is gone, the plugged
in adapter or charger contin
ues to draw electricity. A
smart charger, in contrast,
knows when it's needed and
shuts down when it isn't .
Smart chargers usually
support the two most com
mon standards: USB and the
iPod/iPhone connector. Of
course, since you can charge
an iPod or iPhone on a USB
port, only one standard real
ly needs to be supported.
But iPods, iPhones, and
USS-chargeable devices are
already somewhat smart
about power, and draw very
little after a charge finishes.
If you don't keep multiple
chargers plugged in around
the clock, smart chargers »

Forward
will not save you much.
I looked at three: Belkin's
Conserve 'valet, and the iPod
and mini-USB versions of
the Ventev EcoCharge.
The $17 EcoCharge is a
handy portable charger. It
plugs into an outlet without
crowding other devices. lhe
62-inch cord ends in a mini
USB, micro-USB , or iPod
connector, depending on
the model. The device also
has a hidden USB port,
which lets you power any
USS-chargeable device in
addition to the one you
bought the charger for.
The $40 Belkin Conserve
Valet (not yet available as I
write this) is a 9-by-6-inch
station with four USB pons.
You plug cables (either stan
dard USB or special ones

BELKIN'S CONSERVE VALET
neatly holds four USB cables.

such as USB iPod connec
tors) into the ports , wind up
excess cable, and plug the
Valet into a wall socket. To
charge something, you plug
it into the proper USB cable
and then press the Valet's
on button. It's convenient,
assuming yo u charge your
devices only in one location.
These surge protectors and
chargers can help cut your
pow~r bill, but don't expect
miracles. In fact, convention
al surge protectors-placed
where you can easily reach
the power switch- will save
you more, provided that you
cultivate a few good habits.

- Li11col11 Spector
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Hands-On With BlackBerry 6 OS
THE RECENTLY released
BlackBerry 6 OS, while
not a complete overhaul,
adds imp rovements and
overall refinement co
Research In Motion's
mobile operating system.
Here s a look at what's
new, what works, and
what doesn' t. (For our
review of the Torch
9800, the first handset to
carry 6 OS, see page 58.)

The browser also crashed
a few times in my tests.
Can a BlackBerry be an
entertainment device?
The upgrades in 6 OS def
initely help. The music
player gains a Cover
Flow-like interface that
nicely showcases album
art. You' ll also find a
brand-new YouTube app
with a fairly straightfor
ward interface, as well as
a BlackBerry Podcast app.

Interface
Even though 6 OS has a
Messaging and
E-Mail
YOU CAN SLIDE your apps horizontally
spruced-up interface,
Black Berry users will feel
to view them filtered by category.
E-mail is where RIM
shines, and 6 OS adds
at home. Icons and text
features that solidify the company's status as
appear sharper and smoother than in previous
the master of messaging. You can of course
versions , but the overall look is BlackBerry.
Reminiscent of pre-2.0 Android, BlackBerry
sync with your company's BlackBerry Enter
6 OS has a vertically sliding apps drawer that
prise Server with support fo r Exchange, Lotus
can show all of your apps or none of them; or Domino, or Groupwise for real-time e-mail
you can notch it to view one or two rows at a
delivery. With BlackBerry Internet Service,
time. If you prefer, you can slide horizontally
you can access up to ten personal/business
POP3 or IMAP4 e-mail accounts.
and view apps filtered by categories such as
Favorites, Media, Downloads, and Frequent.
Here's where things get confusing. You
have a universal Messages inbox, which con
At long last, the BlackBerry OS has universal
search. It searches contacts, apps, music
cains your SMS items, e-mail messages, and
just about everywhere. You can tweak it to
BlackBerry Messenger, and then yo u have
search specific parts of the phone. I found it
your dedicated e-mail (in my case, Gmail)
quite fas t, however, and I relied on it to fin d
inbox. In the dedicated Gmail inbox, you get
arc hiving, threaded conversations, labeling,
what I needed . Most competing platforms
offer universal search, but BlackBerry's ver
and starring-an arrangeme nt that's just
sion is the most powerful and comprehensive.
about as close to the Gmail desktop. setup as
possible. In the catch-all inbox, however, you
don't have access to any of these features.
Web Browser and Multimedia
Until now, the BlackBerry platform's biggest
This is a bizarre oversight on RIM 's part.
pitfall was its shoddy Web browser. The new
WebKit-based browser isn't perfect, but it is
BlackBerry Fans Will Be Pleased
light years ahead of the older one. You get
BlackBerry 6 OS has more positives than
pinch-co-zoom multitouch support, tabbed
negatives, and BlackBerry users will be happy
browsing, and auto-wrap text zoom (when
with it, but it lacks the freshness necessary to
you zoom in to a block of text, the font
keep up with the competition. The result isn't
wraps in a column so that none of it cuts off) . quite on a par with what you can find in vari
Pinch-to-zoom wasn't entirely smooth, but
ous Android versions and overlays. RIM is
it worked fine in my hands-on tests. Auto
playing catch-up rather than innovating,
wrap text functioned well, too. Regrettably,
which is disappointing considering the con
on the Torch 9800 the browser was sluggish,
tributions it has made to the phone world.
especially in dealing with media~heavy sites .
-Gimry Mies
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Reasons to Jailbreak Your iPhone {and Not To)
JAILBREAKING AN iPhone

and may be more robust
than AT&T's in your area.
Coolapps: Jailbroken
iPhones can use lots of

THE JAILBREAKME Web

damages or other mal
functions of your phone.

grants freedom from Apple' s
locked-down policies.

creative and quirky apps
not approved by Apple.
Access to Cydia-the hub
of "illegitimate" apps-is

Jailbreaking via various
methods is a popular prac

a huge motivation.
Fully reversible: If you 're

ging into your iPhone
just doesn 't work, and
"comex, " the person

tice. Here are some of the
pros and cons. (For more,
see find .pcworld.com/70501.)

scared of the consequenc
es or you don' t like the

responsible for Jailbreak
Me, doesn 't have a solu

results, JailbreakMe is re
versible. But beware: If

Why Jailbreak?

you upgrade p ast iOS
4.0.1 (see page 42), there
may be unknown outcomes .

tion. But loyalists devot
ed to the cause may find
solutions themselves.
Security concerns: Mac

became simple with the lat
est re lease of JailbreakMe
(www.jailbreakme.com), which
exploits a flaw in the Safari
browser's PDF viewer that

T·Mobile's GSM network: Many
people are wary of buying a
phone tied to the problem
atic AT&T network . But the
latest jailbreak gives you ac
cess to T-Mobile's GSM net
work, which works overseas

based tool promises to help
make the process simple.

Bugs: Sometimes dig

renders it unusable and re

Why Avoid It?

quires a wipe and restore to
make it function al again.
Voiding warranty: Though

Bricking: Anytime you tamper
with your iPhone, you run a
risk of "bricking" it, which

it's now legal to jailbreak,
doing so still voids the war
ranty. Apple won' t cover

Chrome to Phone: Easy Transfers
It's a thoroughly modern dilemma: Finding information on the Web
is easier with your PC-but for bringing that data with you , nothing
beats a smartphone. Google has come up with a great way of mov
ing the info you need from your compu ter to an Android handset.
Download the Chrome-to-Phone extension for the Chrome brows
er and the matching app for your Froyo-powered smartphone (both
programs are free ), and then follow the instructions to link the app
to your Google account. The
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Coming up with new ideas takes creativity. Making those ideas a
reality, however, takes hard
work and lots of organization.
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Gantto: Keep Projects on Track

Ra nker: List-a-mania!
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"Most Selfish Professional Athletes" are just a few choices), or you
can use Ranker's free tools to create your own list. ranker.com
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plant malware on a phone
via the PDF viewer (see find .

draw us in every time. Ranker, in fact. has built a whole site around
lists. You can browse lists created by other users ("Top 10 Muppet
Mashups," "Literary Classics You Should Pretend You 've Read ," and

next time you discover a Web
page, phone number, map. or
YouTube video that you want to
access on your phone, simply
click a button in the Chrome
toolbar. Within seconds, the
data shows up on your phone.
fi nd.pcworld.com/70499

There's something about a list
that the average Web surfer
just can't resist. Those num 
bered nuggets of snarky opinion

Rumors discovered a fl aw in
the process that lets hackers

QIM9 0'\loQoltl'Nl:')' !'M'ifrw~ lt w.i.a.
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RANKER LETS ANYONE create a list, from the Informative ("Fortune
100 Firms on Twitter") to the wacky ("Bizarre Sex Ed Videos").

If you need to keep a compli
cated project on schedule, the
free Gantto online service is
worth a try. As its name implies .
the site helps you produce
detailed Gantt charts with bars
tracking the progress of your
project's individual tasks. Gant
to's interface is a little clunky
and requires more clicks than I
would like, but it allows you to
track an impressive amount of
detail in depth. ga ntto.com

Your child is on line now. Sadly, so are the bad guys. Each day, more than 50,000
predators are striking up conversations and trying to set up personal meetings
with unsuspecting children through Facebook, MySpace, chat rooms and Instant
Message services. How much do you really know about your child's on line
"friends" and what they're planning?
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Make sure your child is safe with Spector Pro, the best selling software for
monitoring and recording every detail of their PC and Internet activity. Spector
Pro records everything they do on the computer - their chats, instant messages,
emails, the web sites they visit, what they do on Facebook and MySpace, the
pictures they post and view.. . and much more. Plus, with Spector Pro's advanced
screen snapshots feature, you not only see what they do, you see the exact order
in which they do it, step by step.
Is there a "Susan" online with your child? Find out with Spector Pro, the most
widely used and trusted monitoring tool available today.

Take the next step
Call us today at

Visit us online at

1.877.344.1491

www.SpectorProisWatching.com/PCW
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GEEKTECH
Hard Drive vs. RAM: Which Boosts Speed More?
YOUR SYSTEM I S due for a hardware upgrade,
but your budget won't bear the burden of both
a blazing new hard drive (or solid-state drive)
and an extra injection of Kingston RAM. So it's
decision time: If you're looking to improve gen

Google Adds
Sign-In for
More Than
One Account

for a high-end drive or more memory?
PCWorld Labs analyst Thomas Luong has an
obsession with optimization that borders on

as a new drive. The Nero Ultra 7 tests ran an
average of 95 seconds with a memory upgrade,
and the overall World Bench 6 score for both
drive configurations leaped 15 points after
Thomas added about S200 worth of extra RAM.

clinical, and during a recent day off he found

If you're not familiar with our testing method

himself idly running performance tests on his

ology, that jump indicates roughly a 15 percent

home PC just to see what would happen.

improvement in the performance of common

He ran a full suite of WorldBench 6 perfor

programs like Photoshop, Firefox, and WinZip.
Though applications that make heavy use of

GOOGLE JS ROLLING out

mance tests using two different hard-drive

a sign-in feature that makes

configurations doubled up to run in

it easier for users to manage

RAID 0, first using a fast new

multiple online identities.

Samsung 128GB SATA solid

You can use it for signing in

state drive and then using

(with up to three Google

his older Western Digital

accounts) to App Engine,

VelociRaptor 300GB

has always had the need

Code, Calendar, Gmail,

WD3000HLFS SATA

for speed, and his after

Reader, Sites, and Voice.

hard drive, which spits

hours optimization tests

Multiple-account sign-in for

bytes at 10,000 rpm. To

prove that adding more

Google Docs is coming soon.

make things interesting,

You can get started by vis

he ran each test using two

iting the multiple-account

different RAM configura

sign-in settings page at find.

tions, first with a 3GB DDR3

pcworld.com/70449 or by click

1600 loadout and later with a

Seui11gs•Google Acco1111i
smi11gs at Google.com. Un

hodgepodge of memory he found lying around

ing

der 'Personal Settings' you
should see 'Multiple sign
in'. If you don' t

see that

that added up to 12GB of DDR3 1066.

a hard drive (such as Roxio's Video
Wave Movie Creator) may bene
fit from the faster read/write
performance of a new
high-speed drive, Thomas

RAM has the potential to
shave the time you spend
on workday tasks such as
slinging spreadsheets and edit
ing video. In the eternal battle be
tween performance and price, upgrading your
rig with BGB of OOR3 RAM garners far more

The results Thomas brought in to work the

bang for your buck than trading up to a boutique

next morning were surprising, and not just be

high-speed drive like the 128GB Samsung SSD.

cause 9 a.m. is far too early to be writing about

-AlexWawro

option, the feature is not yet

RAM -versus-hard-drive performance upgrades.

available for your account.

(To view a chart of his results, see find.pcworld.

GPS in a Pair of Glasses

com/70456.) When he examined the results, he

Japanese engineers have created a prototype

in to for multiple-account

found virtually no appreciable performance dif

device that places GPS navigation technology

browsing becomes the de

ference between his old VelociRa ptor setup and

into a pair of wearable, seemingly everyday

the superfast Samsung SSD drive. Though some

glasses. The glasses have integrated LEDs

hard-drive hogs like Nero Ultra 7 (which steadi

positioned in a circular fashion around the

ly streams data from the drive) did register a

frame. The LEDs, which are visible in a user's

The first account you sign

fault account. To add a

sec

ond account, click your
e-mail address to get

a drop

down menu that will allow

reliable 10- to 15-second improvement with

peripheral field of vision, then change their

you to sign in to it. Repeat

the SSD in his speed testing , common consum

color and placement in order to show you

er applications such as Autodesk 3ds Ma x and

which direction you should be walking. Visit

WinZip scored equally well running from either

find.pcworl d.com/704 75 for the full story.

this step for

a third account.

Afterward , to switch
accounts, click your e-mail
address to activate the drop
down and select an account.

-la11Paul
20

eral performance on the cheap, do you shell out

l

our analyst's informal te"sts
illustrate w hich upgrade offers
better performance and value.
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the Samsung SSD or the Western Digital drive.

-Clms Bra11drick •

What was more startling was the compara
tively drastic performance improvement afford

For more hardware news. visit the Geek Tech

ed by a RAM upgrade that cost about the same

blog at go.pcworld.com/geektech.
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Consumer Watch
Who's Smarter: Apple Genius or Best Buy Geek?
BY ZACK STERN

MANY OF US have turned to in-store support from the Best
Buy Geek Squad or an Apple Store Genius for help with a
technology bind. People who have talked to both quickly
notice that they employ different styles and approaches-but
which has the better tech
chops? I set out to determine
We asked each of
anecdotally (not through any
them the same
formal survey) the answer to
platform-neutral
this question.
support questions
Though the Best Buy Geeks
to find out.
aren't geared toward face-to
face drop-by questions as the
Apple Geniuses are, nearly all of the Geek Squad desks I ap
proached said that they could help me for 10 or 15 minutes
at no charge if I brought in the troublesome computer.
The Apple stores I visited were crowded with people wait
ing for tech support at the free Genius Bar. You may need to
make a reservation-even if you have just a quick question.
At Apple stores, I learned to flag down a blue-shirted
employee who would either check me in for my appointment
or usher me to a different employee to begin that process.
I devised a series of platform-agnostic questions based on
real issues that people I know hav·e encountered. I designed
the problems to plumb a range of tech-support knowledge
while being applicable to a Mac or a PC. I posed the ques
tions to the Geeks in the context of Windows 7 and to the
Geniuses in relation to Mac OS X 10.6. In each of eight trips
to various Best Buy and Apple stores in the San Francisco
Bay Area, I followed my script as closely as I could. (See find.
pcworld.com/70459 for a longer version of this article.)

Questions, Answers, and Comments
Q: I can't play certain online video files. On my Windows 7

PC, that seems to happen on Apple's movie-trailer site. On
my OS X Mac, I can't see high-deffiles on the Microsoft site.
Geek [amwerrabourrhe PC): If you're getting video from the
Apple site, it's going to need QuickTune. There should be an
error message telling you that.

Genius [a11swerr abom rite Mac]: The video should say what
the requirements are. Those videos should be in Windows
Media; you'll need to get the Windows Media codec. You
could also download Perian, a multicodec tool. Perian works
for all kinds of Internet video .
Comment: Both answers solved the problem, but I give the
edge here to the Genius, for suggesting a multicodec package
that could allay similar issues from other video sites .
Q: A friend installed Windows XP for me on a second hard
disk- but how do I switch back and fort h?
Geek: It should come up when you boot; you select it there.
If not, something isn't set up right. I'd have to check it out.
Genius: Hold down the <Option> key-if you're using an
Apple keyboard- when you start up, and choose the operat
ing system. Or, in OS X, go to the System Preferences Start
up Disk to select the OS. Or boot into OS X while in Win
dows: Click on the black diamond in the lower-right comer.
Comment: Both answers were correct, but the Genius's
»

Calling a company's tech support Line is something no one Looks for
ward to-so before the time comes when you have to do it, read our
"Top Tech Support Survival Tips" at find.pcworld.com/70458.
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Consumer Watch
response was the more thorough.
Q: I just set up a new e-mail account. I
can get mail on my iPhone and comput
er. But if I read a message on my com
puter, I can't see it on my phone .
Geek: I'd have to see it in person. ls it
getting mail properly? It's definitely not
something that should be happening.
Genius: It's POP [an older mail system
that doesn't keep messages available to
different clients]. Make sure that you
turn off ' delete messages from server'
in the account settings. Otherwise,
with POP, if you read items in one
place, they won't show up in the other.
Comment: The Genius nailed the issue.
Q: I have an old Linksys 802.1 lg wire
less router, and my network feels slow.
I'm running various wireless devices,
including an old iBook. Do you have
any suggestion to speed things up?
Geek: Upgrade your router. Yours goes
only 54 mbps. A Wireless-None is faster.
Genius: Turn on Network Utility.
You'll see how fast the link speed goes.
If you're going to transfer a lot, con
nect ethernet instead of going wireless.
Some routers do gigabit speeds and are
much faster than Wi-Fi.
Comment: Both answers would help
improve the network-but seem like
workarounds. Neither tech asked which
signal my old iBook used. (My 802.llb
device was slowing down the wireless
802.1 lg network.) Here we have a draw.
Q: My Wi-Fi link seems to slow down
if I move my laptop a few rooms away
from the router. Is that really happening?
Geek: Yes, speed depends on the dis
tance away from the router. A Wireless
N router will help the range, too.
Genius: It will be slower if you move
farther. (Network Utility shows your
connection speed.)
Comment: Both answers were good,
but both could have suggested reposi
tioning the router. Score: Draw.
The overall winner: Geniuses
For the five questions here, the fina l
score was Geniuses 3, Geeks 0, with 2
ties. Despite this result, the Geeks
offered great advice in most situations
and were always happy to help.
24 I P CW O RL D.COM
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The Risks and Rewards of Deal-Hunter Apps
STILL HAVEN'T embraced
the Foursquare fad or
Loopt's "check-in" feature?
Me neither. I don't under-

New mobile apps reward consumers for
sim ply walking into a store-but be
aware of the information you're sharing .

l

stand the point of letting everybody on

bucks," that you can redeem for Facebook

my Twitter feed know where I'm ordering

credits. Napster downloads, and immedi

a meal or what stores I'm hitting up on

ate in-store cash-back rewards at partner

my lunch hour. Though the trend may

stores. Shopkick is a free app and is cur

seem silly and pointless right now. nation

rently available only for the iPhone (the

al retailers see this check-in model as a

developers say that they are working with

way to track-and increase-store foot

other mobile platforms as well).

traffic. But will consumers play along?
For anyone unfamiliar with the hype,
Foursquare and Yelp use GPS to find

LooptStar is similar to Foursquare in
many ways: You earn "achievements"
rather than badges and become the

stores, restaurants , and landmarks close

"Boss" rather than the mayor of an estab

to where you happen to be at any given

lishment. Like Shopkick and Foursquare,

time. You ca n then "check in" to
that place and share your
location with your Face
book friends or Twitter followers .
At first, check- ins
were worth brag

LooptStar rewards loyal custom
ers after they've checked in
to a business a certain
number of times.
LooptStar doesn't
install sensors, but
the company tell s

ging rights, and

me that the location

that's about it. Now.

technology behind

Foursquare is working

the app is precise

with local businesses

enough to know when

to reward loyal customers.
For example, if you check in to a

you've entered a store.
Like Shopkick, LooptStar has

bar in Kalamazoo five times, you're

teamed up with other companies, such as

rewarded with one free draft beer. Sweet!

the Gap, to provide exclusive discounts to

Two apps, Shopkick and LooptStar, are

customers. LooptStar is available only for

taking this model to a corporate level and

the iPhone at this time, but the company

offering even bigger and better deals.

plans t o expand to the Android platform.

Unlike Foursquare and other location
based apps, Shopkick doesn't use GPS or

Privacy Concerns

Wi-Fi triangulation to get your location.

The main drawback of these apps is the

When the app is open, it automatically

threat to privacy: They essentially broad

recogn izes your presence in a store once

cast your location and shopping habits to

you enter. Shopkick has installed "Shop

others on the app network or to your Face

kick Signal " sensor technology into Best

book or Twitter feed. You can turn off the

Buy and other partner stores, enabling

sharing feature in your account settings,

the app to do some neat things. The app

but you can't score deals without sharing

could direct you to a section of the store,

your location within the app. Before you

su ch as Home Entertainment, w here the

shop, look at your account settings to

app announces that you've earned a dis

know who can see your check-ins. These

count for a specific product in that area

apps can let you score some exclusive

say, 20 percent off on a Blu-ray player.
You can also earn points, called "kick

deals, but be aware of how much person
al information you might be sharing.

-

-
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Consumer Watch

I HAVE BEEN an AT&T customer for over five years and have used or
upgraded the company's services much more than the average person.
My wife and I moved to northwest Arka.nsas and discovered that the cell
phone service in our area is very poor. I've contacted AT&T many times,
and the company says that it is unable to guarantee service in any Loca
tion. I realize that AT&T didn't ask me to move to an area that had poor
service, but you would think they could give me, a good customer, some
consideration when I have a problem. I'd Like to switch carriers, but I'm
stuck in a contract. Is there anything you can do?
Bnim Alle11, Eureka Springs, Arkamas
OYS responds: After we contacted AT & T
about Allen's problem, a company repre
sentative called Allen and offered to
waive the early-termination fee (ETF),
the charge (usually steep) that AT &T and
other carriers apply when customers
cancel the ir cell phone service before
their contract expires. Allen accepted the
company's offer and saved $190.
Early-termination fees vary, and even
prorated fees can be high. For example,
a new Verizon customer with a smart

UNLIMITED HOSTING
RESELLER HOSTING
VPS HOSTING
SEO HOSTING
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CUSTOM YOUR OWN HOSTING

»> FREE SITE BUILDER
»> 3000+ TEMPALTES
»> 24n SUPPORT (Levell)
»> 99.9% Uptime
i>» 45 Days Money Back

with FREE PRIVACY for only $8.95/year

phone and a two-year contract would
still have to pay an ETF of $120 after 23

We attempted to contact Adobe about

months of service. Before signing up with

Greenlee's issue but didn't receive a direct

a carrier, do some research on cell phone

response. Shortly afterward, however,

coverage in your area (simply enter "cell

the company got in touch with Greenlee

phone coverage maps" in a search

and sent him his $30.

engine) and read the contract carefully.
We found one carrier, Credo Mobile

When trying to get a rebate, submit the
official request form from the manufac

(credomobile.com ), that will give you a

turer if possible. Also, make copies of

cred it covering the cost of the ETF from

anything you send in so that you 'll have

your previous carrier if you switch.

the required documentation should you
need to submit your request again.

Rejected Rebate Request
James Greenlee of Glendale, Arizona,

Tekkeon Laptop Battery Recall

contacted us when he had trouble getting

Tekkeon, in cooperation with the U.S.

a rebate. Greenlee bought an Adobe Pho

Consumer Product Safety Commission,

toshop bundle from Fry's Electronics; it

has recalled about 500 MyPower All

was eligible for a $30 rebate. He submit

Plus external rechargeable batteries

ted his rebate request to Adobe, includ

used to power portable devices (specifi

ing all the necessary information and the

cally battery models MP3450, MP3450i,

proof-of-purchase tab off the product

and MP3750). The battery cell can short

box. Adobe rejected his request. The

circu it and overheat, posing a fire hazard.

problem? Advised by Fry's, Greenlee had

Consumers should immediately stop

used a rebate form he downloaded from

using the recalled batteries and contact

Fry's Website. Adobe didn't consider this

Tekkeon to obtain a free replacement. For

form to be valid even though, according

more information. call Tekkeon toll-free

to Greenlee, it looked identical to the

at 888/787-5888 or visit the company's

form that was provided in the box.

Website at www.tekkeon.com/recall. •
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Webrootl!l Internet Security Complete is the first security solution designed to protect the individual, not just the computer. Webroot utilizes ahybrid desktop/
Web-based model and multilayered, best-of-breed technologies to ensure your personal information is secure, no matter where or how you go online. It begins
with protecting your passwords. With AES-encrypted passwords transmitted over 256-bit SSL, the Password Manager tracks hundreds of different passwords,
license keys, and registration codes. Webroot also generates unique, hacker-proof passwords that securely and easily log you in from anywhere. Your credit card
and bank acrnunt numbers can be encrypted and filled in for you, preventing keyloggers and phishers. Next, Webroot Internet Security Complete protects all that
digital data you couldn't bear to lose. Secure Online Storage lets you back up critical documents to the cloud, so even if your computer dies, yourfinancial records
won't be lost. Your files are securely transferred using SSL encryption, and stored in an encrypted format using 128-bit AES - the same level of protection
used by major financial institutions. Two geo-redundant, carrier-grade data centers store an encrypted copy of your data in case of amajor disaster. Webroot
Internet Security Complete includes lOGB of online storage, but the true advantage is what you get beyond mere file storage. For example, let 's say you need
to work on afile that you left at the office. You can securely access it online, and all changes will be automatically synchronized. You can even share the file with
colleagues using Secure Online Storage. Okay, now let's talk about Webroot's malware protection. PC Magazine named Webroot AntiVirus with Spy Sweeper®
their 2010 Editors' Choice - for the tenth time.Not to mention the dozens of accolades and certifications from West Coast Labs, ICSA, Top Ten Reviews,Virus
Bulletin, and other experts. Webroot Spy Sweeper and antivirus technologies are integrated into Web root Internet Security Complete to deliver the best malware
protection on the market. More than adozen shields prevent malicious files from harming your rnmputer, and the engine can dean even abadly infected system.
The direct disk scanning component detects Windows rootkits, even when Windows itself has no idea they're installed. Which is probably why Webroot earned
the highest srnre yet from PC Mag.mm for removing rnmmercial keyloggers. During scans, the engine checks all processes running in memory first and terminates
any malicious filesimmediately. The Startup Items Shield alerts you if any program - malicious or not- adds areference to itself,and lets you choose whether
you want to prevent it from loading at boot time. The Execution Shield checks any fi le against Webroot's database of known malware as soon as you double-dick
it. If the file is malicious, the engine automatically quarantines it before it can do any damage. IE Hijack Shield prevents Trojans from changing your homepage.The
Communications Shield checks all DNS lookups against alist of websites known to host malware or domain names used for rnmmand-and-control of botnets, and
black holes any site even before abrowser can load the page, or before arunning piece of malware can retrieve its payloads. If amalicious program tries to bypass
this protection by changing the Hosts file, the Hosts File Shield will stop it dead in its tracks. The Email Attachments Shield scans your POP3 mailas it downloads.
An advanced spam-scanning engine automatically analyzes your incoming email and filters out spam and email scams. The File System Shield scans files as they
are written to the hard drive; preventing Trojan horses.The registry scan finds and disables malware based on the characteristic changes aparticular file makes to
the Windows Registry. Additionally, Webroot's Threat Research team tracks and updates detections for hundreds of commercial keylogging programs. Malware
that loads itself using an Alternate Data Stream will be thwarted by the ADS Shield. In this latest version, the anti-malware engine has been rewritten from
the ground up. It works faster, using fewer resources, so you can w·ork simultaneously. The engine's heuristic detection algorithms identify unknown malware
based on known characteristics of malicious files. Web root maintains arecord of every file it has checked and only searches new files on subsequent scans. ActiveX
Shield and BHO Shield prevent malware from hooking the browser using two commonly exploited plug-in architectures. Online, Webroot tracks hundreds of
thousands of websites and warns you about visiting any known to steal passwords, host malware, or engage in drive-by downloads. Search engine results show a
security rating next to each search result. Atwo-way firewall monitors traffic traveling into and out of your computer ports, denying access to hackers or intruders.
Webroot Internet Security Complete also includes an award-winning system cleaner that removes Internet traces such as your online history, address bar history,
cache, cookies, and more. It can also permanently delete sensitive filesand folder s, making them completely unrecoverable. If you think all this sounds complex,
you're only half right. While the work Webroot does behindlhe scenes is extraordinarily complex, the experience from your seat is simple. All this technology
is seamlessly integrated in one product, wrapped up with astreamlined, user-friendly interface, and includes _a multitude
of convenient features like idle-time scanning, one-dick malware removal, color-coded security alerts, automatic
threat updates, Gamer Mode, and even aMagic Briefcase. Finally, personal security can be effective yet truly hassle-free.

U ON' C
For the security solution that works,
visit webroot.com/pcworld
() 2010 W•brootSoftwm. Inc
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Web root·
Personal Security

You need 200 new computers
configured and deployed by Friday.
It's Thursday.
At CDW, we say, not a problem. Not only can we help you replace your aging
notebooks and desktops with more efficient and productive machines, w e ca n do
the research, compare all brand and technology options and then preconfigure your
hardware with the latest software and operating systems. No matter what you need
or when you need it, you can count on us to get it done.

Lenovo ThinkCentree
M90z 23" All-in-One PC

NEC AccuSync'"
AS221WM-BK

Ergotron®MX Wall
Mount LCD Arm

s1049. 99

s1s9.99

s122.99

CDW 2108567

CDW i 893653

CDW 1754506

NEC
01;play sold
S<' jMrately

Let u s help your business. 800.399.4CDW I CDW.com /desktops

Business Center
How to Set Up a Virtualization Server
BY PAUL VENEZIA

That isn't a hard-and-fast rule, however. Some servers, such
as database servers, run heavier loads more consistently, and
BY USING A single physical server to run many virtual serv
may not be suitable candidates for virmalization in a smaller
ers, you can decrease operational costs and get far more bang
infrastructure. It all depends on the hardware resources avail
for your buck. The best part? You can do it cheaply and easily.
able to the host server, on the virtualization software fea
It's impossible to buy a server
tures, and on the requirements
today that isn' t multicore, but
Virtualizing simplifies administration and
of the virtual server. Fortu
many small-business require
nately, setting up and testing
[ reduces costs. Here's what to look for in a
ments don 't call for that much
host server and in virtualization software.
these requirements before
horsepower. The end result is a
hand isn't difficult.
relatively expensive physical
In choosing the hardware, a
server that does little but con
good
ru le of thumb is that hav
.f)
sumes power and generates
ing more cores in the host
heat. That's why using a multi
server trumps having higher
core server-one with 4, 6, or
clock speeds; if your choice is
1,
0
12 processing cores on a single
between, say, a 4-core CPU
0
CPU- to host several virtual
running at 2.93GHz and a 6
1
servers makes sense, no matter
or 12-core CPU running at
what size your company is.
2.4GHz, you ' ll be better off
0
with the latter. The capability
Choosing a Host
to spread the virtual-server
The key to successfully virtual
load across more CPU cores
izing servers in a smaller envi
typically translates into faster,
ronment starts with the physi
'\.
more consistent performance
across all the virtual machines.
1
cal host server. Though it will
be responsible for hosting pos
Virtualization hosts can
sibly dozens of virtual servers,
always use more RAM, so be
it will require far fewer CPU
sure to get as much as you can,
resources than you may think.
and to select the fastest type
Depending on the virtualiza
available. It is relatively
tion software (aka the hypcr
straightforward to oversub
scribe CPU resources- to allocate more virtual CPUs to the
oisor) that you use, you will likely be able to run a surprising
number of virtual servers on a four- or six-core CPU . The rea
virtual servers than physically exist within the host server
son for this is that generally most servers run near idle a large
but it's far more difficult to oversubscribe RAM. The more
portion of the time. When they are tasked with work, their
RAM you have, the more virtual machines you can run.
resources tend to be spread out among the CPU , RAM, disk,
In smaller environments you may not have a StoI'3ge area
network or a network-attached storage device to hold the vir
and network input/output, with only a subset of the virtual
tual server images, so the host server will be responsible for
servers requiring significant CPU resources. By taking advan
the task. In that case, more disks are better, within reason.
tage of this law of averages, you can consolidate multiple
physical servers onto a single host server.
For general purposes, SATA drives in a RAID 5 or RAID 6 »

1
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0

Though virtualization can help to reduce data centers' power and
cooling demands, industry experts are Looking for other ways to
accommodate IT needs. Read more at find.pcworld .com/ 70455.
OCTOB E R 2010 PCWORLD.COM
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Business Center
array will suffice, although SAS (Serial
Attached SCSI) drives will always pro
vide increased performance.

Virtualization Software
As for the software, you have some free
choices. The free VMware Server runs
atop Windows or Linux. It isn't a "bare
metal" hypervisor in that it relies on
the underlying OS to provide key re
quirements for operation. It isn't as
fast or as fluid as other types of hyper
visor, but it is usually easy to install and
use. For a completely cost-free approach,
consider installing Linux on the server
and running the Linux vers ion of
VMware Server. Otherwise, installing a
licensed copy of Windows Server 2003
or 2008 and running the Windows ver
sion of VMware Server is an alternative.
VMware also has a free, bare-metal
hypervisor, VMware ESXi. It's built on
the same baseline as VMware's larger,
expensive offerings and provides stable
and responsive virtualization, but it has
some constraints as to the hardware it
can run on; check hardware compatibil
ity at find .pcworld.com/70448 .
Microsoft's Hyper-V may be a good
fit for Windows-oriented networks.
Technically it isn't free, as it requires
purchasing Windows Server 2008 R2,
but it has a simple interface and is well
integrated into the OS . If the virtual
servers that will run on the host are
Windows Server 2008 as well, you may
find the licensing attractive. Buying one
copy of Windows Server 2008 R2 per
mits the running of up to four virtual
Windows Server 2008 servers, for the
price of a single license.
You'll also find other options, such as
Citrix's XenServer. The free version has
features that may not be in VMware's
free offerings, such as multiserver man
agement. XenServer isn't as mainstream
as the others, but it can be downloaded
and installed for free , and it does not
need an underlying OS or OS license.
For more, including a discussion of
your server's network interfaces and
power supply, see the expanded version
of this article at find .pcworld.com/7044 7.
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Four Ways IPv6 Will Save the Internet
THE WORLD IS almost
As the IPv4 address supply dwindles,
out of IP addresses-or.
the world needs to embrace IPv6.
at least. it's almost out
of the IPv4 addresses that IT adminis
lions assigned to them personally.
2. Backward-compatibility: IPv6 is
trators and users are most familiar with.
Fortunately. to address issues with the
backward-compatible with IPv4, so dif
ferent networks or hardware manufac
IPv4 protocol and to add features to im
turers can upgrade at different times
prove the protocol for the future, the
without disrupting the current flow of
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
introduced IPv6 (Internet Protocol ver
data on the Internet. Given the world 's
sion 6). which exponentially expands the
dependence on the Net for news, com
pool of available IP
merce. public safety,
addresses while also
national security. and
providing other bene
more. this is an impor
fits. Here are a few
tant feature of IPv6.
ways in which IPv6
Eventually all IPv4
will come to the res
equipment will be
cue and save the Inter
replaced by attrition.
net. (For more on how
and IPv6 will be the
to prepare your busi
only address protocol in
ness for IPv6. see
use. That transition
September's Business
could take decades.
however. so backward-compatibility will
Center or go to find .pcworld.com/70407 .)
be crucial for the foreseeable future.
3. Better security: IPv6 was designed
Benefits of IPv6
with encryption and authentication in
1. More addresses: Rather than the current
32-bit addresses, IPv6 uses 128-bit
mind. IPsec. an optional security compo
addresses. allowing for an exponential
nent of IPv4. is mandatory in IPv6. With
increase in the number of IP addresses
IPsec. each individual data packet is
available. Network routing experts have
encrypted and authenticated, making
been aware of the limitations of IPv4
many of the malicious attacks plaguing
addressing since the 1980s- before most
the Internet today impossible- or at
of the world knew the Internet existed.
least substantially more difficult.
and before the Web became ubiquitous.
4. Better performance: The creators of
IPv6 have made changes to the way IP
IPv4 allows for about 4.3 billion IP
addresses. But since every Web-connected
packets and headers are formed . and to
device-servers. desktops. laptops. smart
the way IPv6 routers process the pack
phones. tablet PCs. and more-must have
ets to improve performance- resulting
an IP address. and since the Web has
in fewer missed or dropped packets. as
exploded in cou ntries such as China and
well as more-reliable and more-efficient
India, the world is rapidly consuming the
connections. With more people and de
avai lable pool of I Pv4 addresses.
vices sharing the Internet. and with
With 128 bits to use for creating unique
demands for VoIP (Voice over IP) and
addresses. IPv6 is capable of an insane
video strea ming on the rise. performance
number of addresses that far exceeds the
will be absolutely critical.
demands of today's Internet- and Web
The IPv4 address crunch. in the mak
connected devices. IPv6 provides enough
ing for more than two decades. is becom
IP addresses that every single person on
ing very real. Expect to see a spike in
the planet could have billions upon bil
IPv6 adoption in the near future.
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Business Center
Save Serious Money by Conducting a Business Energy Audit
CUTIING ENERGY WASTE can bring a big payoff to a small com
pany. An energy audit outlines the energy demands that matter to
your operations-as well as those you can do without-and it can

Whether your business is based at home or in a
high-rise, plugging energy leaks can Lower cost s.

L

lead to skinny electricity bills and fat tax breaks.
"We all have incentives to manage our utility bill, but many peo

cc Power ~ptions • Edit Plan Settings

..

"t

p

ple don't try because they don't know how," says Geoff Overland,
who runs IT and data-center programs for Wisconsin's statewide
Focus on Energy program. "By efficiently managing our energy, we

Change settings for the plan: Power saver
Choose the sl't:p and display settin gs that you went your computer to use.

~ Turn off th e di splay:

have an immediate impact on our bottom line."

j5 minutes

• J

~-----~

If your headquarters is at home or in a similarly small space, free

Put the computer to slttp:

_
ju_ m_·
_ mutes
_ _____
• )

online tools for residential audits will walk you through the process.

Ctwng' adv1nctd power s.ett1ngs

Utility companies, Energy Star and similar programs, and groups

Restore default settin gs fo r ttus plan

such as the Residential Energy Services Network (www.resnet.us/
standards) offer checklists and online calculators.
Pacific Gas & Electric on the West Coast, Duke Energy in the

THE WINDOWS 7 OS featu r es updated power-saving settings.

South, and other utility companies also provide Web-based audit
tools for small businesses operating in spaces ranging from an

Windows 7's Control Panel. choose Power Options and pick Power

apartment complex to a small warehouse. If your business has

sover to turn off a display after 5 minutes of inactivity and then put

multiple locations. dozens of employees. or specialized needs,

the PC to sleep after 15 minutes (or even 5 minutes). Advanced

seek a professional auditor through your local utility.

options give more controls, such as setting a laptop to sleep when

A comprehensive energy-audit checklist takes into account the
structure of the workplace. the lighting. and all machines, from the
boiler room to the workstations. The Federal Energy Management
Program checklist (fincl.pcworld.corn/70408) should suffice for per
forming an in-house audit at a small company.

you close its lid. Apple Mac OS X Snow Leopard has similar options
on the Energy Saver pan e under System Preferences.
Switching out old gear, such as CRTs for flat-screen LCDs, may
cost more up front but can bring long-term savings. Look for the
Energy Star label. In addition, EPEAT ratings of energy and envi
ronmental design rank desktops, displays, thin clients, and laptops.

Put Your Electronics on an Energy Diet

Businesses that have large storage needs or run a data center

Electronics account for one-fifth of home energy use, according to

have additional energy concerns. For them , virtualization (see page

government studies, but no hard-and-fast figure exists for small

29) is a blessing. To optimize a data center for efficiency, you

businesses. The more your company relies on hardware, the more

should consolidate equipment. establish proper airflow man

energy it tends to use. "The IT workload is growing almost as fast,

agement, improve power distribution, and use efficient

if not faster, than any other workload in the U.S.," Overland says.

power supplies and protocol data units (PDUs).

Devices such as the Watts Up (find.pcworld.corn/70409)
or the Kill-a-Watt (find.pcworld.corn/70410).

Energy and Money Saved

which measure how much each gadget

A business renting 2000 square feet of

and appliance costs in watts and dollars.

office space in San Francisco could save

are priced around SlOO; Belkin 's Con

$1360 a year by optimizing its electronic

serve line (find .pcworld.com/70411 ) is

devices' power settings, buying Energy

affordable, too. Some utility companies will lend

Star equipment, and using fluorescent

watt meters to small businesses for free.

lighting, according to PG& E's SmartEnergy

Studies show that. in a home, electronics
waste up to one-fifth of their energy con

BELKIN'S CONSERVE INSIGHT helps you

Analyzer. Commercial-building owners can

determine devices' energy consum ption.

enjoy federal tax breaks of Sl.80 per square

sumption on standby power, plugged in but
not in use-an easy opportunity for savings. (For more about power

foot if they halve their yearly energy costs.
Some states offer other efficiency incentives and rebates.

strips and chargers that can curb energy "vampires," see page 14.) A
typical PC can use 500 kilowatt-hours of electricity or more per year,

If y ou're an IT consultant serving small to midsize businesses, and

Overland says. If you pay 8 cents per kilowatt-hour, that's S40 per

you 'd like to leorn how you can contribute to Tech Audit. e-mail

year. Multiply that by two or three if you leave the PC on at night.

techoudit@pcwarld.com. For more odvice. reod the Tech Audit blog

Take a minute to crank up each PC's power-saving settings. In
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(find .pcworld.corn/64147) ond follow us on Twitter {@TechAudit) . •

Windows®. life without Walls™.
Acer recommends Windows 7.

TravelMate

TAlt..ORED FOR YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS

Acer® TravelMate®5740
• Genuine WindowsGD 7 Professional
• lntelGD Core'M i5-450M Processor
• 4GB DDR3 SDRAM, 250GB 1 hard drive
• 15.6" display
TM57 40-6291 (LX.TVF03.069)

Windows®. Life without Walls'...
Acer recommends Windows 7.

Acer Aspire 5742

Acer Aspire 5742

• Genuine Windows® 7 Home Premium
• Intel® Pentium® Processor P6100
• 3GB DDR3 SDRAM
• 320GB 1 hard drive
AS5742Z-4601 (LX.R4P02.001)

• Genuine Windows® 7 Home Premium
• Intel® Pentium® Processor P6100
• 2GB DDR3 SDRAM
• 250GB 1 hard drive
AS5742Z-4200 (LX.R4P02 .002)

$529

$459

Your PC, simplified.
Windows® 7 Home Premium operating system: the best entertainment experience on your PC.

Acer TravelMate 8572
• Genuine Windows11 7 Professional
• Intel~ Core'Mi5-520M Processor
• 320GB 1 hard drive
TM8572-6592 (L.X.TW603.022)

$$99

Acer GD235HZ bid
•
•
•
•
•

23.6" wide TFT LCD
30 ready'
1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
80000 :1 dynamic contrast ratio
170°/ 160° horizontal/ vertical
viewing angles

• VGA, DVI, HDMI '" (HDCP) signal connectors
• 300 cdl m' bri ghtness
• 2ms gray-to-gray respon se time
• Tilt adjustment
• Three-year limited warranty'
(ET.UG5HP.001)

Windows®. Life without Walls'...
Acer recommends Windows 7.

Acer Aspire One 0255
• Genuine Windows* 7 Starter
• Intel® Atom "' Proce.ssor N450
AOD255-2520 (LU .SDEOD.126)

Acer Aspire One 0255
• Genuine Windows® XP Home Edition
• lntele Atom '" Processor N450
AOD255-2333 (LU.SDEOB.095)

$289

r Acer As-pire 5553
• Genuine Windows9 7 Home Premium
• AMO Turion"' II Dual-Core Mobile Processor P540
AS5553G-5881 (LX.PUA02.071)

$649

Acer D240H bmidp
•
, •
•
•
•
•

24" w ide TFT LCD
Digital photo-frame function
1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
80000 :1 dynamic contrast ratio
170°/160° horizontal/vertical viewing angles
VGA. DVI (HDCP), HDMI'", USB signal
connectors
• 300 cd/m' brightness
• 2ms gray- to-gray response time
• Two 2.0W integrated speakers
• 1GB' storage
• CompactFlash• . Secure Digital card reader
• Tilt adjustment
• Three-year limited warran ty'
(ET.FDOHP.001)

$325

..

l

r



Acer B243HL bmdrz
•
•
•
•
•
•

24 " wide TFT LCD
White LED backlight
1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
8,000,000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
170°/ 160° horizontaVvertical viewing angles
VGA. DVI (HDCP), four USB
signal connectors
• 250 cd/m' brightness
• 5ms response time
• Two 2.0W integrated speakers
• Height. pivot. tilt and swivel adjustments
I • Three-year limited warranty'
(ET.FB3LP.002)

Acer Aspire easyStore H340
• Gen·uine Windows"1 Home Server
• lntel"1 Atom™Processor 230
• 2TB 1 SATA hard drive
AH340-U2T1 H (PG.T1 ?OW.022)

Acer Aspire easyStore H340
• Genuine Windows"1 Home Server
• Intel~ Atom '" Processor 230
• 1TB 1 SATA hard drive
AH340-UA230N (PG.T1 ?OW.007)

Acer S243HL bmii
•
•
•
•
•

24" wide TFT LCD
White LED backlight
1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
8,000,000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
170°/160° horizontal/vertical
viewing angles
• VGA, two HDMI ~ (HDCP)
signal connectors
• 250 cdlm' brightness
• 2ms gray-to-gray response time
• One 2.0W integrated speaker
• Tiit adjustment
• Three-year limited warranty'
(ET.FS3LP.001)

l

Acer P5271

• DLF» 3D-ready professional projector'
• XGA (1 024 x 768) native resolution
• 4,000-hour lamp life (economy mode)
• 3100 ANSI lumens (standard mode)
• 3000 :1 contrast ratio
• 2X digital zoom
~~;,w.
• One-year limited warranty'
(EY.J8701.008)
~--\"
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• Genuine Windows• 7 Professional
•Intel® Core"' 15-650 Processor
• 4GB DDR3 SDRAM
• 500GB 1 SATA hard drive
VX498G-Ui5650C (PS.VAW03.002)

$699
Acer Veriton X498G
• Genuine Windows® 7 Professional
• lntele Core'M 13-540 Processor
• 2GB DDR3 SDRAM
• 320GB 1 SATA hard drive
VX498G-Ui3540C (PS.VAW03.001)

$599

Acer T230H bmidh
•
•
•
•
•
•

23" wide TFT LCD
Touch-screen capable'
1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
80000: 1 dynamic contrast ratio
160°/160° horizontal/vertical viewing angles
VGA, DVI (HDCP), HDMI'" signal connectors

• 300 cd/m2 brightness
• 2ms gray-to-gray response time
• One 1.5W integrated speaker
• Height, tilt and swivel adjustments
• Three-year limited warranty'
(ET.VTOHP.001)

Windows®. Life without Walls™.
Acer recommends Windows 7.

TravelMate
m
--Y-1

E: L- I r-1 E:

TRAVELMATE TIMELINE
WORK SMARTER, TRAVEL LIGHTER
Acer® TravelMate® 817.2
•
•
•
•
•
•

Genuine Windows® 7 Professional
Downgrade right to Windows®XP Professional3
11.6" display, 1366 x 768 resolution
2GB DDR3 SDRAM, upgradeable to 4GB
250GB 1 hard drive
5-in-1 card reader

• 802 .11 b/g/n WLAN, Bluetooth®
gigabit LAN
• Integrated webcam
• Fingerprint reader
• Up to ·eight hours battery life5
• Optional port replicator availabl1
• One-year limited warranty2

U~Thin

Protect Your Investment with an Acer Notebook Service Upgrade
The Ace< notebooks and netbooks featured in thJS Insert come with a one-year standard I mited warranty.' For extra protection and peace of mind, consider the Total Protection Upgrade, which covers the
cost of a replacement unit if. as delermined by Acer, your covered notebook or netbook cannot be repaired. On-site service Is available, too, for TravelMate notebooks.•

2-Year Exten sion of Umited Warranty (146.AB820.EX2)
For Acer Notebooks and Netbooks with 1-Year Limited Warranty
$99

2-Year Extension of Limited Warranty + 3-Year Limited On-Site Service (146.AD362.001)
for TraveJMate Notebooks with 1-Year Limited Warranty {On-site seivlce runs concunently with
limlted warranty and limlted warranty extension.)

2-Year Extension of Limited Warranty + 3 -Year Total Protection Upgrade (146.ADOn.002)
for Acer Notebooks and Nelbooks with 1-Year Limited Warranty {Total Protection Upgrade runs
concurrently with limtted warranty and limited warranty extension.)
$199

2-Year Extension of Limited Warranty+ 3-Year Limited On-Site Service+
3-Year Total Protection Upgrade (146.AD362.002)
for TraveJMate Notebooks with 1-Year Limited Warranty (On-site service and Total Protection
Upgrade run concurrently with limited warranty and llmlted warranty extension.)

$1 49

$299

' When referring to storage capacity, TB stands for a thousand gigabY1es and GB for one bdllon bytes. Some utilities may indicate varying storage capaciUcs. Total user-accessible capacity may vary depending
on operating environments.
For a free copy of the standard limited wannnty end-users should see a reseller where Ac.er products are sold or write to Ac.er America Corporation, Warranty Depart.-nent. P.O. Box 6137, Temi>'e. TX 76503.
-' The alternate operating system can be installod in place ol, not in addition to, the pre-loaded operating system.
" 30 content. 30 glasses and an appropriatety equipped PC are also required to display 30 lmages.
' Depending on model configuration. Actual txlttery l~e varies by usage, settings, and operating conditions.
" 01Hille service applies to the conlinentaJ U.S. and Canada onty and may not be avai~e in a.II locations. In those areas whOf'e on-site service ts provided. a techntcicYl will be dispatched. if necessary. '°'\owing efforts
to resolve the problem by telephone support.
' Touch·scroen capabillty requires appropriate software mst311ed on the PC connected to the display. This software does not come with the display.
i

ac.er

0 20t0 Ace! America Corporat\00. Alt nghts reserved. Pricing cs effective from September 1, 2010 tlv01J9h October 31 , 20f0. Information is subject to change without notlCC. Prices shown are
estimated street poces and do not include tax or shipping. Aetailef or reseUer prices m.ly vary. Product images are representabons ol some of the models available and may vary horn the mod9'
you purchase. lv:.er, the Acer logo. Asp11e, TravelMato and Veriton are registered trademarks ol Acer Inc. Microsott, Windows and the Windows logo are either 1egistered tradomarks or trademarks
ol Microsoft Corporation in th e United S1111es and/or other countries. Other nnmes and brands may be clnlmed as the proporty of others.

Security Alert
Do Identity-Theft Protection Services Work?
BY NICK MEDIATI

other identity-theft safeguards, for a monthly fee. They may
also help clean up the mess that identity theft leaves in its
TODD DAVIS, CEO of identity-theft protection company
wake, and assist in rebuilding your credit. Many banks supply
some identity-theft protection to their customers, as well.
LifeLock, used his own Social Security number in his busi
ness's ads as a sign of his confidence in the service. In May, it
If you decide to sign up for identity-theft protection, weigh
your options carefully. Find out what each company provides,
was widely reported that Davis's identity had been stolen at
least 13 times. The controversy over LifeLock's advertising
and evaluate whether its services fit your needs.
ultimately cost the company $12 million in fines .
According to Privacy Rights Clearinghouse, identity-theft
Are online identity-protection
protection services don't mon
Here's what you should know about identity itor Social Security number
services worthwhile? Can you
theft protection services-and alternative
trust them? Do more-effective
fraud (a point of contention
alternatives exist? We did some
options- before you decide to sign up for one. with the LifeLock advertising),
digging to find out.
debit/check card fraud , crimi
nal identity fraud (where a
Losing Your I dentity
criminal assumes your identity
You can make it harder for
when arrested), medical fraud,
crooks to steal your identity by
or prior instances of identity
watching for phishing tactics,
theft. As Paul Stephens, direc
running antimalware utilities,
tor of policy and advocacy at
and shredding documents.
Privacy Rights Clearinghouse,
notes, these crimes "are more
One thing you can't prevent
difficult to recover from than
is a data breach against a com
pany (a bank, say) you do busi
financial identity theft. "
ness with. The Identity Theft
What to Look For
Resource Center says 498 such
breaches occurred in 2009.
Privacy Rights Clearinghouse
Criminals sell personal infor
maintains a list of services (fi nd.
pcworld.com/70500) that you
mation harvested from data
breaches to other crooks on
should check for in an ID-theft
online black markets; the buy
protection service. Learn what
credit-monitoring services the
ers then use the stolen identity
for anything from opening bank
company provides (which credit
bureaus it gets reports from, how often it obtains reports, how
or credit card accounts to seeking medical care in your name.
To make matters worse, laws requiring companies to dis
much access you have to your reports and scores), whether
the company provides services you can't perform yourself or
close data breaches are spotty: Some states have tough report
ing laws , but no national standard exists. You could do
get elsewhere, and what extra services and insurance it offers.
Do the services do more than monitor your credit? If so,
everything right and still have your identity stolen. No won
der there's a market for identity-theft protection services.
"then maybe they're worth some value, " says Jay Foley, execu
tive director of the Identity TI1eft Resource Center.
Identity-theft protection services typically monitor your
As for reputation, Foley advises consumers to check on- »
credit or public records for any suspicious charges, or offer

r

Should you be concerned about the security of open-source software?
We have the answer at find.pcworld.com/70480. Also, find out how to
keep your Android smartphone secure, at find.pcworld.com/ 70481.
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line for complaints filed against a com
pany with the Federal Trade Commis
sion. The Better Business Bureau tracks
problems that people have had with a
given company, and any action the gov
ernment has taken against the company.
Identity-theft protection companies
do little that you couldn't do yourself

BUGS & FIXES

Microsoft, Mozilla, Apple in a Patch Parade
THIS MONTH, Windows
and Office got off fa irly
lightly with just 4 patches,

Holes plugged in Windows and Firefox.
Plus: Apple fixes an iPhone weakness .

L

compa red to last month's whopping 34.
Mozilla didn 't fare as well. issuing fixes

for free , says Foley, but they help you
avoid some legwork. Keeping tabs on

for 15 security bugs in its products.

your identity yourself can be a tirne
consuming, labor-intensive process .

Microsoft Corrections

DIY Identity Protection
As the FTC notes, you can shield your
self from identity theft in a number of
ways without paying for a service.
First, pay attention to your bank and
credit card statements. Scrutinize the
charges, and call your bank or credit
card provider about suspicious items.
Be sure to get a credit report from
each of the three major credit bureaus
every year. Doing so is free at Annual
CreditReport.com. If you think your
identity has been stolen, placing a fraud
alert on your credit report may deter
the thieves from opening credit card
accounts in your name. A regular fraud
alert persists for 90 days; an extended
fraud alert lasts for seven years. If your
credit has been compromised, you can
put a freeze on your report to "lock" it.
Many financial institutions offer credit
monitoring services that are more cost
effective than using an ID-theft protec
tion service, Stephens notes.
One proactive measure is to use vir
tual credit card numbers-one-time-use
numbers that you enter in place of your
actual credit card information-for on
line payments. Many banks offer such
numbers, which are useless to thieves.
For more, see find.pcworld.com/70403.
Beyond credit reporting, watch for
medical benefits payouts for treatments
you haven't received, as well as for
phone or utility accounts you haven 't
opened; the FTC advises filing a police
report in such a case. The FTC's identity
theft microsite (find.pcworld.com/70404}
has additional information on how to
avoid or recover from identity theft.
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and for Office 2007 Service Packs 1 and 2.
The final security update for the month,
MSl0-045 (find.pcworld.com/70467), is
rated Important for Outlook 2002, 2003,

The July edition of Microsoft's Patch
Tuesday fixes includes four new security
updates, three of which are rated Critical
and one of which is rated Important.
The first two updates address vulnera
bilities in Microsoft Windows. The MSl0
042 patch (find.pcworld.com/70465) cor

and 2007. This vulnerability could allow
cybercrooks to run code on your PC if
you open a tainted attachment.
As usual, you should use Windows
Update to install these updates as soon
as possible. To Learn more about each
one- and to download them manually
visit find.pcworld.com/70468.

rects a weakness in the Windows Help
and Support Center feature in supported

Mozilla Advisories

editions of Windows XP and Windows
Server 2003 that might allow an

If you use Mozilla Firefox, Thunderbird,
or SeaMonkey, be sure to snag

attacker to gain control of
your PC if you click on a
specially crafted Link.
The fix is rated Criti
cal for all supported

the latest version of each,
as Mozilla recently
patched 15 vulnera
bilities affecting
these programs.

editions of Windows
XP, and is rated Low

The easiest way
to ensure that you
are currently run
ning Firefox 3.6.8,

for all supported
editions of Windows
Server 2003.
The second Windows
patch, MSl0-043 (fi nd.pcworld.
com/70464 ), seals a hole in the Canonical
Display Driver (cdd.dll-the generic dis
play driver for Windows) in 64-bit editions

Thunderbird 3.1.2, and
SeaMonkey
2.0.6 is to use
''
Automatic Updates: Go to Help•
Check for Updates. For additional details
from Mozilla about the latest versions,
visit find.pcworld.com/70469 (Firefox), find.

of Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008

pcworld.com/70470 (Thunderbird), and
find .pcworld.com/70471 (SeaMonkey).

R2. An attacker could use the hole to
hack your system, maybe gaining control
or (more likely) causing the computer to
crash. The fix is rated Critical for x64
based editions of Windows 7 and Impor
tant for Windows Server 2008 R2.
MSl0-044 (find.pcworld.com/70466)
corrects a flaw in ActiveX controls that
might allow an attacker to remotely run
code on your PC (and commandeer your
system so that they can do whatever
they want with it) if you open a specially
crafted Office file. This bug is considered
Critical for Access 2003 Service Pack 3

iPhone Fixes
Just as we were going to press, Apple
released the iOS 4.0.2 and 3.2.2 updates
fo r the iPhone and the iPad, respectively.
Both updates fix a vuln erability in the
way iOS handled PDF viewing that had
allowed hackers to easily "jailbreak" their
iPhones and iPads (see page 18). For more
on the fi xes, visit fi nd.pcworld.com/704 72
and find.pcworld.com/70473; and consult
find .pcworld.com/704 74 for information
about the "JailbreakMe" hack.
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Security Alert

Privacy and Location in Apple's iOS 4
!OS 4, APPLE'S new oper
ating system for iPhone
3G and above, pays close
attention to your location,

The company's mobile OS is smart and
flexible, but some users may find that it
keeps track of them a Little too well.

l

in good and maybe not-so-good ways.
First, the good. The iPhone's ability to

Browser 'Privacy
Modes' Not So
Private After All
A TRIO OF researchers-Gaurav Aggar
wal and Dan Boneh of Stanford Univer
sity, and Colin Jackson of Carnegie
Mellon University-have. found that
private-browsing modes fail to purge
all traces of a Net surfer's activities.
Mozilla Firefox's "custom handler pro
tocol, ~· for instance, creates UR Ls that
linger after a user leaves privacy mode.
Firefox, Internet Explorer, and Safari
support the use of SSL client certificates.
A Website, via JavaScript, can instruct a
browser to create an SSL client public/
private key pair, which the browser
retains even after the privacy session
ends. If a site uses a self-signed certifi
cate, IE and Safari will store it locally in
a Microsoft certificate vault, where it
persists in the aftermath of a privacy
session. So anyone who knows where
to look for it can find it and have a
glimpse of a user's Internet browsing.
IE exposes a user in privacy mode
when it initiates SMB requests with a
Web server, because SMB connections
identify the user to the remote site. The
SMB flaw may be negligible, however,
because many ISPs filter SMB port 445 .
The researchers noted the potential
for browser add-ons to undermine pri
vacy modes, since such apps may retain
a record of the user's travels afterward.
The bottom line from the trio's
research: Don't do anything in privacy
mode that you wouldn't do with your
boss looking over your shoulder.
-]0'111 P. Mello, Jr.
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track your location and share it with

Representatives Joe Barton (R-Texas)
and Edward J. Markey (0-Massachusetts).
In response, Apple listed the ways it

installed apps allows for conveniences

collects location data (see find.pcworld.

such as Google Maps- powered directions

com/70452), which include gathering the

from your current location to a destina

data along with diagnostic information and

tion, or a Yelp search for nearby restau

pinpointing the location of a phone that's

rants. But until iOS 4, privacy-minded

searching for a cell connection if the de

users who didn't want to share their

vice has location services turned on.

location data had only one control option
in the iPhone settings: all on or all off.
You can still turn

Apple hasn't said how it ensures that
such data can't be traced back to individ
ual iPhone users. As

off Location Services

was made clear in

(as Apple calls them)

the snafu involving

for all apps in iOS 4's

Google's snarfing up

updated controls. Or

Wi-Fi traffic from its

you can allow or deny

Street View cars

access to your loca

(find.pcworld.com/

tion app-by-app; to do

70453), private data

so, select Settings•
General •Location
Services. A small

can slip through with

purple arrow will ·

network, can deliver

out careful controls.
iAd, Apple's new ad

appear next to the On/ Off setting of any

interest-based ads that might note your

app that has polled your location in the

recent purchase of a movie on iTunes, or

past 24 hours. (Note that location-aware

location-aware ads touting deals at near

apps can continue to track your location

by stores. To opt out of interest-based

when running in the background.)
The purple arrow will also appear at

ads, head to https://oo.apple.com on your
iPhone or iPod Touch; unless you disable

the top of the screen (next to the battery

Location Services completely, though,

indicator) when an app is tracking your

your phone will send your location to

location. Both the arrow indicator and the

Apple, for conversion into a zip code.

more-granular controls are good moves . .

Apple says it doesn't normally share
zip codes or other data it captures to

Collecting and Sharing

deliver mobile ads, but advertisers may

More troubling, Apple has updated its

request your specific location. If so, you

privacy policy (find .pcworld.com{70451 ) to

will see an allow/don't allow dialog box.

state that "to provide location-based ser
vices on Apple products, Apple and our

I've argued (at find.pcworld.com/70454 )
that properly handled location-based ads

partners and licensees may collect, use

aren't necessarily bad, but Apple should

and share precise location data." The new

be clear about how it safeguards data.

policy adds that "this location data is col

One final word on iOS 4: If you have an

lected anonymously in a form that does

iPhone 3G, don't try to install iOS 4 on it.

not personally identify you," but the text

Previously zippy tasks may become dog

prompted a congressional inquiry from

slow after upgrading. It's not worth it. •

The Internet
1s yours again.
•

•

ESET Smart Security 4
Effective, fast protection for your PC
Refresh your on line experience and say goodbye to trojans. worms. hackers
and spam. ESET Smart Security® is the faster. lighter, smarter solution to
Internet threats . Choose proactive protection that will never slow you down .
Fall in love with the Internet-all over again.
www.eset.com
Internet Security
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HD Webcams for Videoconferencing
AS BUSINESS videoconfer
encing has gained populari
ty, and as video chat clients
like Skype and G-chat have
become simpler, interest in
stand-alone, high-definition
Webcams has grown.
I test-drove six HD Web
cam models-one each from
FaceVsion, Freetalk, Genius,
and Logitech, and two from
Microsoft-comparing their
video and sound quality, ad
justment settings, and over
all video-chat performance
with va rious chat clients. The
Genius eFace 2050AF (find .
pcworld.com/70496) lagged be
hind the rest, but here are my
impressions of the other five .
46 I PCWORLD.COM
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We tested six high-defin it ion Webcams to see
which ones make the leap from casual video
chat enhancement to practical business tool.

Logitech HD Pro
Webcam C910

The long, sleek, rectangular
Logitech HD Pro Webcam
C910 ($100) shoots in full
1080p high def at 30 frames
per second and captures
10-megapixel still photos
with its Zeiss optics lens .
The C910 has a depth of
less than an inch. The unit
fits snugly on the top or
side of your monitor, and
the attached adjustable arm
keeps it nicely in place.
If your PC has video-call

THE TOP-RANKED Logltech HD
Pro Webcam C910 (left) and the
FaceVsion TouchCam Nl come
equipped with dual microphones.

software (such as Skype or
Logitech Vid) already in
stalled on it, the camera is
ready to go as soon as you
plug it in via its attached
USB cable. The Webcam
works nicely with the new
Logitech Vid HD service,
and it's Skype-certified, too .
Vid HD is more intuitive
to use than Skype, with
larger video boxes so you
can see your chat partner
better. Snap a portrait of
yourself, search for friends ,
click the portrait icon of the

person you want to converse
with, and begin chatting.
For HD video chat, you'll
need an Internet connection
with an upload speed of at
least 1 mbps. Minimum re
quirements for 720p HD
video calling and 1080p fu ll
HD video recording are Win
dows XP, a 2.4GHz Intel
Core 2 Duo CPU, 2GB of
RAM, 200MB of hard-drive
space, and a screen resolu
tion of 1280 by 720.
The Logitech Webcam's

INSIDE

58 ACER ASPIRE

66 PANDIGITAL NOVEL

67 DELL STREAK

68 SONY ALPHA NEX·5

TimellneX 1830T

on-screen controls made it
easy to zoom in and out and
then pan in any direction to
focus on specific objects. In
my tests, the camera cap
tured motion best when it
was zoomed all the way out.
In calls made via Skype and
Vid HD, the C910 produced
no visible pixelation. In the
standard Windows video
shooter program, I saw slight
pixelation and a higher sen
sitivity to changes in light.
The C910 handled changes
in light extremely well. The
autofocus adjusts to differ·
ent light settings and pro
vides great color representa
tion, though in my tests the
color was sometimes slightly
distorted and softer in tone
under bright light. The cam
era stayed in focus during
normal seated use, and it
adjusted to movements or
fast action so subtly that I
scarcely noticed it changing.
The dual microphones in
the C910 picked up voices
and other sounds flawlessly.
My video-chat parmers re
ported that my voice sound
ed loud and clear, even when
I stood away from the device.
The C910 also lets you eas
ily upload video to YouTube
and Facebook. The Webcam
comes with Magix photo
and video-editing tools , so

PC WORLD TOP 5 HIGH-DEFINITION WEBCAMS

••
1

Featur~ s

Logltech HD Pro
WebcamC910
$100
fi nd.pcworld.com/70492

*****
SUPERIOR

and specifications

•

• 1080p resolution
Optlmlud for Logltech Vld HD chat
•Designed fordesktDpPCs
•Frame rate In high deflnlUon:30 fps

• Log ltech's HD Webcam provides crystal·clear, high-quality 1080p video with vivid color and fluid motion capture.

2

FaceVsion
TouchCam Nl
$120
find.pcworld.com/70491

*****
VERY GOOD

• 720p resolution
•Skyp..cenlfied
•Designed for desktop PCs
•Frame rate In high definition: 22 fps

• Though the TouchCam NI HO is a bit hefty, it packs a lot of power Into its 720p high-definition video images.

3

fm1 Microsoft LifeCam
E1!D H0-6000
seo

***

VERY GODO

lind.pcworld.com/70493

• 720p resolution
•Optimized for Windows Live Messenger chat
•Designed for laptops
•Frame rate in high definltlon:30 fps

• The Microsoft LlfeCam HD-6000 has an extremely smart design, and Its software includes an array ol extra features.

4

Microsoft LifeCam
HD-5000
S50
find .pcworld.com/70494

***; *
VERY GOOD

• 720p resolution
•Optimlied fo rWindows llfeMessenge rchat
•Designed for deiktop PCs
•Frame rate In high definition:30 fps

• The Microsoft LifeCam HD-5000 delivers good·quality high-definition video capture at an e~cellent price.

5

Freetalk
Everyman HD
$50
find.pcworld .com/70495

***

GOOD

• 720p n?solutlon
• Skyp..certlfled
• Designed for desktop PCs
•Frame rate In high deflnltlon:22.5 fps

• The compact Everyman HD Is good for casual Skype video chatting, but Its microphone and autofocus are mediocre.
CHART NOTES: Ratings are as of 8/Snmo. Frame rates are expressed in frames per second (fps).

once you shoot a video blog,
a mini movie, or a message
for a friend , you can spruce
it up a bit before uploading.

FaceVsion
TouchCam Nl
The Skype HD-compatible
FaceVsion TouchCam Nl
(S120) supports 720p high
def video calling at 22 fps
and comes with an adaptive
H.264 encoder, an autofocus

wide-angle lens , and a dual
microphone system.
This slightly bulky, rectan
gular Webcam meas ures 3.9
by 1.8 by 2.4 inches, and
weighs 2.1 ounces . Its flexi
ble base and arm attachment
anchor it firmly to the top
of your monitor, though its
weight makes attaching it to
the monitor's side a bit iffy.
You can't tilt the Webcam
once it's in place; to adjust

its angle, you must unclip
and reseat the entire unit.
The Skype software doesn' t
let you zoom in or pan from
side to side, either.
To set up the TouchCam
Nl, you plug it in via its
attached USB cable, open
Skype, and start calling. The
Webcam is designed specifi
cally to run Skype software,
so you can't use it with other
video chat clients. And
»
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the only way to change ele
ments such as contrast,
brightness, hue, and back
light composition is with
Skype's manual settings
(loaded through Windows) .
Minimum system require
ments for running the Web
cam in high def are pretty
steep: a 2.0GHz Intel Core 2
Duo CPU , lGB of RAM , and
200MB of hard-disk space.
You also need 1.2-mbps up
load and download speeds,
Windows XP or higher, and
Skype 4.2 or later.
The TouchCam Nl provid
ed fluid motion capture dur
ing a videoconference, with
out any noticeable drag or
delay. The camera kept my
face in focus no matter how
much I moved, and the auto
focus lens made subtle ad
justments quickly. The pic
ture remained bright under
all sorts of lighting condi
tions; in environments with
high overhead lighting, how
ever, white objects appeared
blindingly bright. Manually
adjusting the brightness set
ting via Skype, or dimming
the overhead lights may help.
Though the Webcam cap
tures its primary subject very
sharply, objects in the back
ground often looked a bit
grainy. Colors were vibrant
and true to hue on the stan
dard setting in natural light.
Thanks to lhe TouchCam
Nl 's dual microphones, my
chat partners never had
trouble hearing me.

Microsoft LifeCam
H0-6000
Square and lightweight, with
a wide-angle lens, Microsoft's
LifeCam HD-6000 ($60) is
ideal for laptop use. It swiv
els across a full 360 degrees
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and can tilt slightly upward
or downward. A clip on the
unit's base attaches it tightly
to the top or side of your
open laptop, but it won' t fit
most freestanding LCD moni
tors. A button at the top
turns on the Webcam and
activates Windows Live Mes
senger (the HD-6000 works
with other video services ,
such as Skype, as well).
Installation starts with
loading Microsoft LifeCam
and Windows Live Messen
ger software from the in-

Microsoft LifeCam software.
The Webcam shoots at vari
ous sizes and levels of image
quality, from 160 by 120 to
1280 by 720 HD.
The HD-6000 automatical
ly adjusts to the amount of
light present to provide the
most vivid color possible;
alternatively, you can turn
off the TrueColor feature
and manually adjust bright
ness , contrast, saturation,
sharpness, white balance,
and background composi
tion. You can also use the
desktop controls located in
the main window of the Life-

adjust the brightness scale
to a level considerably below
the default setting.
The autofocus on this
Webcam updated and refo
cused in response to every
subtle movement. The peo
ple I chatted with found this
to be very annoying: One
moment I would look well
defined and normal, and the
next I would be fuzzy and
bright blue, even if I
remained seated and scarce
ly moving the whole time.
My chat partners could
hear me clearly when I sat
directly in front of the cam
era, but audio quality deteri
orated if I turned my head or
moved slightly to the side.

Microsoft LifeCam
H0-5000

MICROSOFT'S LIFECAM HD-6000 (left) and LlfeCam HD-5000 have a
jumpy autofocus, but otherwise deliver good high-definition video.

eluded CD-ROM . When
setup is complete, the soft
ware will prompt you to
plug in the HD-6000 via the
attached USB cable.
To support high-def video
chat with the HD-6000, your
PC must run Windows XP
with Service Pack 2 or high
er, a l.6GHz Intel dual-core
or higher CPU, and at least
1GB of RAM. Since it lacks
an onboard video processor,
the Webcam can' t support
HD video chat via Skype.
The only way to adjust the
Webcam 's settings is with

Cam software to zoom in or
out. Once you have zoomed
in, you can pan left, right, up,
or down to focus in on a
specific object. But you can't
use the zoom in HD mode.
In my tests, certain items
appeared to be a little olf
color in HD mode. I also
noticed some pixelation and
graininess in areas of a single
colo r. Overall, TrueColor
made objects in the shot
look much brighter than in
real life-great for low-light
settings, but less so in an
already bright room. l had to

Microsoft's other high-def
LifeCam, the HD-5000 ($50),
captures 720p HD wide
screen video at 30 fps and
can snap still images in HD if
your computer runs Win
dows XP with Service Pack
2 or higher, a l.6GHz Intel
dual-core or higher CPU, and
lGB or more of RAM. Oth
erwise, the Webcam takes
4-megapixel still images.
The HD-5000, like the HD
6000, has a button at the
top to power the camera on
and launch Windows Live
Messenger. In my tests , the
Webcam's gripping device
couldn' t latch onto the top
of thinner laptops tightly
enough, but it stayed nicely
in place when attached to a
desktop monitor. The com
pact, rectangular device
comes with autofocus and a
noise-canceling microphone.
You can swivel the HD-5000
slightly from left to right,
but its range of motion is »

Moneual recommends

MONEU/\L

Windows-7

vvww.moneual.=m

Going beyon d today's PC standard to decrease power consumption.
C02 emissions , an d energy costs wi th every use

SONAMUPC

SONAMUPC

Provides

·Automatic Electricity Block Function

·Environmentally Friendly Technology

Patented built-in standby power con1rol system automatically shuts off power to
all connected peripheral devices. enabling !he same effect as urplugg1ng all
pe11pherals.

By using the SONAMU PC. you too can take pan in helping to provide cleaner an d
healthier lives no1only for present day. bul for future generations to come so our
ch ildren can 1nhent a safe and healthy p lanet to mrrve 1n

· Energy and Cost Savings

·Quality Products with Purpose

Tests show !hat should all desktop PCs in :he US be switched 10 the SONAMU G 100.
an estimated 22 billion k\Nh of energy can be saved annually, with up lO 30 billion
pounds of C02 emission reduction . This s:gnifican! decrease in energy expenditure
and C02 emissions will serve 10 effectively reduce long·lerm energy expenses as well.

At Moneual we are passionate about using expenisa from what we do best -produce
high qualrty entertainment units and PC Systems - and channeling 11 into a cause we
ca re deeply about: the environment. The brand SOt~AMU is Korean ior the Pine Tree.
one of the most C02 emission absorbing trees on the planet.
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nowhere near the HD-6000's
360-degree rotation, and
you can't tilt it up or down.
As with the HD-6000, you
must install Microsoft Life
Cam and Windows Live Mes
senger on the HD-5000 from
the included CD-ROM .
For video chat in high def
over the HD-5000, Microsoft
recommends (aside from the
system requirements noted
above) a broadband Internet
connection. The HD-5000
lacks an onboard video pro
cessor, so it does1.' t support
HD video chat via Skype, but
it works nicely in tandem
with Skype in standard defi
nition: You can access the
program's special effects
while chatting via Skype,
and the zoom and pan set
tings work, as well.
The Microsoft LifeCam
software's TrueColor feature
adjusts to ambient light to
provide optimum color. As
with the HD-6000, you can
manually adjust various set
tings after turning TrueColor
off; with the feature switched
on, you can adjust only
brightness manually. The
desktop controls for zoom
ing and panning in the main
window of the LifeCam soft
ware work on the HD-5000
as on the HD-6000, too .
You must use the Micro
soft LifeCam software win
dow to adjust the HD-5000's
settings, so choose the set
tings you prefer before you
initiate a chat. The Webcam
captures video in a range of
MORE ONLINE

For complete reviews and test
reports of the HD Webca m s w e
tested for this story. go online

to find.pcworld.com/70507.
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resolutions , from 160 by 120
to 1280 by 720 HD .
The unit's motion capture
was fairly nuid, but pixela
tion and graininess were
major problems, even in
video captured at 720p HD.
I also noticed a slightly
greenish tint at the standard
brightness setting, which I
corrected by adjusting the
scale. If you set the bright
ness level too low or too
high manually, the camera
automatically adjusts to pro
vide a more accurate setting.
The camera seemed
to be refocu.sing
continuallyeven when I
didn 't move
much. When I
moved too quickly,
the image nickered,
as though the auto
focus were adjusting to
capture both the movement
and the correct light setting.
A button in the LifeCam
software is supposed to
minimize image nicker, but I
didn' t notice any improve
ment when I pressed the
button on the control panel.
The noise-canceling micro
phone had no trouble pick
ing up my voice from a vari
ety of angles and distances
away from the camera. My
video-chat buddies always
heard me clearly.
On a nonbusiness note,
the LifeCam software's spe
cial effects settings- wigs,
face morphing, clown faces ,
and more-are entertaining.
The software accurately plac
es the image over your face,
proving that the camera rec
ognizes what it should focus
on, and the effects work
effortlessly with other video
chat clients . If you use Win

dows Live Photo Gallery,
you can tag photos and vid
eos shot with the HD-5000
for uploading to Facebook or
other photo-sharing clients.

Freetalk Everyman HD
Sold through Skype's online
store, the Freetalk Everyman
HD ($50) works in tandem
with Skype HD using a builtin H.264 hardware encoder.
Setup is a snap: Once you
have Skype downloaded to
your PC, just open the

THE FREETALK Everyman HD is
a natural match for Skype calls.

program and then plug in the
Webcam via its attached USB
cable. As soon as you answer
or initiate a video call, the
Webcam will switch on.
In my hands-on testing, I
noted crystal-clear color
capture (due to the device's
24-bit true color depth); th~
Everyman HD's 720p video
capture (at resolutions up to
1280 by 720 at 22.5 fps) per
formed well, too . The Webcam's autofocus capability
focused on me instead of on
objects behind me, and the
unit supports auto-exposure
and auto-white balance to
fix color and contrast. As my

calls progressed , however, I
found a couple of issues that
prevented me and my call
recipients from fully enjoy
ing the experience.
First, the camera has a
wide-angle lens that slightly
distorts the subject's facial
features . You can adjust the
camera manually and clip it
to the top or side of your
monitor at the best possible
angle, but doing so doesn't
correct the face-widening
problem. The camera's clip
works with all sorts of
displays, but getting it to
remain stationary can be
difficult. The Everyman
HD is so light that it
doesn't stay anchored
well; I had to readjust
the position of the camera
repeatedly as it shifted
slightly throughout my calls.
The camera continually
refocused in response to
even a simple hand wave or
head movement. My Skype
partners found the shifting
image that resulted very dis
tracting. The unit also had
trouble handling sudden
changes in light: The screen
would display bright-blue
hues for a few seconds when
I switched on bright over
head lights in a dim room.
Another disappointment is
the Everyman HD's lack of a
built-in microphone. Other
Webcams in the same price
range- perhaps most nota
bly, the $60 Microsoft LifeCam HD-6000-include a
microphone and delivered
better overall performance.
With t he Everyman HD,
you'll have to purchase an
external microphone sepa
rately to complete your
video chatting upgrade.
-Leah Yamslro11
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Top 10 Inkjet Multifunction Printers
HP's Photosmart Plus, which nicely combines quality and speed, continues to lead the field .
MODEL

Rating

r:m1 HP Photosmart Plus
ll!DI 5149
find .pcworld.com/63563

****

VERY GOOD

Performance

Features and specifications

• Text quality: Very Good
• Graphics quality: Very Good
• Tested speed (ppm):
8.9 texl/4.0 graphics

• use,wireless connectivity
• 125·sheet Input (plus 20 photo), manual duplexing
• 4800.by·1200·dpl maximum true color resolution

• Atrue bargain, the Photosmart Plus offers Impressive speed and print quality-plus Wi·Fi-lor its modest price.
HP Officejet Pro 8500
Wireless All-in-One

2

5400

*****
VERY GODO

find .pcworld.com/62494

•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics quality:Good
•Tested speed (pp m):
10.7 text/4.5 grap hics

•use. ethernet, wireless connectivity
• 25().sheet Input, automatic duplexing
• 4800·by·l200·dpl maximum true color resolution

• Asmall office that wants it all can get It In the Officejet Pro 8500 Wireless. including features galore and really inexpensive Inks.
HP Officejet 6500 Wireless

5199

3

find.pcworld.com/62945

****

VERY GOOD

•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics quality: Very Good
• Tested speed (ppm):
7.6 texl/3.5graphlcs

•USS, eth•rnet, wireless connectivity
• 250-sheet input, automatic duplexing
• 4800.by·l200-dpimaximum true color resolution

• This midpriced multifunction printer delivers solid performance, features, and print quality, with few compromises.
HP Photosmart Prem ium
Touchsmart Web All-ln·One

4

5400

*****
VERY GOOD

find .pcworld.com/63998

•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics quality: Good
•Tested speed (ppm):
7.8 text/3.7 graphics

• USB. etherne~ wireless connectivity
• lOO·sheet input (plus 20 photo), automatic
duplexing
• 9600-by-2400-dpi maximum true color resolution

• Accessing Web apps from a printer is an Intriguing Idea, but the execution on this MFP shows that there's still some work to be done.
Lexmark Platinum Pro905

5399

5

find .pcworld.com/63602

**** *
VERY GOOD

•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics quality: Good
•Tested speed(ppm):
7.0 text/2.5 graphics

• USB, ethernet. wireless connectivity
•Two 150-sheet inputs. automatic duplexi ng
•4BOO·by·1200·dpl maximum true color resolution

• Web capabilities and generous features make the Pro905 worth considering for a small office, although it's average In other respects.
Canon Pixma MX870

5200

6

find.pcworld .com/69542

***-;,

·k

VERY GOOD

•Text quality:Very Good
•Graphics quality: Very Good
•Tested speed (ppm):
6.2 text/1.7 graphics

•USS, ethernet, wireless connectivity
• Two150·sheet inputs, automatic duplexing
• 9600·by·2400·dpi maximum true color resolution

• This well-balanced MFP has great output, good performance, and low ink costs. making it suitable for a small olfice or a busy family.
Lexmark Pinnacle Pro901

5300

7

find .pcworld.comn oo31

***""'*
VERY GOOD

•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphlcsquality:Good
•Tested speed (ppm):
6.3 text/1.8 graphics

•USS, ethernet, wireless connectivity
• 150-sheetinput, automatic duplexing
• 4800.by·1200·dpi maximum true color resolution

• You pay more for the machine but less for Its ink, which Is a reasonable trade-off-especially considering the plentiful features it offers.
Canon Pixma MG5220
SISO NEW
lind.pcworld.comn0444

8

*** * *
GOOD

•Text quality: Good
•Graphics quality: Very Good
•Tested speed (ppm):
7.8 texl/2.3 graphics

• USB, wireless connectivity
•Two 150·sheet inputs. automa tic duplexing
• 9600.by·2400·dpl maximum true color resolution

•The sleekly designed Pixma MG5220 provides good speed and print quality, and its replacement ink costs are reasonable.
Canon Pixma MX350

$150

9

find.pcworld .com/69541

**** *
GOOD

•Text quality: Very Good
•Grap hics quality: Very Good
•Tested speed (ppm):
5.7 text/1.7 graphics

•use,ethernet, wireless connectivity
• IOO·sheet input, manual duplexing
• 4800.by·1200·dpl maxi mum true color resolution

• The Plxma MX350's higher-than-average Ink costs reduce the appeal of th is otherwise versatile and affo rdable multifunction printer.
Epson WorkForce 520

5130 NEW

10

find .pcworld.com/70360

*****
GOOD

•Text quality: Fair
• Graphlcsquality:Good
•Tested speed (ppm):
12.6 texl/1.6 graphics

•USS, ethemet, wireless connectivity
• IOO·sheet input, manual duplexing
• 5760·by·l440·dpimaximum true color resolution

• The 520's speed and cheap inks address two small·office needs, but its text quality on plain paper falls short of another.
CHART NOTE: Ratings are as of 8/9/10.Speeds are in pages per minute (ppm): resolution s are in dots per Inch (dp l).

MORE ONLINE
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Visit find .pcworld.co m / 62965 to see in-depth reviews , full test results. and deta iled spe cs for all printers on this chart.
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NOW GET 50°/o OFF
PLUS FREE SOFTWARE*
1&1®HOME PACKAGE

1&1®BUSINESS PACKAGE

1&1®DEVELOPER PACKAGE

• 2 Domain Names Included
(.com, .net, .org, .info or .biz.)
• 1so GB Web Space
• UNLIMITED Traffic
• 10 FTP Accounts
• 2S MySQL Databases
• Extensive Programmi ng Language
Support: Perl, Python, PHP4, PHPS,
PHP6 (beta) with Zend• Framew ork
• NetObjects Fusion• 1&1 Edition

• 3 Domain Names Included
(.com, .net, .org, .info or .biz.)
• 2SO GB Web Space
• UNLIMITED Traffic
• 2S FTP Accounts
• SO MySQL Databases
• Extensive Programming Language
Support: Perl, Python, PHP4, PHPS,
PHP6 (beta) with Zend• Framework
• NetObjects Fusion• 1&1 Edition or
Adobe• Dreamweaver CS4

• S Domain Names Included
(.com, .net , .org, .info or .biz.)
• 300 GB Web Space
• UNLIMITED Traffic
• SO FTP Accounts
• 100 MySQL Databases
• Extensive Programming Language
Support: Perl, Python, PHP4, PHPS,
PHP6 (beta) with Zend• Framework
• NetObjects Fusion• 1&1 Edition or
Adobe• Dreamweaver CS4
• NEW: 1&1 Power
Plus Performance
Guarant ee
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Captivate and Vibrant:
Android ·Powerhouses
THIS SPRING, SAMSUNG
debuted its much-anticipated
Galaxy S phones. AT&T's
version, the Captivate ($200
with a two-year contract) , is
by far AT&T's best Android
offering. The T-Mobile ver
sion, the Vibrant ($200 with
a two-year contract), stands
out due to its high-quality
preloaded multimedia apps.

Light and Gorgeous
The two Galaxy S phones
look fairly similar. Measuring
just 0.39 inch thick, each is
thinner than the HTC EVO
4G and Motorola Droid X,
but slightly beefier than the
iPhone 4. Both are amazing

ly light, at about 4.2 ounces.
That light weight is .due in
part to the phones ' Super
AMOLED technology, which
puts touch sensors on the
display itself rather than on
a separate layer. Colors burst
out of the display, and ani
mations looked lively and
smooth. On the Vibrant,
Samsung and T-Mobile were
wise to preload the movie
Aoatar, the display nicely
showcases the animation.
Both Galaxy S phones out
shone the Droid X and the
EVO 4G in my casual com
parisons. The side-by-side
with the iPhone 4 was a
closer call: The iPhone 4's

Garminfone: Good Mix of
GPS and Phone Functions
GARMIN'S Gar'
minfone ($200
~J t :::
with a two-year
T-Mobile con
tract) distinguish
es itself in the
excellent way it
makes navigation
and smartphone
features work
together. It's as
good as any dedi
cated GPS device, and it's a
better value than buying an
Android phone and then

*** *

VERYGOOO

Garminfone I Garmin
Touchscreen Android phone skill·
fully integrates navigation features.
List: $200 (with two-year contract)
find.pcworld.com{70484
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*

PHONE CONTROLS

and GPS directions
are easy to read on
the Garminfone.

paying another
$100 for GPS
software.
On a grueling
trip to Canada
and back, the
Ganninfone was
a comforting companion.
Directions were clear, as
were the inevitable "I'm run
ning behind" phone calls.
Dialing on the touchscreen
was easy. And over the course
of testing, I found that the
talk time on a single charge
was about 5 hours, matching
the manufacturer's rating.
-John R. Quai11

SAMSU~G'S CAPTIVATE (LEFT) and Vibrant, both part of the new
Galaxy S Une, overlay the TouchWlz interface atop Android 2.1.

display was slightly sharper,
but colors on the Samsung
phones looked more natural.

Slugg ish Interface
The phones run Android 2.1
with Samsung's TouchWiz
3.0 interface. Despite each
handset's lGHz Humming
bird processor, I saw a slight
lag when flipping through
menus and scrolling down
lists or Web pages. Here's
hoping for a speed boost
when the two phones re
ceive their upgrade to 2.2.
Video over each phone's
MobiTV app looked and
sounded great. Playback was
smooth with no pixelation,
artifacting, or stutter. On
the Captivate, video over
AT&T's Cingular Video ser
vice was far worse, and
audio sounded hollow and
tinny through the service.
On the Vibrant, YouTube
videos didn't fare well.
A handful of multimedia
apps are preloaded on the
Vibrant, including the Layar
augmented-reality browser,
Amazon Kindle, and Ama
zon MP3. You can also share

media files between your
Vibrant and your television.
I was pleased with the call
quality on both phones. My
contacts' voices sounded
clear, with ample volume
and no hissing or static. I
had good reception and cov
erage all over San Francisco.
Data speeds were also
quite fast on both phones,
but occasionally the Vibrant
dropped to EDGE depend
ing on the neighborhood I
was in. In my limited tests,
Web pages and apps that use
data connectivity launched
and loaded quickly.
-Ginrry Mies

****

SUPERIOR

Captivate I Samsung
Has a dazzling display, as well as
good voice and data performance.
List: S200 (with two-year contract)
find.pcworld.com/70387

****

SUPERIOR

Vibrant I Samsung
Offers pleasing call quality and
comes with useful multimedia apps.
List: $200 (with two-year contract)
find.pcworld.com/70406

The Best Choice In Value

Who We Are
Rosewill Inc. is a leading manufacturer of a broad array of computer hardware, peripherals,
consumer electronics and accessories under the motto of combining great quality with
affordable pricing . See our full product catalog of over 770 products at Rosewill .com.

CHALLENGER Gaming
ATX Mid Tower
Computer Case

Blackbone
Steel I Plastic
ATX Mid Tower
Computer Case

-Front 1x 120mm Bl ue LED Fan
(pre-Installed)
-Rear 1x 120mm Fan (pre-installed)
-Top 1x 120/140mm Fan
(140mm pre-Installed )
-Side 2x 120mm Fan (Optional)
Search Newegg: 11-147-153

-Front 1x 120mm Blue LED Fan
(pre-installed)
-Rear 1x 120mm Fan
(pre-installed)
- Front USB I Audio I e-SATA
Search Newegg:
11 -147-023

BRONZE series RBR1000-M 1OOOW
Continuous@40°C, 80Plus Bronze
Certified 12V Power Supply

BRONZE series RBR750-M
750W Continuous@40°C,
80Plus Bronze ATX12V

- SU Ready,CrossFire Ready,
- Active PFC "Compatible with Core i7, 15"
Power Supply
Search Newegg: 17-182-188

- SU Ready,CrossFi re Ready,
- Active PFC "Compatible wi th
Core i7, iS" Power Supply
Search Newegg: 17-182-186

See site for best prices

Shop Rosew·ill Exclusively at:
C2000-20 10 Newegg Inc. All rights mserved. ~ Is no1 responslllle le< pricing 0t other errors and '"""""'" !he rtgh1 to cancel Otders arising from such •"""
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Acer's Sleek TimelineX
Has Iffy Ergonomics

•

AT ABOUT $600, the Acer
Aspire TtmelineX
1830T is affordable
for an ultraport
able. It offers nice
performance, has excellent
high-def video playback, and
runs for over 6 hours on a
battery charge. But it also
has some ergonomic quirks.
Equipped with an Intel
Core i5-430UM CPU, 4GB of

***

GODO

Aspire TimellneX 1830T I Acer
This ultraportable performs well,
but using it is uncomfortable.
Street: 5600
find.pcworld.com/ 70405

DDR3 RAM, and a 500GB
5400-rpm hard drive, our
test unit scored a 76 on
WorldBench 6. Gaming
frame rates from the Intel
HD Graphics (measured in
frames per second) were un
playable, landing in the teens.
The keyboard is large and
has a crisp feel. It's slightly
recessed into the laptop's
deck, however, which some
times makes pressing the
spacebar problematic. Rest
ing your wrists on the deck's
relatively sharp front edge is
bothersome, as well. The
deck also has limited room
for the flush-mounted touch
pad, which translates into

THE TIMELINEX has
Windows 7 Home
Premium 64-blt.

more strokes
when you're moving
up and down the screen.
Weighing about 3 pounds,
the 11melineX 1830T lacks an
optical drive, but has a typi
cal array of ports (three USB
2.0 ports, HDCP-enabled
HOM!, VGA, and gigabit
LAN). Bluetooth and 802.1 ln
Wi-Fi are on board, as is a
five-in-one card reader.
High-def video was quite
smooth no matter the source.
The 11.6-inch screen doesn't

lution for true
1080p and can' t accom
modate an overly large view
ing angle, but it renders
images nicely nonetheless.
The Aspire 11melineX
1830T supplies good every
day performance in a hand
some, portable package. In
the quest for style and com
pactness, though, Acer may
have sacrificed too much in
the way of usability.
-fon L. Jacobi

RIM BlackBerry Torch 9800: Excellent Design
RESEARCH IN MOTION'S
BlackBerry Torch 9800 ($200
with a two-year AT&T con
tract), the company's first

touchscreenfkeyboard hand
set, sports the new Black
Berry 6 OS. (For my take on
the platform and how it han
dles e-mail, Web browsing,
and more, see page 16.)
A little thicker than some
other top phones out now,
the Torch measures 4.4 by
2.4 by 0.6 inches and weighs
a manageable 5.68 ounces.
Perhaps the most disap
pointing aspect is the dis
play, which I found lack
luster and a bit wonky in its
responsiveness. The 3.2-inch,
360-by-480 capacitive touch
screen is fine for browsing
the Web, but the colors, text,
and detail look slightly fl at.
The hardware keyboard
THOUGH ITS KEYBOARD and its
OS are new, the Torch will feel
familiar to BlackBerry fans.
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slides smoothly and easily. I
found it comfortable to type
on. The Torch also has a
software keyboard, but in
both portrait and landscape
modes it feels cramped.
I found the Web browser
slow to load, especially at
media-heavy sites. The hand
set's 624MHz processor just
can't seem to handle the
new WebKit-based browser
technology. Page scrolling
wasn't as smooth as I've
come to expect with faster,
!GHz-processor phones. I
actually managed to crash
the browser a few times,
too, which was frustrating.
Call quality over AT&T in
San Francisco was good
overall. Voices sounded loud
and clear, with no static or
distortion. A few callers
sounded slightly tinny, but

not distractingly so . Callers
on the other end heard back
ground noise while I was at
a busy city street corner, but
said it wasn 't loud enough
to interfere with the call.
The Torch's 5-megapixel
camera has autofocus, a 2X
zoom, and an LED flash. The
image quality was better
than what I've seen from
older BlackBerrys, but my
photos were a little washed
out. Playing with the scene
modes was fun , though, and
I captured some great shots .
-Gi1111y Mies

****

t VERYGOOO
BlackBerry Torch 9800 I RIM

The design is innovative, but the
performance isn't quite up to par.
List: 5200 (with two-year contract)
find .pcworld.com/70503

Nearly 15 years ago, GEICO beeame a proud part.of Warren Buffett's famed hE>ldi,pg
company. Back then, the Gecko

wa~

one of the

hardw~xking

people -

sorry, reptiles -

in

our GEICO offices. Now he's helped GETC© become' nof only the third-largest car insurance ,.~
company in the :eount,ry, h>ut also the fastest gmwing. .,Which is no surpdse. For over 70 years,
GEICO has worked hard to save people hundreds on ~ar insuranc~. So why not give the Gecko
all to see how much you could save? You'll find he's easier to teach than Mr. Buffett.
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Top 10 Performance Desktop PCs
Whether you need processing power for games or for work, these loaded PCs fit the bill.
MODEL

Rating
Origin Genesis
S6996 NEW
find .pcworld.com/70419

1

*****
SUPERIOR

Performance
• WortdBench 6saire:194
• Wortdlleoch 6 rating: Superior
•Overall design: Very Good
•Graphics: Perfect

Features and specifications
•4.3GHzCoR 17-SBOX

• 1268 RAM:2.rlll staraye
• nVidia GeForce GTX 480 (three)
•BIH!drive

• Offering the highest general performance we~ seen, the Genesis is arguably worth the arm and leg that Origlo is asking in trade.

Maingear Shift Gaming
Desktop PC
$7000
find .pcworld.com/69459

2

****'[
SUPERIOR

• WorldBench 6score:181
• World8ench 6 rating: Superior
•Overall design:Very Good
•Graphics: Perfect

• 3.96GHz Core i7-975 Extreme Edition
• 6GB RAM;2T8 sto rage
• XFX Radeon H05870 !three)
• 80-Rdrive

• You won't find many PCs that are faster (or flashier). but that doesn't mean this beautiful monster Is ideally priced for its performance.
Origin Genesis Midtower
$3592 NEW
find.pcworld.com/70422

3

****'(
SUPERIOR

• World8ench 6score:190
• WorldBench 8 rati ng :Superior
• Overall design:Superior
• Graphics:Superior

• 4GHz Core 17-930
• 12G8 RAM; l.STB storage
• ATI Rad eon H05970
•BO drive

• Packed with liquid-cooled, overclocked components. the mldsize-tower Genesis is every bit as potent as its larger sibling.
Digital Storm Black Ops
Assassin
$3391 NEW
find .pcworld.com/70421

4

*****
SUPERIOR

• WorldBench 6 score:172
•Wor ld Bench B rating: Superior
•Overall design: Superior
• Graphics:Superior

• 3.8GHz Core i7-930
• 6GB RAM;1.ITB sto rage
• nVidia GeForce GTX 480 (two)
•BO drive;OVO-RW drive

• If price is no object, you won't find a more killer gaming/ performance PC than the beautifully constructed Black Ops Assassin.

CyberPower Black Pearl
$4199
find .pcworld.com/69878

5

****

VERY GOOD

• World8ench 6 score: 171
• World8ench 6 rati ng:Superior
•Overall design:Very Good
• Graphics: Perfect

• 3.33GHz Core 17·980X
• 6G8 RAM;2T8 storage
• ATI Rad eon H05870 (three)
• BO-Rdrlve

• Equipped with Intel's six-core Core i7-980X processor, the performance-oriented Black Pearl could be a power user's best friend.
Micro Express MicroFlex 97B
52099 NEW
find.pcwo rld.com/70423

6

*****
VERY GOOD

• WorldBench 6score:155
• World8ench 6 rating: Very Good
•Overall design:Very Good
•Graphics:Very Good

• 3.2GHz Core 17-970
• 6G8 RAM; ITB storage
• nVidia Geforce GTX 480
• 80drlve

• With a few minor exceptions, the 978 provides what you'd expect from a reasonably priced high-performance desktop PC.
Polywell Poly X5800A3
$4500
find .pcworld.com/69879

7

****

VERY GOOD

• WorldBench 6score: 175
• World8ench 6 rating: Superior
•Overall design:Good
•Graphics:Superior

• 3.33GHz Core i7-960X
• 12G8 RAM; 2.5TB storage
•ATI Radeon H05870
• 80-Rdrlve

• It may not be much to look at, but the Poly X580DA3's premier components and fast speeds make It a compelling performance PC.

llJ

HP Pavilion
Elite HPE-390t
$2049 NEW
find .pcworld.comn0424

8

*****
VERY GOOD

• WortdBench 6 score: 160
• World8ench 6 rating: Very Good
•Overall design:Good
•Graphics:Good

• 3.33GHz Core i7-980X
• 9G8 RAM; l.5TB storage
• ATI Radeon H05no
•80-R drive

• HP's Pavilion Elite HPE-390t delivers great performance in a humble, media-savvy shell- but you need to bring you r own peripherals.
Polywell Poly 890FX
$2700 NEW
find.pcworld.com/70425

9

***j *
VERY GOOD

• WortdBench 6 score: 145
• World8ench 6 rating: Good
•Overall design: Good
• Graphics: Very Good

• 3.2GHz Phenom II X61090T
• BGB RAM;2T8 storage
• ATI Radeon H05670
•BO drlve

• Even with a bundled 23-lnch monitor, the BBOFX is priced pretty high. A little more attention to design could have done wonders.
Micro Express MicroFlex 88B
$1299
find.pcworld .corn/70417

10

***i *
VERYGOOO

• WorldBench 6score: 156
• WorldBench 6 rating: Very Good
•Overall design: Good
•Graphics:Good

• 3.0SGH zCore i7-860
• 4GB RAM;560G8 storage
•ATI Radeon H05670
•BO drive

• The MicroFlex BBB may not win any speed races, but it cruises lo the finish line in style, equipped with Blu-ray and USB 3.0.
CHART NOTE:Ratings are as of 6/4/10.

MORE ONLINE

Visit find .pcworld.com/69453 to see in-depth reviews, full test results , and detailed specs for all desktop PCs on this chart.
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Dictation Software
Improves Interface

Spell or type whal you had said

or say "Choose· and a num~r

Isi-n.

Hi, Kim·

NUANCE HAS TAKEN al
most two years to roll out
this new version of its speech
recognition software. As I
was impressed with the pre
vious Professional edition,
I hoped to find exceptional
improvements in accuracy
and in hands-free capabili
ties, but I did not. The good

****1

SUPERIOR

Dragon NaturallySpeaking 11 Pro
Nuance
Pricey but solid dictation software
offers modest improvements.
List: S600
find.pcwo rld.com/70461
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news, though, is that the
software's new features help
you use the program more
effectively to get more done.
The company says you can
get up to 99 percent accura
cy out of the box . But it also
recommends that you train
Dragon before you start
using the program. This pro
cess involves reading a series
of paragraphs aloud, while
the software "listens."
After the initial training,
I reached an average of97.8
percent accuracy. Despite
more training, I haven' t yet
achieved 99 percent accura
cy. On the plus side, though

1nk1 o t

I saw .a FedEx tr:teku,.g e..mail from
you would receivt a chk 1omorrow,

'Choo stZ- Shawnee

·choon .r

M I mentioned last wttk there·s n
picked up a Windows 7 machine to

You can also sav:

will also test some of the problema
Thank you so much 1gain for ally

1

sure t hat ~ adds you to the dist •!

[fl

· eia~ that

~

"I••ii•

ba ck'"

.. .,.ell me more about this window-

Chetrs.

Aolft

DRAGON'S INTERFACE HELPS you train the dictation program.

I talk quickly, Dragon kept
up with me: I stumbled on
the word "compatibility" in
separate tests, and Dragon
still got it right. Bravo.
The most notable interface
change is the useful new
Dragon Sidebar, which
anticipates the kinds of com

YOU CAN SAVE

75%

mands or tips needed.
At $600, Professional's
cost is steep. The $100 Home
version offers Professional 's
features in Word, Internet
Explorer, and Firefox, while
lacking full support in Excel
and PowerPoint.
-Aoifl M. McEvoy

ON PRINTING COSTS OR MORE.

Only $9.99 per year or FREE with purchase of any cartridge.

----·o""'
ltu1er p11n l cr

lnkgard™ software optimizes image
quality for maximum print yield.

Also available at lnkgard.com ...
lnkgard'M Ultra Yield Print Cartridges
for HP, Canon, Dell , Epson, Lexmark & more.

• Up to 75% Savings on Ink and Toner!
• Works with any Printer
• Quick One-Step Setup
• Bonus: Powerful PDF Generator

Get lnkgard'" software FREE with
purchase of any ink or toner cartridge!

Visit www.inkgard.com/pc1 for details or call 858-217-3130
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VIA Artiga AllOO: ATiny PC for Do-It-Yourselfers

•

THE VIA ARTIGO Al 100 is
a bare-bones do-it
yourself PC kit
• based on a l.2GHz
VIA Nano proces
sor, a single-core x86 chip
with little muscle; but VIA's
Chrome9 integrated graphics
offers hardware-accelerated
video decoding. The box is a
tiny 5. 7 by 3.9 by 2.0 inches.
The AllOO's face provides
two USB ports, microphone

****· GOOD
Artiga AllOO I VIA
For tinkerers, VIA's kit offers a
media-slinging PC in a tiny shell.
List: S243

find .pcworld.com/70457

and audio jacks, and a mini
USB port. lhe rear has a pair
of USB ports, a gigabit eth
ernet port, a VGA port, and
an HDMI port. Optional
add-ons include an SD Card
reader ($25) and an 802.11
b/g Wi-Fi module ($45).
You must supply the oper
ating system, a 2.5-inch hard
drive, and laptop RAM. A
320GB, 2.5-inch hard drive
can be as little as $50. The
A1100 will support a single
stick of DDR2 notebook
RAM ($45 for 2GB). Tack on
an operating system, and the
cost approaches $500.
With a 320GB hard drive
and 2GB of DDR2-800 mem
ory, the Al 100 achieved a

VIA'S ARTIGO AllOO Is a mini-PC that you put together yourself.

WorldBench 6 score of 35
-poor, but in line with the
marks of Intel Atom net
books we've reviewed.
High-definition media play
back is surprisingly good on
the Al 100-up to a point.
Power economy was note
worthy: At its peak, the unit

pulled in just 18.6 watts.
The Artigo Al 100 kit isn't
suited for the average con
sumer. But if you're interest
ed in a fun side project, the
unit do es have enough mus
cle to perform as a fairly
capable media machine.
-Nau Ralph

Turn those beastly paper piles
into digital files.
Neat Desk' is a high speed, desktop scanner and digital
o rganizer th at provides a central inbox for the papers
that clutter your desk. Featuring our patented NeatWorks'
software. NeatDesk extracts key information from your
recei pts, bu sin ess card s. an d doc uments, and organizes
it all for you in a digital filing cabinet. Good for peace of
mind . Bad for Paper Monsters.

Neat Desk

• Cr.,ate expense reports,
i;;.s-acceoted ta,. reccrt:;

DES KTO P SCANNER +
DIGITAL FILING SYS TEM

dj<Jitcil

contoclr, dJ~d

"'drchaolP PDF files

• Scan and organize receipts.
ousiness c.:i1 ds ond
documt1 r1ts ma diglli;I
ftl1r.9

FREE
ABBYY PDF

cat'n'E:t

• Export data to Excel,'
Outlook Quicken.
Turco Tax• and more

TO ORDER VISIT

neatco.com/PWPDF
OR CALL 866-220-llll
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Top 10 All-Purpose Laptops
Though a new Dell leads the pack, a new Lenovo IdeaPad takes the Best Buy award .
MODEL

Rating

Dell Vostro 3300
S913 NEW
find.pcworld .com/70397

****1
SUPERIOR

Performance
• WorldBench 6score:112 Superior
• Overall design:86 Very Good
• Tested battery Ille: 5:31

Features and specifications
• 2.4GHz Core 15·520M
•

13 .3~i nch

wide.screen

• 4.8 pounds
• 500GB hard drive

• Dell's Vostro 3300 Is a highly functional small-business laptop wrapped in an attractive. lightweight package.

Lenovo ThinkPad W510

2

$2929
find .pcworld.com/70159

****1:
SUPERIOR

• WorldBench 6score:118 Superior
•Overall desig n: B4 Good
•Tested battery lite: 3:47

• l.6GHz Core 17-720QM
• 15.6-inch widescreen

• 7.1 pounds
• 500GB hard drive

• This workstation-class laptop has an excellent CPU and a good display, but its Windows 7 touch interface isn't the best.

HP EliteBook 8440w

3

$1649
find .pcworld .com/69809

****i
SUPERIOR

• WorldBench 6score:119 Superior
•Overall design: 77 Good
•Tested battery life: 6:07

• 2.67GHz Core 17 620M
• 14.0·inch widescreen

• 5.8 pounds
•BO-ROM ;320GB hard drive

• The EllteBook B440w is a solid corporate laptop with a terrific keyboard; It Isn't a multimedia powerhouse, however.

l'mJ Lenovo ldeaPad Y460

4

IJ!l) 5899 NEW

****

VERY GOOD

find .pcworld.com/70398

•World Bench 6score: 108 Very Good
• Overall design: 87 Very Good
•Tested battery life: 4:09

• 2.4GHz Core i5·520M
• 14.0-inch widescreen
• 5.0 pounds
• 500GB hard drive

• This ldeaPad is a great compromise between power use and performance, but a compromise nonetheless.

Micro Express NBL60

5

$1199 NEW
find.pcworld .com/70399

****
~
VERY GOOD

• World8ench 6score: 123 Superior
•Overall design:87 Very Good
•Tested battery life:2:06

• 2.87GHz Core 17-620M
• 15 .5-lnch widescreen
• 5.8 pounds
• 80GB solid-state drive

• Micro Express delivers a surprisingly robust laptop, with both a true IOBOp display and a DVD drive, at well under 6 pounds.

HP Envy 13

6

$1199
find.pcworld.com/69810

****-t
VERY GOOD

•World Bench 6 score: 94 Very Good
•Overall design:85 Very Good
•Tested battery life: 4:42

• 2.13GHz Core 2Duo SL9600
• 13 .1-inch widescreen
• 3.8 pounds
• 250GB hard drive

• If it looks and feels like a MacBook, it must be from Apple, right? Wrong! The Envy 13 offers slim, stylish Windows-based computing.

Lenovo ThinkPad T410

7

$1419
find .pcworld.com/70i67

****

VERY GOOD

• World Bench 6score:108 Very Good
•Overall design: 82 Good
•Tested battery life: 8:08

• 2.53GHz Core i5-540M
• 14.Hnch widescreen
• 5.8 pounds
• 320GB hard drive

• The T410 retains the legendary keyboard feel ofThinkPads, but also remains somewhat pricey for its feature set.

8

HP ProBook 4520s
$819 NEW

***"':
VERY GOOD

fi nd.pcworld.com/70400

• WorldBench 6score:103 Very Good
•Overall design: 88 Superior
•Tested battery life:3:21

• 2.3GHz Core i5-430M
• 15.6-inchwidescreen
• 5.7 pounds
• 320GB hard drive

• The Pro8ook 4520s is a sturdy, stylish business laptop that performs well at work or on the go, and has Impressive security software.

Dell lnspiron 14R

9

$779 NEW
find.pcworld.com/70401

***1
VERY GOOD

• WortdBench 8 score: 94 Very Good
•Overall design: 89 Superior
•Tested battery life: 2:58

• 2.27GHz Core 13-350M
• 14.0-lnch widescreen
• 5.1pounds
• 500GB hard drive

• Dell's slick update to the lnspiron line will let students and home users do anything they need to without breaking the bank.

Sony VAIO EB12FX/T

10

$749
find .pcworld.com/70168

****

VERY GOOD

• WortdBench 6score: 91 Very Good
•Overall design: 83 Good
•Tested battery life: 3:22

• 2.13GHz Core 13-330M
• 15.5-l nch widescreen

• 5.7 pounds
• 500G8 hard drive

• Sony's VAlO EB12FX/T gives you high style without a high price tag, but you give up some performance and battery life.
CHART NOTES:Ratings are as of 816/10. Tested battery life figures are expressed In hours:minules.

MORE ONLINE

Visit find.pcworld.com/69884 to see in-depth reviews. full test results. and detailed specs for all lap tops on this chart.
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Pandigital Novel: Frustrating E-Reader
1HE PANDIGITAL NOVEL

makes a valiant attempt at
being a value-priced, full
color, Android-based e-book
reader that doubles as a tab
let. Unfortunately, it falls
short. At $175, the Novel is
expensive compared with
Amazon's newest, $139
E-lnk-based Kindle e-reader.
As a tablet/e-reader combo
that tries to compete with
Apple's iPad, the Novel is

***** FAIR
Novel IPandigital
Tablet/e-reader combo needs better
screen and interface to compete.
List Sl75
find.pcworld.com/70482

The 7-inch resistive-touch,
800-by-600-pixel LCD is
mediocre, at best. When the
screen is white (as it normal
ly is for reading), the back
ground sparkles to distrac
tion; text is fuzzy, with the
dots visible. Using the night
read option, which turns the
background black and text to
white, was easier on my eyes.
Performance is sluggish;
basic navigation and tasks
like page flipping are a chore.
The resistive-touch display
proved incredibly frustrating
to use. And long waits for an
app or a book to open point
to underpowered guts.
The many useful prein
stalled apps include Barnes

slow and inelegant, lacking
the full versatility a tablet
user has come to expect.
(For more on the e-reader
price wars, see page 12.)
The Novel is chunky: It's
made of thick, white plastic
and feels heavy, though at 1
pound (and a compact 7.5
by 5.5 by 0.5 inches), it's
lighter than the Kindle DX
or the iPad. It has built-in
Wi-Fi, and also connects via
mini-USB (but you need to
use the included charger, not
your PC, to charge).
Since the Novel is market
ed as an e-reader, widgets
for the bookstore and My
Library dominate the screen
real estate on startup.

WIDGETS FOR AN e-bookstore and My

Library dominate the opening screen.

& Noble's Reader; a Web
browser; music, video, and
photo players; and e-mail
(but no Android Market app).
Its screen and interface
problems keep this device
from being a contender.
-Melissa]. Pertnson

Enter to Win: www.pcworld.com/pcwsurvey
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Dell Streak: A Tablet
and Smartphone Hybrid
THE DELL STREAK smart
phone ($300 with a two-year
AT&T contract; $550 with
out a contract) has a roomy
5-inch touchscreen and a
design that emphasizes its
considerable potential as an
Android-based data device .
But it is a phone, too, and as
such, it must be judged
against the latest competi

*** ** GOOD
Streak 1 Dell
Stumbles as a smartphone. but
makes a promisirig minitablet.
List: $300 (with two-year contract}
find.pcworld.com/70489

tors. And that's where the
Streak stumbles. I found a
lot to like when using it for
multimedia and data, but it's
lacking as a phone.
This palm-size gadget is
truly optimized for use as a
handheld. However, its large
screen means the Streak's
dimensions will defy many
average-size pockets (I
couldn't slip it into my
jeans). It weighs in at 8
ounces, compared with the
Apple iPhone 4' s 5 ounces,
and is almost as thin.
The specs sound appeal
ing: a 1GHz Snapdragon
processor, 512MB of RAM ,

THE DELL STREAK tries to be both a tablet and a smartphone.

2GB of built-in storage (plus
16GB on a MicroSD card),
an 800-by-480 WVGA dis
play, GPS, GSMfHSDPA/
HSUPAjUMTSjEDGE sup
port, Bluetooth 2.1 EDR,
and a 5-megapixel camera
(as well as a front-facing
VGA camera).
But it runs the already
creaky Android 1.6 OS. The
device often felt surprisingly

sluggish, despite its Snap
dragon CPU (presumably
the blame falls on Android
1.6; recent versions of the
Android OS are zippier).
The Streak works as an en
tertainment device , but as a
smartphone it has mediocre
sound quality, and it lacks
the visual and interface pol
ish of competing devices.
-Melissa]. Percmon

Have you been Crash Tested?
It only takes a second to lose it all!
With BounceBack Ultimate you're up and
running in minutes... not hours or days.
Take BounceBack Ultimate
for a FREE Test Drive today!
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Sony Alpha NEX-5 Is
Small but Powerful

•

THE SONY ALPHA NEX-5's
high-performance
features-including
a 14.6-megapixel
sensor, a 25-point
autofocus system, and a
7-frames-per-second burst
mode-go beyond those in
compact cameras. Yet its
10-ounce body is only 4.38
by 2.38 inches. The 3-inch
LCD screen occupies most
of the back, leaving just

* * * ** VERYGOOD

Alpha NEX-51Sony
Camera's quality and high-end
capabilities justify its price.
List $700; S950 with two kit lenses
find.pcworld.com/70462

enough space for three but
tons and a dial, but the cam
era is comfortable to hold.
The LCD angles upward
80 degrees and downward 45
degrees, letting you shoot
more creatively. However,
the camera has no optical or
electronic viewfinder.
The NEX-5 uses a clever
menu system that's graphi
cal and easy to navigate. For
example, instead of a mode
dial on top, Sony creates a
picture of one on the LCD
that you rotate using the mul
tipurpose dial on the back.
In image quality, the NEX-5
performs like a DSLR. It
scored welJ on exposure,
color fidelity, sharpness, and

THE SONY ALPHA NEX-5 earned high ratings for its images and video.

image noise. Photos taken
with the NEX-5 were im
pressive even compared
with those of full-fledged
DSLRs . Only distortion was
a weak spot. Overall, the
Alpha NEX-5 achieved an
imaging score of Very Good.
I took the NEX-5 to a bas
ketball game and shot at ISO
1600 and 3200. The photos
were solid. Plus, shooting at
7 fps enabled me to capture
action I would have missed
using a compact model.

HOR Expose Has Workflow Issues
HIGH-DYNAMIC-RANGE
(HDR) imaging is a growing
trend among photography
enthusiasts. And Unified
Color Technologies' HDR
Expose ($150) does a good
job of providing tools to
control how merged HDR
pictures will look. But the
interface impedes editing.
HDR imaging combines
photos at different expo
sures to go beyond what a
· single image can capture.
HDR software is designed to

* * * ** VERY GOOD

HOR Expose I Unified Color
Technologies
Clumsy workflow impedes this
image-editing tool's usefulness.
List: Sl50
find .pcworld.comno476
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EXPOSE CAN PRODUCE clean, sharp high-dynamic-range images.

boost a picture's gamut.
HDR Expose, which re
places the company's HDR
PhotoStudio, separates
dynamic range from color
information, so that when
you edit, say, the shadows of
a picture, you won't alter
the colors, and vice versa.

It's a very good program
that produces sharp, clean,
attractive images, though its
midtones tend to be overly
contrasty. Our big complaint
is that its workflow can be
clumsy and time-consuming.
-Sa/[y WienerGrotta and
Daniel Grotta

Movie mode has three res
olutions, going all the way
up to 1080p, all at full frame
rates. You have the option
of choosing your movie for
mat, too: MP4 or AVCHD.
In our lab-based video
tests, the NEX-5 was the
interchangeable-lens camera
to beat in video quality. It
got the highest overall score
for video shot in bright light,
video taken in low light, and
audio capture, earning a
Superior rating for video.
AL the top of my special
features list is the Sweep
Panorama mode. Not only
does the NEX-5 1I_1ake it easy
to capture broad panoramas
in a horizontal or vertical
direction, but it also merges
and processes the images in
camera, nearly instantly.
A free firmware update
adds a 3D effect to photos
taken in Sweep Panorama
mode. Sony also includes
Anti Motion Blur technolo
'f;j to help with moving ob
jects, an Auto High Dynamic
Range option to better cap
ture highlights and shadows,
and built-in shooting tips.
The NEX-5 has no built-in
flash. An external flash does
come in the box, however.
The Sony NEX-5 is an
excellent camera for hobby
ists upgrading from com
pacts who want to increase
capability but not bulk.
-Denick Srory
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Xara's New
Photoshop
Alternative

Keep Your Data Safe Everywhere You Go
NO MATTER WHERE you 're
working, every minute and

XARA PHOTO & Graphic
Designer 6 is a graphic de
sign alternative to Photo
shop that focuses on doing
one thing really well: desk
top publishing. Click the
Designs Gallery icon, and
you access dozens of tem
plates for newsletters, Web
sites, photo albums, CD
covers, and so on.
Once you import a design
or template, making changes
is very intuitive. One exam
ple: the Fill Tool. After click
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every bit of data counts. We
found a portable encryption
program that keeps your files
safe regardless of w hose PC

Current Botttrv Chorqt

you borrow. If you're squeezing

84.00%

Balttry Htolth

the last bit of juice out of your

100.00%
2 Hours 35 Minutes

Time Loft at Curront Charge

3 Hours 3 Minutes

Potentlol Do tte ry Lil•

laptop, a battery tool tests and
tweaks energy-slurping set

28 M inutes

Pot•n tlol Ga in. in Batt•ry Life

tings. And a promising beta

with mannum optmU?alaon \

shortens the longest few m in 
utes in anyone's day: boot time.

Encrypt Stick Free

BATTERY OPTIMIZER IS a software tool that improves a laptop's bat-

Encrypt Stick is one of the most

tery life through a series of simple diagnostics and tweaks.

secure and least intrusive ways
to encrypt sensitive data. It leaves no footprint

ru ns a diagnostic test that shows you how

on your computer (or those of others}, because

much battery life you'll gain with its optimiza

it runs off a flash drive, and it will run on both

tions. The program doesn't do anything that

PCs and Macs. Once you're up to speed on the

you couldn't do yourself; it simply makes opti

program, all you need to do is drag files to and

mizing your laptop's battery life much faster

from the flash drive where Encrypt Stick cre

and more convenient. If you think that's worth

ates its default vault (that is, an encrypted

your $30, then go for it. find .pcworld.com/70487

-Srevt: Ho11011

archive}. The free version is limited to 20MB of
XARA'S SOFTWARE greatly sim

storage (a full version is $40), but it's still quite

plifies graphic design work.

useful. It's a modest download for an amazing

Saluto

set of features. find.pcworld .com/70488

Frustrated by how long Windows takes to fully

ing on the tool and a region,
select one color after anoth
er to change that region's
color over and over again.
If designing Websites, im
proving your company let
terhead, or creating a CD
cover is your goal, Designer
6 is an excellent deal. It's
intuitive, but has serious
depth for power users.
-Steve Honon
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load after you've logged in? So is just about
every other Windows user on the planet. Now

Battery Optimizer

you can do something about it. Saluto, current

Battery Optimizer is a small application de

ly in free beta. helps you cut that time- in ways

signed to perform various tasks that improve

that no other program does. Saluto runs in the

battery li fe on a laptop PC. The first thing it

background and watches what applications

does is provide a big graphic detailing battery

and services load when you log in. It then ana

life expressed in percentage and time. It then

lyzes how l ong each one takes, and categorizes
them according to
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removable, or can
easily be removed
from boot. If you
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Xara Photo & Graphic Designer 6

are looking to cut

Xara Ltd.

down your Windows

Desktop publishing tool is a great

boot time, Saluto is

deal for both newbies and experts.

a solid bet. find.

List: 590

SPEED UP THE time that Windows takes to boot with the easy-to-use (and

find.pcworld.com/70485

free) Saluto beta-It pinpoints programs that could be removed from boot.
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•Technology's

As it turns out, Windows Vista really
wasn't all that slow; and no, your PC
probably won't fry if you open it up
without wearing a wrist strap. Thanks
in large part to the Internet, the tech
world is teeming with lies, half-truths,
and misinformation. We've dug up
some of the Web 's most notorious nug
gets of conventional wisdom to see
which hold up

to

scrutiny and which

are merely urban legends.
Of course, there's often a grain of

Myths
Expensive cables are better!
Defragging speeds up your
PC! Refilling ink cartridges
ru ins your printer! We put
these and nine other claims
to the test to find the truth
behind tech's tallest tales.
BY PATRICK MILLER
I LLU STRATIONS BY KEITH NEGLEY

truth in even the most fanciful myth.
That's why we provide a handy-dandy set
of numbered warning signs to indicate
how accurate each of these myths is, with
1 being True and 4 being Outrageous-a
complete fabrication. After all, they say
numbers never lie. »

MOillYTRUE

DUBIOUS

OUTRAGEOUS
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The Claim:
The Claim:
Vista is slower than Windows 7.

Th~ des~top

PC ·1s dying.

When Windows Vista came out, it soon acquired a reputation for being
slow and a resource hog. Once Windows 7 arrived, people were quick
to tout it as the speedy, slim operating system Vista should have been.
We conducted performance tests on a handful or laptops and desk
tops using both 32-bit and 64-bit versions of Vista and Windows 7,
shortly after the latter OS was released (find.pcworld.com/63714). Windows 7 raised
WorldBench 6 scores from 1.25 percent to almost 10 percent (but most often in
the vicinity or 2 to 3 percent) ; it also resulted in much faster disk operations
and slightly longer battery lire. But applications launched more slowly.
As it turns out, the "snappy" foeling has to do with Registry tweaks and
mino r changes to the window manager that make the OS feel more respon
sive, even though it isn't that different.
The verdict: Windows 7 is faster, but not by as much as you may think.

The Claim:
All smartphones suffer signal loss
from a "grip of death."
When early iPhone 4 adopters discovered that touching a certain spot
on the exposed antenna could cause the phone to lose signal strength,
reduce data speeds , and even drop calls, Apple insisted that all smart
phones suffered from a similar defect. We tested that claim with five
MOSnYTRUE
different smartphones (find.pcworld .com/70441). We looked at RF signal
strength, data speed rates, and call quality in areas with weak and strong signals .
While every phone we tested was affected by a "grip of death, " none went so far as
to drop ca lls, as the iPhone 4 did (find.pcworld.com/70442). Bottom line: Jr you don't
have an iPhone 4, you don't need to worry too much about this antenna issue.

You probably
know this, but...
... overclocking your PC's
processor won't make your
computer blow up. It can
generate excess heat, which
may cause erratic PC perfor
mance and. over time, burn
out certain components. But
your system will shut down
before it blows up. Newer
Intel and AMO processors
automatically overclock and
underclock themselves,
depending on how busy your
PC is, to keep things coo l.
74 J w w~. PCWOR L O . COM
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Sure, laptops are cheaper
and more powerful than
ever, and can meet all
your basic computing
needs. Bu.t saying that the
desktop is on its deathbed is like saying
DUBIOUS

that, since all most people need is a
Geo Metro, the pickup truck is obsolete.
Power users who need desktop-caliber
performance in a laptop must pay a
significant premium, and if they want
a Blu-ray drive, a better GPU, or a 30
display, they must buy a new model.
Also, people who like to tinker with
their PCs have fewer options with lap
tops than they do with desktops.
Meanwhile, the desktop PC market is
evolving to meet users' demands. Peo
ple who want a larger display but don't
like the looks of a tower can buy an all
in-one system. Others want a comput
er that fits nicely next to their 50-lnch
HDTV- a home theater PC. And stu
dents. who typically benefit most from
a laptop, can buy both a solid all-in
ane PC for gaming and movies (ahem
"multimedia projects") and a cheap,
lightweight netbook for taking notes in
class for the same price as a single
moderately powerful laptop (which
would be more expensive to replace if
it were broken, lost. or stolen).

The Claim:
High-priced HDMI cables
make your HDTV look better.
When you plunk down $1200 (or more) for a
new HD1V and $300 for a Blu-ray player, it can
be easy for a salesperson to guilt you into tacking
a $150 HDMI cable onto your purchase-after
OUTRAGEOUS
all, your brand-new gear needs a good cable to
get the image quality you're paying for, right? If you 're lucky,
you'll have the alternative of buying the "cheap" store
brand cable, at a cost of only $30 and a disapproving look
from the cashier. Well, feel free to take that $150 and
spend it on popcorn for the movies you'll be watching
your HD1V won't care which HDMI cable you use.
High-quality cables have been a staple of the audio/video
business for decades now, and for good reason-as an analog
audio or video signal travels from one device to another, it's
susceptible to interference and disruption, meaning that the
image data as it leaves your DVD player isn 't 100 percent
Jeans
Cable, Monoidentical to the image that shows up on your 1V, because cer
tain parts of the signal can get lost on the way there.
price, and Mon
However, digital audio/video standards like DisplayPort,
ster all saw an average
DVI, and HDMI don't have this problem because the data be
rating of 3.5 out of 5, with
ing transmitted over the cable isn'l as sensitive as an analog
AudioQucst trailing ever so
slightly at 3.4-close enough to prac
signal; it consists entirely of ones and zeros, and a tremen
dous drop in signal voltage has to occur before a one starts
tically be a rounding error. So save your
to look like a zero at the receiving end. When this does hap
money and stick to the cheaper cables unless
pen, you'll usually see some kind of white static "sparklies "
you need the cables to cover a long distance.
on your 1V, as the set attempts to fill in
the blanks itself, but this typically hap
pens only over very long HDMI runs (8
meters and up). For shorter cables, the
cable quality shouldn' t matter.
That explanation rarely succeeds in
silencing the home-theater enthusiasts
(and home-theater salespeople) who
swear that they see a difference between
the good stuff and the cheap stuff, so
Don't believe the hype: Your local HDTV salespeople may be trying to
we decided to check them out ourselves
upsell you on a spiffy new LCD. but there are plenty of reasons to pick a
plasma instead. Plasmas still handle darker scenes better, have a wider
to see whether cost made a difference.
We tested two pricey HDMI cables
range of viewing angles, and are generally cheaper than LCDs (especially
at larger sizes). Panasonic and Samsung continue to manufacture plenty
the Monster HD1000 ($150) and the
AudioQuest Forest ($60)-against a
of plasma sets (including a line of home 30 TVs and a gigantic. superexpensive 152
inch 3D displ ay). For more on plasma vs. LCD displays, see find.pcworld.com/70443.
couple of bargain-basement cables from
LCDs are catching up in a few respects , however. LCD sets with LED backlighting
Blue Jeans Cable (the 5001A-G, $5) and
and higher refresh rates can compensat e for some of the traditional problems of
Monoprice (the 28AWG, $3.04).
LCDs, and they suck up significantly less power than plasma sets do. so the higher
After testing different kinds ofhigh
price may be offset over time in your electricity bill.
def video clips (including clips of foot
ball broadcasts and selections from The
Some manufacturers are dropping out of the plasma display market (Pioneer, most
notably, and Vizio). and California plans to ban power-hungry TVs-so the writing is
Dark Knight on Blu-ray), we ended up
with all four cables in a dead heat: Blue
undeniably on the wa ll: Plasma isn't dead yet, but it may be finished in a few years. »

The Claim:
LCDs are better than plasma
screens for HDTV sets.
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The Claim:

More bars on your cell phone ·
means better service.

The signal bars on your cell phone display indicate the s trength of
your cellular signal to the nearest tower. But if you' re connected to a
tower that lots of other people are connected to. you could have a
strong signal and still have poor service, since everyone's calls are
competing for scarce networ k resources. Once your information
arrives at the cellular tower from your phone, it has to travel through your service
provider's backhaul network (which con nects the tower to the I nternet) . And if
your provider's network isn't up to snuff, you could have a flawless connection to
an empty cell tower, and yet still encounter poor speeds and dropped calls.
When we tested 3G service in 2009, we fo und t hat signal bars were poor indica
tors of service quality in 12 of the 13 cities in which we tested. I n San Francisco. fo r
one, signal bars correlated with service quality in only 13 percent of test results.
Additionally, if you use an iPhone, you might just be seeing inaccurate readi ngs .
Apple recently announced (in connection with the iPhone 4 antenna issue) that
the form ula it had been using in all iPhones to display signal strength was "totally
wrong" and often reported the signal as two bars higher than it should have. Oops .
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You probably know this, but...
...your cell phone isn't going to cause an airplane to crash , though
the Federal Aviation Administration still has a ban on using cell
phones during flight to avoid interfering with the plane's naviga
tion and communication systems. In fact, the Federal Communi
cations Commission instituted its own ban in 2007 for a different
reason: When we 're 30,000 feet in the air, we're roughly the
same distance from several different towers at once, meaning
that multiple towers might sense our call and reserve that
cellular channel for us- which could prevent other people from
using the tower and interfere with existing calls.
76
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The Claim:

Overtime, inkjet
printers are
much more
expensive than
laser printers.

To figure out how much a
printer's consumables will
cost you over time, you
take the price of the ink or
OUTRAGEOUS
toner cartridge and divide
by the estimated page yield per car
tridge, for your cost per page. Tradi
tionally, laser printers have had a high
er initial purchase price, which was
balanced by their lower cost per page
versus inkjet printers.
However, as inkjet printer manufa c
turers began to release more efficient
models (ones with separate ink tank s
for each color, or higher-yield cartridge
options) , t he cos t-per-page ga p has
closed dramatically. Businesses needing
cheap, fast printers , for examp le, could
do well with either the Epson B-SlODN
inkjet (1. 3 cents per black text page,
14.7 pages per minute, $600 retail
price), or one o f the more econom ical
laser printer models, such as the Oki
C61 Odtn (1.1 cents per black text page,
19 .1 pages per minute, $700 retail
price). Home use rs and students have
fewer options- paying less for the
printer means pay ing more for the ink.
To its credit, the Canon Pixma iP4700
(2 . 7 cents per black text page , 7.4
p ages per minute, $100 retail) has rea
sonably priced inks.
Keep in mind that the inkjet printers
yo u see go ing cheap with big mail-in
re bates o r included with laptop pur
chases generally aren't t he type that can
hang with a laser printer in speed and
costs. Instead, you 'll end up paying
more in the long run via expensive, low
yield ink cartridges-to the point where
it can even be cheaper to buy a new
printer th an to refill the ink in your old
.one (see find .pcwo rld.com/69406 ).
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Don't be fooled again.

••

All fired up about demystifying tech-related myths? A few other sites can help.
Snopes.com is good for tracking annoying chain letters and the occasio nal Facebook-related scare.
If friends and family pester you about such things, sending them a few links to Snopes might help.
HowStuffWorks.com has a special "tech myt hs" section that deals specifically w ith some of the
more popular misconceptions in the tech world.
PCWorld Forums (forums .pcworld.com) is also worth visiting . It's one of the best venues where
hard-core PC users congregate to swap stories and advice. Ask away and get plenty of answers.
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The Claim:

Refilled ink
cartridges
will ruin your
printer.
Taking your printer's ink
cartridge to a refill service
can save you a few bucks.
But because cartridges

The Claim:

People with more monitor space
are more productive.

aren't designed to be
reused, refilling has risks: Nozzles could
clog, or the ink tank could spring a leak.
A good rule of thumb is to monitor the
cartridge closely so you can prevent
damage to it-or to your printer-if

Begging your boss for an extra display at work? You might sell
her on the idea if you tell her you'd be 30 to SO percent more
productive than you are on your single 18-inch display. At least,
that's what a 2008 study from the University of Utah (commis
sioned by NEC, mind you) found for text and spreadsheet tasks.
NEC, naturally, was quick to trumpet the results as a way to move more of
its widescreen displays. However, the study also found a point of diminishing
returns . Productivity gains fall in a bell-curve distribution once you hit acer
tain amount of screen space. For a single-monitor setup, over 26 inches is too
much, while dual-display gains top out at 22 inches.
In addition, the pattern of the results implies that while a second monitor
can make you a wunderkind at work, don't even think about adding a third .
Interestingly, users' reported preference did not predict their perfonnance
that is, the setup they liked wasn't necessarily the one they worked best with.
So think about what you'd be using that second display for. The University
of Utah study took place in a controlled environment, where the subjects did
nothing but the text and spreadsheet tasks they were assigned . If that sounds
like your office, you'll probably do great with a second monitor.
If you're planning on using that second display for e-mail, Twitter, or other
Internet-related distractions, however, you' re probably going to end up being
less productive overall. (I certainly am.)

something goes awry. That way. though
the cartridge or printhead might be a
goner, you are unlikely to cause any
permanent damage to the printer itself.
Note that refills done by a third party
typically come with a guarantee that
covers the cartridge (which may cost
anywhere from SlO to $20)-but not
necessarily the printer.
Refill companies also like to remind
you that it is illegal for your printer
manufacturer to void the warranty on
your printer for using third-party car
tridges. True enough, but warranty
agreem ents we've seen suggest that if
a refill cartridge breaks your printer.
you shouldn't expect a free fix. If you're
worried about leaks, pull the cartridge
out of the printer occasionally to see if
any excess ink is pooling near where
the cartridge rests in the printer.
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The Claim:
Internet
Explorer is less
secure than
other browsers.
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Everyone "knows" that
Chrome, Firefox, and Safa
ri are all way more secure
than Internet Explorer. But
DUS
what's the real story?
To find out, I first looked up Syman
tec's twice-yearly Internet Security
YOU CAN DISABLE most of the ActlveX tune
tions In Internet Ex plorer by going to Tools •
Threat Report, which yielded the total
Internet Options • Security and resetting
numbers of reported vulnerabilities for
your browser's Security Level to High.
2009: Firefox had the most at 169, fol
lowed by 94 for Safari, 45 for IE, and 41
for Google Chrome. For more-recent data, I turned to the United States Computer
Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT), which hosts the National Vulnerability
Database, a searchable index of reported computer vulnerabilities. A search of data
for a recent three-month period yielded 51 such vulnerabilities for Safari (including
both mobile and desktop versions), 40 for Chrome, 20 for Firefox, and 17 for IE.
Such counts alone aren' t the best way to measure a browser's security, however.
A browser with 100 security flaws that are patched a day after being discovered is
safer than a browser with only one exploit that hasn't been patched for months.
According to Symantec's report, the average window of vulnerability (the time be
tween when the flaw is reported and when it's patched) in 2009 was less than a day
for IE and Firefox, 2 days for Google Chrome, and a whopping 13 days for Safari.
Clearly, Internet Explorer is doing fairly well . Nevertheless, you should still con
sider a few important factors before deciding to jump ship back to IE.
Stay updated. The second most common Web-based attack in 2009 exploited an IE
security flaw patched way back in 2004 (the 2009 attack targeted unupdated PCs).
The latest version of IE 8 may be pretty safe, but ditch any earlier version you have.
Yourbrowserisonlyassecureasyourplug-ins. Symantec found that Microsoft's ActiveX
plug-in (enabled by default in IE) was the least secure with 134 vulnerabilities, fol
lowed by Java SE with 84, Adobe Reader with 49 , Apple QuickTune with 27, and
Adobe Flash Player with 23. The moral: Be careful at sites that use browser plug-ins.
It's tough to be on top. IE still has the biggest piece of the browser pie, meaning that
cybercriminals are more likely to target IE than other browsers.
~

.••

had a virus. you prob
ably know abou t the
raised-eyebrow,
mock-judgmental
looks you get when you tell that to
other people. After all. if you had
been a good little PC user and
stayed in t he G-rated Web, you
would have been safe, right?
Not so, says Avast Software,
makers of Avast, a popular antivi·
rus suite. "For every infected adult
domain we identify, there are 99
others w ith perfectly legitimate
content that are also infected," its
chief technology officer. Ondrej
Vlcek, reports. I n the United King
dom. for example, users are far
more likely to see in fected domains
with London in the name than sex.
So porn alone doesn't necessari
ly mean you 're opening yourself up
for infection. Which makes sense
porn-site operators depend on
subscriptions and repeat visitors
to do business, and infecting your
cu stomers with spyware isn't the
best way to do it. If you find your
self on a generic-looking Website
with popular search keywords in
the title, or a sit e that's rearra ng
ing your browser window, you're
likely to end up stuck with some
or about hotels in London .
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If your PC has ever

m alware- whether it's about porn
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The Claim:
You're safe if
you visit only
G-rated sites.

O CT O B ER 2010

You probably know this, but...
...you don 't have to worry about magnets annihilating your hard
drive. Magnets were dangerous for 3.5-inch floppy disks, but
modern hard drives aren't affected by anything short of a high
end degaussing device. Don't worry about your flash memory
cards and solid-state drives, either- there 's nothing magnetic
about flash memory, so such devices won 't be affected.
»
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The Claim:

You should regularly defragment
your hard drive.
Your hard drive has to decide where to write your files on the drive
platter, and as you fill up the drive, your files will be scattered more
and more widely across the platter. This means that the drive's read/
write heads take longer to find the whole file, since they take more time
skipping around the platter to find the different parts of the fragment
ed file. However, this state of affairs isn't an issue these days, for several reasons:
Hard drives are bigger. When your hard drive capacity was measured in megabytes,
fragmentation was a big deal. Not only did the drive's read/write heads have to
move all over the platter, but the space freed up by deleting old files was also scat
tered, and new files could be dispersed across the small gaps between larger files.
People now generally have more hard drive space and use a smaller overall per
centage of their drive, so the read/write heads don' t have to move as much.
More RAM and optimized OSs help. According to the engineers who worked on Win
dows Ts updated Disk Defragmenter tool (see the screenshot below), Windows'
file system allocation strategies, its caching and prefetching algorithms, and today's
relative abundance of RAM (which permits the PC to cache the data actively in use
rather than having to write repeatedly to the drive) minimizes fragmentation delay.
Solid-statedrivesdon'tneedtobedefragmented. SSDs don't have a dri~e platter or
read/write heads that need to go searching around the drive. In fact, defragment
ing is generally not recommended for SSDs because it wears down the hard drive's
data cells, shortening the drive's overall lifespan.
Youdon'tneedtogooutofyourwaytodefrag. In Windows Vista and Windows 7, the
system automatically handles defragging. By default, defragging happens at 1:00
a.m. every Wednesday, but if your PC isn't on or is in use, the process will occur in
the background the next time the machine is idle.
Wedidn'tnoticeadifference. When we last tested disk defragmentation (find.pcworld.
com/70446), we took a heavily used, never-defragmented system from the PCWorld
Labs, ran speed tests before and after defragging, and found no significant difference.
· ots1:;~

Disk Ddragmonter c.onsofid.US fr19mented fir.. on your comput.,..s hud duk ID imptov• sy>lm1
• performance.. Tell

m~ more

about Qjsls Ocfragmentcr.

Schedule:
Sc'-"""d ~latlon 5 turned an

Configure schedule...

Run 11:100 AM ~Wednesday
Not sdtcdulcd nm; 8/4/2010 2:50 AM

Disk

I.Vfuulows7_0S (C:)
~ TheUb(D:)

,f, (E:)

%'LEnovo_Recovery (Q:)
o

SVSTEMJlRV

last Run

Progr=
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Only disks that can be ddragmented are shown.
To be.t ddmnine if your disks nttd ddngmmting right now, you nttd to first lnM}".O your disks.
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You probably
know this, but. ..
...you shouldn't run your
laptop battery to zero.
Users occasionally had to
drain the nickel-metal
hydride (NiMH) batteries in
older laptops because the
batteries would incorrectly
"remember" how much
charge they could hold if
the user wasn't charging a
battery to its full capacity.
The lithium ion batteries in
modern laptops, however,
can actually lose maxi
mum battery charge if they
are completely drained,
because doing so increases
the battery's chemical
resistance to recharging,
which shortens its lifespan.
The only time that you
should consider running
your lithium ion battery t o
zero is if your PC's battery
Life ratings have gone
completely haywire. Drain
ing t he battery can some
times fix this problem: •
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The Perfect PC
Quiet, but powerful. Roomy enough to hold your expansive
DVD collection, but small enough to tuck inside a cabinet. It
should look nice and be ready to tackle all of the latest and
greatest games, but it shouldn't break the bank.
The perfect PC means different things to different people.
If you search hard enough, you may find a factory-made ma
chine that matches your ideal, at a reasonable price. But if
you'd rather not wait for a major retailer to hit all the right
notes, consider building your own system.
Don't worry-putting together a PC is a lot easier than you
might think. And there are plenty of good reasons to do it.
If you've ever had to ship your computer back to the manu
facturer for a checkup, the experience may have encouraged
you to think seriously about rolling up your sleeves and
doing your own troubleshooting. Lengthy turnaround times,
or hours spent sitting on hold with customer service are
maddening enough. But if your machine happens to be out
of warranty-or didn't have a very good warranty to begin
with-the cost of getting a part or the entire system replaced
could be more than you bargained for.

Most of all, building your own system is fun. Technology
has become increasingly complex, but PCs are modular-and
with our step-by-step guide you can put together a dream
machine that's just right for your needs and budget.
Note: The do-it-yourself process is a double-edged sword.
Whether you've had positive customer service experiences in
the past or not, having a single seller to turn to if your equip
ment goes haywire can simplify troubleshooting (and replac
ing parts) . Getting a faulty component replaced on a home
built machine entails working with individual product
manufacturers, which may increase the overall hassle.
Caveats aside, you'll be hard pressed to find a computer
that suits your needs better than one you build yourself. The
first and most important step in building a PC is to know
exactly what you want it to do. The only thing worse than
wasting time assembling a subpar system is spending·far
more money than you need to, cobbling together a quad-core
behemoth that you'll be using just to check your e-mail.
Once you have identified the functions that you want your
PC to perform, decide how much you're willing to spend.
A system designed for gaming or video editing will require a

,,,,,,,,,
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Parts List:
$500 PC

puting power we could get for S500. Here are the parts we chose for our 5500 PC build.
along with the reasons we picked them. The prices listed here are ones we found at repu
table online stores: the numbers may have shifted by the time you read this.

CPU

CPU Cooler

Motherboard

RAM

Case

Power Suppl y

AMDAthlonllX3

Stock (see bel ow)

BiostarTA890GXB

Crucial DDR3

RosewiU R102-P-BK

Cooler Master EUte

$30

460W

so

$95

1333MHz (two l GB

The AMO Athlon

Built on the Micro-

modules)

Al the Low end of

processor that we

ATX design. this

the price range,

chose comes with

AMD's processors

a stock CPU cool-

445(3.lGHz)
$90

It's not the best

$30

557

case around, but it

motherboard offers

We'd prefer 4GB of

fits our MicroATX

nents we're using,

AMD's latest chip-

RAM , but our bud-

based mother-

we don't need a
power supply with

With the compo

provide really good

ing fan , so we don't

set, support for the

get won't allow it.

board nicely, it's

bang for the buck.

have to spend any

full range of AMO

Crucial makes reli

inexpensive, and

a lot of wattage.

What's more,

extra money to get

processors. and

able RAM at a fair

it's not ugly. On our

Instead, we need

choosing this CPU

this component.

one that is inexpen

Radeon HD 4290

price. and this pair

tight budget, that's

enables us to use

integrated graphics

of !GB DDR3

about as much as

sive and reliable,

an affordable

(one of the best

memory sticks will

we can hope for.

and Cooler Mas-

motherboard with

integrated graphics

get the job done.

very good integral-

options available).

ed graphics.

84

IT'S NOT EASY to build a PC for just $500 in parts. No matter how you slice it, you're
going to have to make some sacrifices. That said, we were impressed at how much com
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ter's 460W model
fits the bill.

TEST SCORE

$500 PC
Home-built
SSOOPC

larger investment than one intended for noth
ing more demanding than surfing the Web. Our
parts lists enumerate the components that we
chose, and explain our rationale-beyond stick
ing to our budget-for choosing each part.

TEST

Average
for all
preas
sembled
SSOOPCs

Speed
advantage
of average
preassembled
SSOOPCover
home-built
SSOOPC

WorldBench 6

108

112-0

3.70%

Adobe Photoshop CS2

442

374.6

17.97%

Autodesk 3ds Max 8.0 SP-3 (DirectX)

346

401.1

-13.75%

Autodesk 3ds Max 8.0 SP -3 (Rendering)

443

484.0

-8.47%

Testing

Firefox 2

256

246.5

3.85%

For our tests of our DIY system, we used the
PCWorld Labs' WorldBench 6 benchmark suite.
WorldBench 6 gauges real-world system perfor
mance on a series of tests based on common
applications. We calculate WorldBench 6 scores
by timing how long a machine takes to com
plete the various tasks, and weighing those
numbers against the performance of a baseline
system. We also conducted a gaming test, using
Unreal Tournament 3 to provide us with a
graphical performance benchmark.
With test results in hand, we compared the
data for the PC that we built from scratch against
the average for machines at similar price levels.
All of the competitors we considered were re
cently reviewed machines, available at retail. »

Microsoft Office 2003 with SP -1

354

325.1

8.87%

Microsoft Windows Media Encoder 9.0

200

167.8

19.17%

Multitasking: Firefox and Windows Media Encoder

285

300.5

-5.16%

Nero 7 Ultra Edition

302

294.6

2.49%

Roxie VideoWave Movie Creator 1.5

207

194.3

6.52%

WinZip Computing WinZip 10.0

222

197.8

12.22%

Unreal Tournament 3, medium settings (frame rate)
1024 by 768 resolution

26.21ps

17.7fps

-32.12%

I

1680by1050 resolution

11.7 lps

10.8fps

-7.41%

I

1920by1200 resolution

9.2fps

9.71ps

6.34%

9.2fps

8.5fps

-7.07%

2560by1600 resolution
Unreal Tournament 3. highest settings (frame rate)
1024 by 768 resolution

22.6fps

13.9fps

-38.13%

1680 by 1050 resolution

10.3fps

8.3fps

-18.61%

1920by1200 resolution

8.3fps

7.Slps

-7.63%

2560 by 1600 resolution

8.3fps

6.4fps

-22.89%
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Graphics

Hard Drive

Optical Drive

Operating System

Keyboard

Mouse

Rad eon HD 4290

Seagate Barracuda

Asus OVO-E81BA6T

Windows7 Home

(integrated into

Sl7

Premium 64-bit

Microsoft Comfort
Optical Mouse1000

motherboard)

7200.12 500GB
$49

Microsoft Comfort
Curve Keyboard

so

Hard-drive storage

This is an extremely simple and basic

(OEM)
$100

2000
515

SID
It isn 't our favorite

In lieu of a graph-

is amazingly inex-

DVD-ROM drive. It

Linux costs less,

Shopping carefully

mouse, but it's bet

ics card, we're rely-

pensive these days.

reads DVDs and

but we want com-

online, we found

ter than the gener

ing on the mother-

This 7200 -rpm

CD-ROMs, but it

patibility with

this perfectly ade-

ic low-cost mice

board's integrated

drive from Seagate

doesn't burn discs,

mainstream apps.

quate keyboard for

that ship with most

graphics. If you're a

performs quite

nor does it play

Despite havi ng just

an astonishingly

prefab 5500 PCs.

gamer, you'll want

we ll, holds half a

Blu-ray discs. It

2GB of RAM, we

low $15. At that

And because it's

to invest $100 in a

terabyte, and costs

costs only $17,

opted for the 64 -bit

price, it's a steal!

dirt cheap, it helps

decent graphics

about half a C-note.

which is perfect for

version of Windows

us keep our sys

our tight budget.

7, for its slight se-

tern 's overall cost

would take us way

curity edge, and for

under 5500.

over our budget.

future upgradability.

card- but that
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Our PC vs. the Competition at $500
On a $500 budget, PC manufacturers have a clear advantage:
By ordering in bulk and maintaining direct control over their
supply chain, they can buy components at lower prices than
can an individual user shopping for parts online. On the other
hand, they have to pay for assembly (do-it-yourselfers work
for free) and of course they have to build in a profit margin.
Overall, our results weren't bad . On our WorldBench 6
tests, our $500 system scored 3. 7 percent below the average
mark for budget desktop PCs in the same price category.
Graphics performance was better- though not exception
ally so. We couldn 't eke out a playable frame rate, regardless
of setting, which is normal with integrated graphics. Despite
such results, our $500 PC still outperformed the category
average in gaming frame rates by a considerable amount.
Limitations in gaming performance aside, our $500 ma
chine does excel at tackling high-definition content. Our
motherboard's integrated graphics chip offers MPEG-2 and
H.264 decoding, which helps lighten the load on the CPU.
The end result is smooth, stutter-free playback, even at high

er resolutions. You'll also have enough power to run multiple
displays-an arrangement that's handy for getting work done
when you aren't watching your favorite flicks.
Despite its marginally lower performance, our $500 ma
chine has a few advantages over competing prefab systems.
Machines in the budget desktop PC category generally get
tucked into petite, custom cases that don' t offer much room
to grow. Our Rosewill chassis isn't much larger than the
average, but it can accommodate various components that
you may want to introduce later on. Likewise, our mother
board's integrated graphics system leaves PCI slots available
for adding a discrete graphics card, if we'd eventually like to
make our rig a bit friendlier for gaming or video editing.

Our PC vs.the Competition at $1200
Though our $500 machine struggled a bit to keep up with its
low-cost preassembled peers , its $1200 sibling had no such
trouble. The higher price ceiling allowed us to focus on get
ting stronger performance, while building a machine that was
qu iet, user friendly, .and reasonably attractive.

,,,,,,,,,,
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Parts List:

$1200 PC

51200 GIVES US room to choose more powerful. more ~isually appealing, and less noisy
PC parts. for a better overall experience. This PC should be able to handle almost anything
you throw at it during the next few yea rs. from video conve rsions to high-end PC games.
The result: a PC that truly does it all. and does it well. Here are the parts we chose for cur
51200 PC. along wit h ou r rationa le for choosing each. We found the prices listed here at
reputab le online stores: the precise numbers may have shifted by the time you read t his.

~dBlil

1~~·
CPU

CPU Cooler

Motherboard

RAM

Case

Power Supply

Intel Core 17 875K

Cooler Master DPS-

Asus P7P55 LX

OCZ Plati num DOR

Zalman Z7 Plus

Antee EA650 650W

(2.93GHz)

9EDSA·OL

$111

1333MHz (two 2GB

Black ATX Tower

seo

$310

Sil

This motherboard

modules)

$67

Antec's EarthWatts

Priced at just over

We opted for a fair-

has a fanless de

The Z7 Plus is a

power supplies are

$300, this Intel

ly inexpensive CPU

sign, and its two

4GB is enough for

great midsize tower

energy-efficient and

Core i7 processor

cooler. It's fairly

graphics slots let

any modern home

PC case for the

reasonably priced.

has four cores

quiet and does a

you run dual ATI

PC, and we'll have

price. It looks nice.

We don't need 650

{eight threads} to

good job of keeping

graphics cards. The

two slots open. so

has thick sides to

watts for the com-

$105

deliver plenty of

the processor cool .

P7P55 LX supports

we can double our

dampen noise. and

ponents we've cho

power. And since

but if you plan to

up to 16GB of RAM

system's memory

includes several

sen, but it's smart

it's unlocked, it

overclock the CPU.

and any Core i5 or

later by adding

large {120mm} fans

to build in a little

gives overclockers

you'll want some

i7 processor that

another pair of 2GB

to keep things cool.

breathing room for

thing a little more

uses the LGA 1156

memory sticks.

substantial.

socket type.

lots of options.
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future upgrades or
overclocking.

TEST SCORE

$1200 PC
Our $1200 machine's WorldBench 6 perfor
mance was almost 4 percent better than the aver
age for the mainstream desktop PCs category.
That's a marginal bump, but bear in mind that
the Core i7-875K processor we used is unlocked
and thus overclocker-friendly. If you 're feeling a
little adventurous, you can easily push the CPU
beyond its stock clock speeds and get a little
more mileage out of your system. You can ob
tain even more legroom by upgrading from the
inexpensive CPU cooler we selected to some
thing a bit larger. Even if you'd rather not dab
ble with overclocking, you won't find it easy to
beat our performance results at this price.
Graphics performance was also noteworthy,
which will please builders looking to play some
games on their rig. Our $1200 PC's XFX Radeon
HD 5850 trumped the mainstream PC category
average in our gaming tests, across the board.
As with our budget model, taking the do-it
yourself route enabled us to choose a fairly ver
satile case. The Zalman Z7 chassis has plenty of
bays for future expansion, while muffling much
of the racket that the components make.
»

Average
Home-built

S1200PC

for all
preas·
sembled

$1200 PCs

TEST

Speed
advantage
of average
preassembled
51200 PC over
home·built
S1200PC

WorldBench 6

138

132.8

-3.77%

Adobe Photoshop CS2

339

355.4

-4.61%

Autodesk 3ds Max 8.0 SP-3 (DirectX)

294

313.4

-6.19%

Autodesk 3ds Max 8.0 SP-3 (Rendering)

219

250.4

-12.54%

Firefox 2

196

204.8

-4.30%

Microsoft Office 2003 with SP-1

311

328.4

-5.30%

Microsoft Windows Media Encoder 9.0

163

179.2

-9.04%

Multitasking: Firefox and Windows Media Encoder

215

232.6

-7.57%

Nero 7 Ultra Edition

298

234.2

27.24%

Roxio VideoWave Movie Creator 1.5

164

190.8

-14.05%

WinZip Computing WinZip 10.0

156

184.2

-15.31%

1024 by 768 resolution

222.3fps

170.0fps

-23.53%

1680 by 1050 resolution

205.1 fps

150.1fps

-26.80%

Unreal Tournament 3, medium settings (frame rate)

I

1920by1200 resolution

179.1 fps

123.9fps

-30.77%

2560by1600 resolution

120.lfps

105.Sfps

-12.15%

Unreal Tournament 3, highest settings (frame rate)

I
I
I

1024 by 768 resolution

137.5fps

124.6fps

-9.35%

1680 by 1050 resolution

137.2fps

100.0fps

-27.09%

1920by1200 resolution

133.0fps

86.9fps

-34.60%

96.3fps

75.8fps

-21.27%

2560by1600 resolution
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Hard Drive

Optical Drive

Operating System

Keyboard

Mouse

XFX Radeon HD

Seagate Barracuda

Asus DRW-24B1ST

Windows 7 Home

Microsoft Comfort

Logitech MX 518

5850

7200.12 750GB

$23

Premium 64-bit ·

Curve Keyboard

5285

SOD

This model is quite

(OEM)

2000
SIS

Graphics

SOD

sso
Our more expensive PC requires a

This is one of the

This drive resem-

capable. It burns

best sub-$300

bles the excellent

single and double-

To make full use of

This very service-

better mouse than

graphics cards out

workhorse we used

layer DVDs as well

our 4GB of RAM,

able keyboard has

the $500 system's

there. It's quiet, it

in our $500 PC,

as CDs, so with the

we want the 64-bit

an unbeatable price.

Microsoft Comfort

supports DirectX

only with 50 per-

exception of Blu-

edition of Windows

(It's the same one

Optical Mouse

11. and it can run

cent more stora ge

ray support, it does

7. Even if our con-

we chose for the

1000. Logitech's

every modern

capacity. We want-

everything you

figuration were

$500 PC.) We

MX 518 is large and

game, even at high

ed to get the 1TB

could wa nt of an

more modest, we'd

couldn 't find any-

comfortable, tracks

model, but we're

optical drive.

still want 64-bit:

thing better that

sm oothly, and is

It's the future.

didn't cost at least

sensitive enough

$20 or $30 more.

for gamers.

detail levels.

pushing the $120 0
limit as it is.
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Tools
BEFORE YOU START. get your tools are

a PC can be messy work, with a rat's nest of wires protruding from

in order. Luckily, you won't need many.

the power supply and plugged into your components. But besides

To open the boxes that components

wiring can cause components to get hotter than they otherwise

knife handy. You'll al so need to cut away

would while your PC is running. Tying back cables to keep them

any cable ties that stand in the way.

out of the way will keep cool air flowing throughout the chassis.

Quite a few screws will accompany each of your components,
and they may not be interchangeable. Keeping thing s organized
w ill simplify your work. You'll need a Phillips-head screwdriver to
pu t everything together, so be sure to have one available.
Finally, have a few twisttles and cable ties on hand. Building

Step by Step
ASSEMBLING A PC isn't as hard as you might think. Just clear a
couple hours from your day and find a big, clean space to work in.
Following are the nine steps you'll take to assemble your home
made PC. As you'll see. it's not very techn ical and doesn't require
special tools or skills. For a more detailed demonstration of build
ing a PC. see our short video series at find.pcworld.com/70497.

0

Install the power supply:

Install the hard drive:

Screw the hard drive into the

holes w ith the mounting space

mounting brackets (usually in

in the case, and screw it in.

€} Install the motherboard:

the front of the case). Attach
the SATA power cable from the

Screw the spacers into your

power supply, and the SATA

case, and then screw the moth

data ca ble to the motherboard.

erboard onto the spacers. Plug

f) Install the optical drive:

the power supply and case but

If you have rails, screw the drive

tons (power, reset) into the

onto them and slide it into the

motherboard.

case. If not, slide the drive in

€) Install th e CPU: Gently

and screw it into position. Attach

place the processor in the

the SATA power cable from the

socket, and fold the lever down

power supply and the SATA

to lock it in place. Place ther

dat a cab le to the motherboard.

mal grease on the CPU if nec

0

Install the graphics card:

essary, and then snap or screw

If you 're using integrated

on the CPU cooler.

graphics, you can skip this step.

( ) Mount the CPU cooler:
Position the CPU cooler over

Push the graphics card firmly
down to seat it in the larg e

the mounting holes, adding a

PCie slot closest to the CPU.

dab of thermal paste to the

Then plug in the power connec

CPU if necessary. Some coolers

tors from the power supply.

have snaps and some have

0

Inst all the operating sys

screws; either way, tighten it

t em : Attach your keyboard,

down securely.

mouse. and monitor; then turn

Install the RAM: Line up

the notch in the RAM with the

BB

0

Line up the power supply's

0

on your PC and put the Win
dows disc in your optical drive.

slot and press firmly until it

Follow the prompts to install

snaps into place.

your OS. and you 're done! •

I PCWORLO.COM

being annoying whi le you're mucking about inside the case. tangled

arrive in. keep a box cutter or a sharp
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Essential

Apps
far

Android,
BLackBerry,

andiPhone
OJ

Tired of picking
through thousands of
worthless downloads to find a few gems?
O'CfD

It .2t)J.O P:OW01lUJ40'0M

'

for Multiple Platforms
plaifonn key:
Android (Google)

=::

BlackBerry (RIM)
iPhone (Apple)

NOKIA

Symbian (Nokia)
Web OS (Palm)

$

Windows Mobile (Microsoft)

Never forget: After you create text,
photo, and audio notes with Evernote,
you can synchronize them to your PC or
the Web. From generating recipe ideas
at the farmer's market to capturing lec
ture notes in class, Evernote is one of
those universal apps that everybody
should use. Free;
:::
$
Master your to-do lists: For a free app,
Remember the Milk packs a ton of fea
tures, such as the ability to set remind
ers, switch between incomplete and fin
ished tasks, and sort by priority, due
date, or task name. Free; ii' =;: · $
Call smarter: Google Voice gives you
one phone number that you can use to
make outgoing calls from-and forward
incoming calls to- any phone.
The app's Voicemail lnbox tran
scribes your voice messages so
that you can preview them at a
glance. Fm; 1 =:: ·
Speak a command: Vlingo re
places every instance where you
have to type on your smart
phone with voice commands. It
covers your phone's basic mes
saging functions, voice calls,
Facebook updates, and personal
notes. On Android and BlackBerry, the app will even read your
incoming messages to you. Free basic
version, premium version varies in cost l.ry
platjOnn; I I =:: NOl<IA
Monitor vital data: Use Personal
Assistant to track credit card transac
t ions, check your bank account status,
monitor frequent-flyer miles and itiner
aries, and get alerts when bills are due
and itineraries change. Free basic version,
$7 premium version;
=:: 0
92
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Manage your passwords: The mobile
version of LastPass syncs saved login
data, secure notes, and saved forms with
the desktop app, which runs on Chrome,
Firefox, Internet Explorer, and Safari.
$12 a111111al subscnpiion after a 14-dqy trial;

has tools for posting your own listings
with photos and maps. Free;
Store and sync: The well-designed
Dropbox syncing and sharing service
lets you share folders across all of your
computers. The apps for Android and
1-. =:: ,. NOKIA
0
iPhone (a BlackBerry app is on the way)
Dictate everything: In Jott As sistant
make sure that your smartphone hosts
those folders too. Free; •
·
you can use your voice to set reminders,
Exchange media: One the most inge
capture notes and to-dos , send e-mail
nious mobile apps we've seen, Bump
and text messages, and post to Web
services. $3-per-momlr basic version,
lets two smartphone users physically
bump their devices together to share
$13-per-momh premium version; ::: .
contact data, media, and bookmarks ,
Sync to the cloud: ZumoDrive is a
as well as to initiate social networking
Web-based file storage, syncing, and
connections and
chat sessions . The
~ ictures
DROPBOX IJI»
app employs each
Photo_Ol .jpg
1.•
phone's GPS radio
offers your
126.9 KB modified 43 seconds ago
to detect the pres
smartphone
Photo_02.jpg
I•
ence of the other
access to your
278.0 KB mod1f1ed 43 seconds ago
phone, and then
synced files
Photo_03
.jpg
establishes
a Web
and folders.
[!J
220.5 KB modified 43 seconds ago
connection with the
Photo_04.jpg
target device in
l•
404.1 KB modified 43 seconds ago
order to share data.
-

t•

-

Free;

~

OURGROCERIES
keeps your shopping

Scan business
cards: CamCard
scans business cards
and adds the data to
a new phone, Gmail,
or Exchange contact.

*'

$10
$7
Listen to NPR:
Even if you can't
makes them shareable
with other phones.
catch all of the news
from NPR at home
or in the car, you can still start your day
sharing service that mounts just as a
with NPR News for your smartphone.
network drive does. Free; •
Write transferable grocery lists:
You can listen to national news stories
on demand, or allow the app to use
OurGroceries allows you to set shop
your smartphone's GPS to pinpoint
ping lists on your phone and share
them with other ha ndsets, even if they
local content. Free; 1 :::
Get financial news: With breaking
don't run the same OS . Free;
:;:
Buy and sell faster: Search and browse
business stories and complete in-depth
market coverage in a customizable for
Craigs!ist posts near your current GPS
mat, CNN Money provides real-time re
location, and bookmark relevant list
ings, with Craigsphone. The app also
porting of financia l news and analysis,
lists organized- and

Upload In a trice: Pixelpipe Post &
as well as data and charts. Free; =::
words and hash tags, and translate up
Watch the markets: When you're on
Upload Pro lets you post status updates
dates in other languages. Free;
and upload photos or video to Face
the go, consult Bloomberg Mobile for
Share your location: On Foursquare
financial news, stock quotes, company
book, Flickr, Picasa, Twitter, YouTube,
you "check in" whenever you hit a res
descriptions, market leaders and Jag
and other services all at once. It's a
taurant, a coffee shop, a bar, or even a
gers, price charts, market-trends analy
great, time-saving way to reach all your
bus line, and then you can see if other
social networks. Free; ,- , · NOKIA
sis, customized lists of stocks, and
Foursquare members are there, too.
more. Free;
You can earn badges for your check-ins,
Check the weather:
as well as receive the prestigious title of
... FOUR
The location-aware
"Mayor" if you check in to an establish
WeatherBug app has de
SQUARE
ment enough times. Free; 1 :;: ,
lets you Leave
tailed weather forecasts,
Enhance your world: The Layar Real
21st Amendment
your mark by
radar maps, temperature
563 2nd Sl
ity Browser is an AR (augmented reali
"checking In"
maps, satellite views, and
ty) app that overlays information about
at various local
a cool sliding inter.face.
such subjects as restaurants, public
establishments.
transit options, and apartment-search
You can configure it to
information on the
appear as a home-screen
widget, too. Free;
Conditions
view from your
AUg 11. 2010 4:57 PM
smartphone's cam
Crack up : For the most
era. You can even see
hard-hitting ... ahem... fake
the tweets from peo
journalism on the Web,
Feels like: 57°F
ple posting to Twit
look no further than the
ter within your cam
Onion News Network.
•
So Far Today
Hi: 59'F Rain: o.o•
era's fie.Id of view.
You can grab the latest
Lo: 52'F Gust: WNW 20 mph
Free; 1
updates on Sasquatch,
Wednesday Forecast
Find facts fast: The
the MacBook Wheel, and the Girl
WEATHER- ""'
Relief Central app
BUG gives cur
Raised by Wolf Blitzer. The Onion
Partly Cloudy
Lo: 54°F
puts the whole CIA
rent conditions
News Network app keeps you connect
Extended Forecast
World Fact Book into
and forecasts.
ed by giving you access to the Onion
Thu
Fri
Sun
Mon
S~t
your smartphone.
archives and delivering all Onion vid
Free; 1 1::: , •
E>
eos to your smart
Watch your money:
phone. Free; 1
Balance your budget
Customize your
on th~ go with the
news: You can tailor
Mint mobile companion to the popular
the AP Mobile app to
Mint.com free personal-finance site.
meet your needs by
Among other features, Mint offers real
adding local news to
time monthly budgets (so you know
your feed and selecting
how much you can spend while you're
specific areas of cover
out and about) and account-activity
age. AP Mobile also
alerts, all within an incredibly secure
nicely utilizes the push
app. Free; r""' ,
notification system of
Monitor markets: For continuous
the iPhone for breaking
access to-and control over-your TD
.A. LAYAR places useful neighborhood Information
news updates. Free;
Ameritrade account, use iStockMan
over the scene shown In your phone's camera.
::: ~
NOKIA
ager. You can get equity and option
Follow the league: In
trading, streaming data, real-time bal
Network effectively: Using Hoot
the MLB.com app, you can enjoy an
ances and positions, news , and more
Suite, you can manage your Facebook
audio stream of every regular and post
on your mobile device. Free; 1 =:: ,
and Twitter accounts within an elegant,
season baseball game, along with real
Report expenses at once: Expensify
clean user interface. HootSuite stands
time box scores and stats, video high
takes some of the hassle out of creating
out from other social network managers
lights from the game shortly after they
for its extra features: You can schedule
expense reports by allowing you to re
happen, and all the news from around
port expenses as they happen while »
updates, set columns to monitor key
Major League Baseball. $15; 1 1 =:: .
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with your music playlists. Freebasic uer
you're on the move. Free; 1 1 =:: .
Access travel plans: The WorldMate
sion, $10 premium uersion; 1j1 ,
Preview books: With the Kindle mo
mobile app gives you full access to the
travel plans you make using the World
bile app, you can use your smartphone
to preview books that you might like to
Mate desktop program. You can see up
buy later. Clean and customizable, the
to-date information on flights, hotels,
app permits you to preview the first
car rentals, and more, with clickable
chapter, as well as to add bookmarks,
links. The premium version lets you get
notes, and highlights. It's a must-have
flight-delay information, plus sugges
tions for alternative
flights. Free basic umion,
$12-per-month premium
"" BEEJIVE
IM lets you
uersion; ::: .~ NOKIA $
Convert currency: XE
chat with pals
on multiple
Currency can convert
more than 180 countries'
services at the
currencies at up-to-the
same t ime.
minute rates. The app
saves the last conversion
just in case you may
need to repeat it ollline,
too. Free; 1 1 ::: , •
Retrieve a lost phone:
With SmrtGuard you can
remotely track-and
lock-your smartphone
if it goes missing. The Pro version
KINDLE .,.
lets you perform automatic wireless
backup and restore. Free basic uer
has previews
sion, premium uersion is $5 per month
of e-books
and provides
afiera 30-day trial; 1 i =::
Chat with all of your friends: Via
bookmarking
Beejive IM you can chat simultane
functions.
ously on AIM, Facebook, Google
Talk, ICQ, Jabber, MSN, MySpace,
and Yahoo. $10.forasingledeuice, $15.for
a transfirablelicense; =:: .·
Share your photos eas ily: Use iTook
for any bibliophile. Fm; 1 1 : : : . •
ThisOnMyPhone as a one-stop shop for
Dis cover music: Tell Pandora your
uploading your pictures and video to
music preferences, and it streams tunes
photo sharing sites, including Face
on your smartphone accordingly. You
can stream music in the background
book. All ofyour albums are hosted
for free on the iTookThisOnMyPhone
(yes, even on the iPhone with iOS 4)
Website. Free;
=:: $
while you do other stuff such as check
Run smarte r: The RunKeeper app
e-mail or play games. Pandora's music
employs your smartphone's GPS radio
algorithm isn't always spot-on, but the
to track the distance, time, pace, route,
app is a nice alternative when you need
and elevation of your jogs. You can
a break from your own song collection.
then sync your data to the RunKeeper
Free; 1 1 =:: .· NOKIA
Website and later view a history of your
Listen offline, too: Similar to Pan
activity. The Pro version (for iPhone
dora, Slacker is a well-designed taste
only) includes timing for interval train
based online radio service. We like it
ing and audio cues, and it integrates
because it caches on an iPhone 4's
94 I PCWORLD . COM
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memory, so you can listen to music
while in flight or outside the cellular
signal area. Free, though someftatures
$
require a subscription; 1 =:: .
Name that tune: Want to identify
that one song you keep hearing every
where you go? Just open the Shazam
app, hold your smartphone up to your
radio's speaker, and-in a flash-it dis
plays the name of the song and the art
ist. Free; 1""1 =:: · NOKJA 0
Be a power listener. The perfect app
for the hard-core music lover, MOG
enables you to download any song or
album to your phone for $10 a month .
It's great for continued listening when
you leave wireless coverage. MOG also
one-ups Pandora by letting you create
radio stations that play only what you
specify, such as a station of
Bruce Springsteen songs. App
isfae, service is $10a montlrfar
allyourdeuices;
Rock your BlackBerry:
Unlike MOG, Thumbplay
allows BlackBerry users to get
in on the on-demand music,
with unlimited access to any
artist or album. You can build
playlists within the app, lis
ten either online or ollline,
and sync existing music from
your PC or Mac. $10 per
monrlrfarfall access; 1 1 "=::
Get your groove on: Find
and stream an amazing vari
ety of music, hassle-free, with
Grooveshark. Play individual songs or
whole albums , or create your own play
lists. $3 per month; 1 1 =:: NOKIA
Watc h cable anywhere: SUngPlayer
Mobile streams the video from your
cable box and DVR to your phone. The
responsiveness of the app's video con
trols and the image quality of the video
depend on the quality of your wireless
connection, but it's worth the trouble.
$30; l i t =:: ,• NOl<IA
0
Map it: The Google Maps app is useful
for finding businesses (you can save
results into your Contacts) and getting
directions (you can hand this funct ion
off to Navigation). Its public-transit

'W' ·

directions are great when you're in a
NOKJA
E)
new city. Fne; 1 1 =::
Visit the world: Using the detailed
satellite imagery displayed in Google
Earth, you can explore the world.
Assorted POis (points of interest) are
marked with links to photos, Wikipedia
anicles, and more. Fne; • ,
Get maps free: You could shell out
big bucks for a top-brand navigation
app-or you could download the free
MapQuest 4 Mobile, which delivers spo
ken turn-by-turn directions, automatic
rerouting if you miss a turn, walking

directions, and many other useful navi
gation features . Fne; 1 =:: ,
Find your way: Turn your phone into
a real-time navigation device with Tele
nav. You can get turn-by-tum direc
tions by voice and on screen, and you
can locate, call, or navigate to rated and
reviewed restaurants, hotels, ATMs,
Wi-Fi hotspots, and more from a direc
tory of over 10 million businesses. $10
ajiera 30-Jay tn°af; ,... =:: ·.. NOKIA
Launch furious fowl: The clever Angry
Birds game combines simple physics
with sheer luck as you transport ticked-

off birds to a pig fortress via slingshot
to retrieve stolen eggs. $1 ; NOKIA
Play an old-school game: In the
highly addictive Doodle Jump, you use
your phone's accelerometer to guide
"Doodle the Doodler" up a sheet of
graph paper while dodging black holes
and blasting enemies. If you miss old
Nintendo games, you'll love Doodle
Jump. $1; I I =::
NOKlA
Check your speed: The FCC-endorsed
Ookla tool checks the upload and
download speeds you're getting from
your wireless network. Free; 1 1 •

SKYFIRE

far Android

allows you to
enjoy Flash
video on your
handset.

Entertain a child: With Toddler Lock
you can tum your phone into a wy that
can keep your little one rapt for hours.
It shows a single screen (locking away
all others) that displays colorful shapes
when your toddler touches it. Soothing
sounds play in the background. Fm
Check your head: In the Thinking
Space "mind-mapping" app, you can
create maps to connect thoughts and
ideas. It's great for organizing and for
forming new concepts. Ad-supponedfae
oersion, $4 pnmium oersion

navigation, and plug-ins. It's a far more
fun ctional browser than the one that
came preloaded on your phone. Fru
Share Web pages: Bookmarklet plugs
into the Android Web browser (or Dol
phin HD) and lets you share Web pages
with AJM, Bit.ly, Delicious, Digg, Face
book, Twitter, and other services. Fne
Find the best Wi-Fi: Want to find the
least-crowded Wi-Fi channel? WIFI Ana
lyzer shows a graphical representation
ofWi-Fi SSIDs' signal strength , plus »

Manage your files: Astro File Manager
makes your phone act as a miniature PC.
You can copy/move/rename files , back
up apps, send files as attachments, and
create compressed files . Ad-rupponed
.free oersio11, $4 pnmium oersion
Customize alerts: In Missed Call you
can customize your phone's LED light,
ringtones, vibrations, and alens for
missed calls, incoming calls, SMS, Blue
tooth, and calendar events. Fne
View Flash video now: Thanks to the
SkyFire browser, you can play stream
ing Flash video. ' Nuff said. Fm
Browse better: The Dolphin Browser
HD Web browser has tabs, gesture-based

safely trans
forms your
Android phone
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T BEYONDPOD
manages audio
and video podcast
subscriptions.

A. BARCODE SCANNER helps you
look up products for comparison shopping.

which channels are being used . Free
Scan bar codes: Barcode Scanner
handles bar codes-including 20 QR
codes-and lets you look up the associ
ated product or URL for instant price
checks and comparison shopping. Free
Manage tasks wisely: The Gtasks
task manager syncs with the desktop
Google Tasks, which you can also access
in the Web version of Gmail and Google
Calendar. It's so useful, it should be in
cluded on every Android phone. Free
Track podcasts: With BeyondPod,
which integrates with the Android

music player, you can discover and man
age audio and video podcasts. The pre
mium version adds better controls for
updating and managing subscriptions.
Free basicuersio11, $7 premium uersio11
Discover cool podcasts: The Listen
app helps you search for thousands of
audio feeds, stream them, or subscribe
to them. It integrates with Google
Reader on the desktop, as well. Free
Find a lost Android: If you lose your
phone, AntiDroidTheft turns on remote
GPS tracking so that you can determine
its location. You can also trigger the
phone's camera to shoot an image that
might help you locate the handset. Free
Manage archives: The powerful
AndroZip File Manager works with
archives, including 7ZIPhone, BZIP2,
GZIPhone, RAR, TAR, and Z!Phone
files. You can use it to create GZ IP,
TAR, or ZIPhone archives, too. Free
Use gestures to find files: Gesture
Search lets you quickly locate a con-

tact, a bookmark, an app, or a music
track by drawing letters and digits on
your phone's touchscreen. Free
Work smart with photos: Using Pica·
sa Tool Pro you can batch-upload pho
tos, as well as browse and manage your
albums, photos, and comments. Free
Take a measurement: The Smart
Measure app, which uses your phone's
camera, measures the height of objects
and estimates the distance between
your phone and the object. Free
Level it: With Spirit Level Plus, you
can use your phone to make sure that
pictures hang straight. The app also
shows the angle of incline. Free
Shine a light: Color Flashlight turns a
phone into a bright light with a wide
array of hues and strobe patterns. Free
Make recipes mobile: Through Digi
tal Recipe Sidekick you can browse and
import recipes from AllHecipes.com,
save recipes to SD Card, e-mail them,
edit them, or enter your own. The app
will even read recipes to you. Free
Text with panache: Forget t he stock
SMS utility. HandcentSMS brings cus
tomizable texting tools-with iPhone
style speech bubbles-to Android. Free
Convert and calculate: The in-beta
ConvertMe app is a handy unit convert
er, currency converter, and tip calcula
tor. It comes with more than 1500 units
across more than 65 categories , and it
supports 14 languages. Free

far iPhone
Add a phone line: Line2 brings a sec
ond line to your phone (with a special
number). CaJls on that line connect as
free or cheap VoIP calls over a Wi-Fi or
3G data connection, but they can move
to a cell network (which costs you plan
minutes) when such connections are
unavailable. This service is great if you
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have weak cell coverage in your home,
or if you just want to cut down your
cell-minutes usage. $15 permomh
Get answers: The WolframAlpha app
is the ultimate tool for know-it-alls . Ask
questions in sentence form ("What is
Nancy Pelosi's voting record?"), and
the semantic search engine returns the

answer. Though it can already answer
just about any question you ask, the
creators are constan tly updati ng it with
new information, making it an ideal
companion for pub trivia night. $2
Browse in style: Re-creating a desktop
browser on the iPhone's screen, Atomic
Browser has tabs, ad blocking, multi

-
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Recipe Detail
lngrcdaonts

Method

Roasted Sweet Potatoes
wlthTempeh

nonsense cooking advice, how-to
illustrations, ingredient informa
GCOO
tion, built-in timers, and orga
nized shopping lists. $5
sweet and 58YO<Y. this side dish casserole Is
WHOLE
Watch your calories: For keep
perfect for simple eotertainlng. Roasting the
sweet potatoes brings out their inhernnt
FOODS gives
ing track of your caloric intake,
sweetneas, while tho mrutnal ed 1empeh
Imparts a .,,vory note with tamari, mlrln, g111llc.
you ideas for din
Lose It is a handy tool. The app
Md onion. Dressed up with a b~ of gloger Md
cinnamon. this dish wi l be a holiday ...,.,,uon.
ner and presents
tells you exactly what you're eat
NutrtUon
recipes In a clean
ing during the day, and it gives
Per setvlng (about 3ozl95g·wl): 170 calories
Interface.
you a chance to enter your food
(80 from fat). 9g total lat. 1.Sg saturated fat,
intake on the go, so that you
don't forget to do so later. Free
Find your way: The TomTom
app turns your phone into a GPS
navigation device with tum-by-turn
directions . Maps and routes are stored
in your phone's memory, so updating
maps and changing routes happens
quickly and without requiring a wire
less network connection. $50
Revisit the photo booth: One of the
first apps to use the iPhone 4's front
INCREDIBOOTH
facing camera, lncrediBooth gives you
faithfully re-creates old
an almost genuine photo-booth experi
time photo-booth fun.
ence (minus the shopping-mall atmo
sphere) . You get three "retro effects,"
touch gestures, a passcode lock, Face
and you can share a photo strip or just
bookffwitter integration, and more.
one image with Facebook friends. $1
Free basic ocnion, $1 premium oenion
Make trippy photos: In Diptic you can
Hear new music: ln Last.FM you enter
combine two or three photos to create
the name of an artist you like, and the
a cool new image. Juxtaposing a close
app recommends other artists based on
up of your cat with a photo of your pals
your preferences. You can listen to as
Find Wi-Fi anywhere: A must-have
has never been so addicting. $2
much music as you want, too. Free
for travelers, WI-Fi Finder is a directory
Keep It rolling: ln the bizarre but fun
Find public radio: With PubUc Radio
I Love Katamari, you're a pint-size alien
of paid and free Wi-Fi hotspots in over
Tuner you can hear public radio stations
280,000 locations in 140 countries. You
prince who has been ordered by the
from all over the country: After detect
can filter results by provider or by loca
King of All Cosmos to collect objects
tion (restaurant, cafe, and so on). Free
ing your location, the app can supply a
by rolling a highly adhesive Katamari
list of the stations around you. Free
Manage your read ing: Through lnsta
ball. You use the phone's accelerome
Sync your calendar: CalenGoo syncs
paper you can save Web articles you
ter to control the Katamari. $5
with your Google Calendar and even
browsed on your iPhone for later read
Slay the undead: The Plants vs. Zom
has a similar look. Other neat features
ing, using a browser bookmarklet. The
bies strategy game has you defending
include the ability to invite people to
your home from zombie invasion with
lnstapaper Website reformats your saved
events, plus an integrated task list. $7
an arsenal of deadly flora . Cute anima
articles (sans Flash ads and clutter) for
Never forget passwords: To maintain
quick reading on the desktop. $5
tion, witty humor, and addictive game
Get healthful recipes: In the Whole
your usernames and passwords on your
play make this title one of the best paid
iPhone in one place, try !Password.
games in the App Store. $3
Foods app you can find creative recipes
using what y_ou have on hand, and see
The mobile app syncs with the desktop
Play word games: In the Scrabble
version, as well. ff you wish, you can
them in an easy-to-read interface. Fne
like Words With Friends you can play
use it to store other personal informa
Cook with a pro: The How to Cook
against buddies or strangers. The game
tion, too, such as your Social Security
Everything app, based on Mark Bitt
cleverly uses push notifications to tell
number and credit card numbers. $10
man's book of the same name, gives you
you to take your turn, and you can invite
basic oenio11, $15 premium oersion
access to 2000 recipes, as well as to nopals to play via social networks. Free »
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far BlackBerry
Tweet better: Offering location
awareness and embedded images and
video, the UberTwitter client has all of
the regular features of Twitter but adds
advanced features such as URL/tweet
shrinking and group list support. Fn:e
Bubble up: Crunch SMS is a chat-style
bubble-SMS application with loads of
customization options. Among other
things, you can add pictures to your
favorite contacts, customize the colors,
and add smileys and a signature. Fn:e
Chat with BlackBerry friends: Using
the BlackBerry Messenger IM client,
you can quickly and easily communi
cate with other BlackBerry device own
ers. Using your unique BlackBerry PIN
(or bar code), you can add all of your
BlackBerry friends and then chat with
them or share your files, images, vid
eos, and location. Fn:e
Tune in: The no-cost version of Nobex
Radio Companion allows you to listen
to radio stations within the United
States. With the premium subscription
version of the app, you can listen to
over 5800 radio stations in 80 different
countries, with no ad interruptions.
Free basic oenio11, $4 premium oenion
Organize podcasts: Automatically
download all of your favorite podcasts
for when you have time to listen, using
PodTrapper Podcast Manager. The app,
which includes its own podcast brows
er, permits you to create playlists, keep
track of the last played episode, and

ether

Connect via BlackBerry: The Tether
app allows your PC or Mac laptop to
connect to the Internet via your Black
Berry's 3G service. $50
Get there quickly: Qulcklaunch en
ables you to set up an unlimited num
ber of shortcuts that bring you to any
Website, function, file, or app on your
phone with just one click. $5
Get longer-lasting alerts: Extend your
default BlackBerry alert system via Berry
Buzz. You can customize the LED color
alerts and vibration, keeping the LED
flashing beyond the default 15 minutes
and setting the phone to repeat alerts
until acknowledged. $6 per month •

UBERTWITTER brings
Images, video, and other
enhancements to Twitter.

VllGO displays news sto
ries and information in a
number of categories.

•

Sm<rt Ph:re:

Carectbr

l:llad<.Bemj
1 ~tooth

Ellar:kflerry Ph

2-'1282MC

Lr;ense.

""7itl"rel1

Status:

Watn;J fer 1:1..etooth
Ccna::lo'l

TETHER

makes your

BlackBerry's Net connec
tion available to your laptop.
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save your place within an episode. $10
Watch mobile TV: A new video service
from Fox, BitBop streams premium 1V
content to your BlackBerry device. You
can also download shows for viewing
when a wireless connection isn't avail
able. $10 per month
Monitor spending: You can constantly
keep track of your checking, savings,
and credit card transactions and bal
ances on your handset with the help of
Mobile Checkbook. This tool also lets
you record transactions as they hap
pen, reconcile balances, and schedule
recurring transactions on the go. $10
Get informed fast: The versatile Vllgo
delivers news and information to your
BlackBerry. Modules include sports ,
business and finance, entertainment,
and local and national weather. Free
Know the weather: Through Berry
Weather you can obtain instant access
to current weather conditions, adviso
ries and alerts, and detailed seven-day
and 24-hour forecasts for over 72,000
locations V{Oridwide. $10
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Amazing New Hybrid Runs Without Gas·
The new face of time? Stauer's Compendium Hybrid fuses form and functiona lity for UNDER $50! Read on ...
nnovation is the path to the future.
Stauer takes that seriously. That's why
we developed the Compe11di11111 Hybrid, a
stunningly-designed hybrid chronograph
with over one dozen analog and digital
functions that is more versatile than any
watch that we have ever engineered.

I

New technology usually starts out at astro
nomical prices and then comes down
years later. We skipped that step to allow
everyone the chance to experience this
watch's brilliant fusion of technology and
style. We originally priced the Stauer Co111
pe11di11111 Hybrid at 5395 based on the
market for advanced sports watches ... but
then stopped ourselves. Since this is no or
dinary economy, we decided to start at
88% off from day one . That mean this
new technological marvel can be yours for
only $49!
Wel come a new Digital Revolution.
With the re lease of the dynamic new Com 
pendium, those boxy, plastic wrist calcu
lators of the past have been replaced by
this luxurious LCD chronograph that is so
phisticated enough for a formal evening
out, but rugged and tough enough to feel

at home in a cockpit, camping expedition
or covert mission .
The watch's extraordinary dial seamlessly
blends an analog watd1 face with a stylish
digital display. Three super-bright lumi
nous hands keep time along the inner diaI.
while a trio of circular LCD windows track
the hour, minutes
and seconds. An
eye-catching digital
semi-circle animates
in time with the sec
ond
hand
and
shows the da y of the
week. The watd1
also features a rotat
T11e Compendium: Tire
ing bezel, stopwatch spectacular face oftJ1e
and alarm functions latest watcll tecllnology.
and blue, electro-lu
minescence backlight. The Compendiu m
Hybrid secures with a rugged stainless steel
band and is water-resistant to 3 ATMs.
Guaranteed to change the way you
look at time. At Stauer, we believe that
when faced with an uphill economy,
innovation and better value will always
provide a much-needed boost. Stauer is so

Smart L11x11ries-S11rprising Prices

confident of their latest hybrid timepiece
that we offer a money-back-guarantee. If
for any reason you aren't fully impressed
by the performance and innovation of the
Stauer Compendium Hybrid for $49, sim·
ply return the watch within 30 days for a
full refund of the purchase price.
The unique design of the Compendium
greatly li mits our production, so don't hes
itate to order! Remember: progress and in
novation wait for no one!
WATCH SPECS:
• Three LCD windows show hour, minute and second
• Stop watch function
• Water resistant to 3 ATMs
• Fits 6 l/•' -l!. l/4' wrist

880;0

OFJ?

Exclusively Through Stauer
Stauer Compendium Hybrid Watch-~

Now $49 +S&P Save 1346
Call now to take advantage ofthis limiu.d offer.

1-888-324-4370
P r o motio nal

Code VHW273-02

Please mencion chis code when you call.

Staner

14101 Southcross Drive W.,
Dept. VHW273-02
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337

www.stauer.com

ere's
How to Leave Work Early
Use these tools and
Web services to
improve your produc
tivity and shorten
your workday.
BY RICK BROIDA
WORKING FROM 9 to S, or
6, or 7? What a way to make
a living-especially as the
typical workday stretches
later and later into the eve
ning. But what can you do?
You have calls and e-mail to
return, meetings to attend,
and reports to file.
Don't let it drive you crazy,
though. With the right too ls
and services at your dispos
al, you can stop staying late
and start leaving the office
on time-maybe even early.
After all, most bosses don't
care where or how you get
your work done, so long as
it gets done. By following
our advice, you'll learn to
work faster, not harder. You
might even save enough
time to sneak out and catch
an afternoon ball game.

Mast er Your
To-Do List
A good to-do list is the cor
nerstone of office efficiency.
Such a tool can save you
from realizing at 4:30 p.m.
that you forgot to submit
your expense report. (Good
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luck trying to leave early
when that happens .)
The trick is to find a to-do
system that's more capable
than a yellow sticky note
affixed to your monitor or a
legal pad stuffed into your
briefcase. Both are easily
overlooked or forgotten,
and neither can send you a
text message when it's time
for you to do something.
Enter Producteev (find.
pcworld .corn/70412), a free

Web-based task manager
with a few handy perks not
found elsewhere. Foremost
among them is the ability to
add tasks to your list: You
can use the Web, e-mail ,
instant messaging, or your
iPhone-whichever is the
most convenient at any par
ticular time. It can sync your
tasks with Google Calendar,
and it can add a widget to
your iGoogle homepage, too .
Since Producteev is avail-

able wherever you are, it
helps you not only add tasks
but also review them and
receive reminders. The too l
isn't perfect-currently it
offers no Outlook integra
tion, and it lacks apps for
Android and BlackBerry
but it does have some slick
social-media features . For
example, you can get your
coworkers involved and
compete in "Who can get
the most done?" contests .

Check out some other
task-management heavy
weights, too. Remember
the Milk (find .pcworld.com/
7041 3), long a favorite of
the Getting Things Done
crowd, offers companion
apps for all smartphone
platforms; you'll need a
Pro account ($25 a year)
to use them, however.
Another popular service,
Toodledo Pro (find.pcworld.
com/70414), offers similar
capabilities for $15 a year.

Make Sure Phone
Calls Find You
Suppose that a client calls
during lunch. He leaves a
message on your office voice
mail, but unfortunately you
don' t remember to check
your messages until later in
the afternoon. That's when
you find out that the client
wanted to let you know
about a crisis that only you
can solve-and it will take
hours . The client could have
called your cell phone, of
course, but the onus is on
you to be accessible to your
clients at all times .
That's where a service like
Google Voice (find.pcworld.
com/70415) comes into play.
Originally available by invi
tation only, but now open
to everyone , Google Voice
offers a killer feature for on
the-go business users: a sin
gle phone number that can
ring all your other numbers
(work, home office, cell, and
so on) , or just the ones you
choose. It can also tran
scribe voicemail into text
and deliver those items via
e-mail-another great way to
help ensure that you get all
your important messages .
Another option is Phone-
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TAME YOUR TO-DO list with Producteev-a free, Web-based task manager.

booth {find.pcworld.com/
70416), a similar service
designed expressly for busi
ness users. In addition to
automated call routing and
voicemail transcription,
Phonebooth lets you set up
a more businesslike auto
attendant option so callers
can reach specific depart
ments, and it provides a
click-to-call widget that you
can put on your Website.
Both services are free,
although Phonebooth
OnDemand ($20 a month)
adds a bunch of other fea
tures that you might find
useful, such as unlimited
local and long-distance calls.

Automate Repetitive
E-Mail Tasks
A minute saved is a minute
lopped off the end of your
workday. Outlook 2010 pro-

vides a way to save lots of
minutes throughout the day:
Quick Steps. This new fea
ture automates various fre
quently performed e-mail
tasks, such as simultaneous
ly replying to and deleting
an e-mail message, creating a
new message that goes to
your entire team, or moving
messages you receive from
specified senders into a par
ticular folder. Quick Steps
also permits you to create
your own custom ' e-mail
macros" and then trigger
them with a single click.

Keep Interruptions
to a Minimum
How can you polish off your
projects if colleagues are
constantly stopping by to
ask questions or chitchat?
PCWorld's Dave Johnson has
a couple of tips for keeping
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OUTLOOK 2010'5 INNOVATIVE Quick Steps feature makes automating
your e-mail workflow with shortcut keys simple and convenient.

such interruptions to a
minimum . For starters,
make full use of Out
look's autoresponder:
"It's not just for when
you're sick or on vaca
tion, " Johnson says. "Use
it to let people know that
you're heads-down in a
project and won't be
responding to e-mail or
phone calls today. "
In addition, Johnson rec
ommends buying a pair of
headphones. You don' t nec
essarily have to listen to
music, but the simple act of
wearing headphones creates
"some sort of perception
that visitors are violating
' private time,' and so they
come back later."

Use E-Mail Instead
of Phone Calls
So you wrapped everything
up at 4:00 and you're ready
to hit the road . The only
remaining task is to call a cli
ent for clarification on a
project item. You make the
call, but the client turns out
to be a nonstop talker who
goes on and on about... well,
does it matter? You can't be
rude and you can't hang up,
so you sit and listen while
the minutes tick by.
That's one the biggest rea
sons why businesspeople
treasure e-mail. Sure, warm
phone chats with a client are
great for building and main
taining rapport, but you
need to save them for days
when you have time to burn.
If all you need is the answer
to a simple question, resist
the urge (which seems espe
cially ingrained in people
over the age of 40) to pick
up the phone. Instead, fire
off an e-mail, and then
»
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Here's How
head for the door. You can
always watch for the reply
on your BlackBerry (though
not when you 're behind the
wheel- that's dangerous) .

Use Instant Messaging
Instead of E-Mail
E-ma il may be faster than a
phone call, but it's slower
than an instant message.
Sticking with the previous
example, let's say you can't

MEEBO LETS you juggle multiple
Instant messaging services.

leave the office until you get
clarification on a project
item. The client might not
check and answer his or her
e-mail for hours. But if you
have the person's IM ad
dress, you can as k the ques
tion as quickly as if you were
sitting in the same room.
What if the client's office
is on Yahoo Messenger and
you're on Google Talk? No
fear: Meebo (find .pcworld.com/
70426), a cross-platform chat
service that resides in your
browser, can connect you to
anyone on practically any
network-AIM, ICQ, MSN ,
even Facebook. The service
doesn't require you to in
stall any software (so it
should get a free pass from
your company's IT staff) .
102 I PCWORLD . COM
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Use Text Messaging
Instead of Instant
Messaging
Instant messaging is great
for getting quick feedback,
but isn' t always practical.
What happens, for example,
if you need your boss to sign
off on a sales agreement, but
he or she is stuck in a meet
ing with no access to IM?
Simple: Send a text message
instead (but only if you have
prior approval to do so) .
Don't depend on e-mail,
because the boss might be
ignoring new mail until the
meeting is over. A text mes
sage has a special urgency,
so it's more likely to get
peeked at under the confer
ence table. Send a brief,
direct question like "OK to
renewWidgetCo's contract
at $75K?" and you make it
easy for the boss to text a
discreet "Yep" in reply. Pres
to: You're out the door and
headed for the freeway.

Rescue Yourself From
Endless Meetings
A meeting that ends on time
is as rare as an omelet made
with dodo eggs. How can
you extricate yourself with
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GET YOURSELF OUT of endless
meetings with Fake-A-Call.

out getting into trouble? If
the siren song of freedom is
irresistible, schedule a fake
phone call. Enlist a trusted
friend to call you at a prede
termined time, or tap a fake
call app on your smartphone.
Fake-A-Call for iPhone (find.
pcworld.com/70427), for exam
ple , emulates real calls from
real contacts (or from a fic
tional doctor, lawyer, or the
like) at designated times. It
will even play a script for
you to repeat so that the call
sounds authentic. Sure, it's
a little sneaky, but nothing
gets you out of an endless
meeting like, "Sorry, but I
have to take this. " The first
half-dozen times, anyway.
Don't have an iPhone? Try
Fake My Call for BlackBerry
(find.pcworld.com/70428, $3) or
Fake-A-Call Free for Android
(find.pcworld.com/70429).

Get Home From Work
Without Delays
What good is getting out of
work early if you end up
snarled in traffic? But with
out outside help, you won t
know about a trouble spot
until you're stuck in it.
Instead of waiting for the
radio announcer to deliver a
traffic forecast, fire up Beat
the Traffic (beatthetraffic.com)
on your BlackBerry or your
iPhone. This convenient app
maps out traffic delays in
your area so that you know
what you're in for-and
whether you' re better off
taking an alternate route
that steers clear of the mess .
Beat The Traffic also has a
traffic-camera option that
shows real-time images from
along your route, as well as a
Forecast button that proj
ects what conditions will be

like in 20 minutes , 40 min
utes, an hour, and so on.
Both features are great for
occasions when you don't
know what's happened to

USE BEAT THE Traffic to keep
an eye on local traffic alerts via
your I Phone or BlackBerry.

cause a backup-an accident,
construction, a police car
idling on the side of a busy
thoroughfare-and you want
to know whether it makes
more sense to take the next
exit or to stick it out.
The app works well for
managing your morning
commute, too. After all , the
later you get to work, the
longer into the night you
have to stay to catch up .

Finish Up Your Work
Projects at Home
What's the single best way
to do your work without
actually being at work? Take
your laptop with you, what
ever your destination may
be, and dial in using remote
access software. PCWorld
has covered such tools many
times before; for a good sur
vey, see "Free Remote-Access
Tools for Windows and Mac"
(find .pcworld.com/70430).

Found! The Last Mor gan
Silver Dollars
Amazing Discovery Hidden in Midwest Farm Cellar
Indiana. A farmer in America's heartland recently cashed in his
Jong-forgotten savi ngs, hidden away for decades in a dusty crate
in his cell ar-a hoard of the last Morgan Silver dollars minted by
the U.S . Treasury before they ceased production for good,
in 1921.
Originall y purchased fro m a local bank for face value, the
farmer had tucked tliem away for his retirement. Now
these glittering chunks of nearly uncirculated silver
history, are being released to the public by
GovMint.com. While they last, you can acquire
these brilliant, lustrous silver coins for as low as
$29 .50 apiece. Twenty-coin Bankers roll s and
IO-coin Half Rolls are available.

Survival Against All Odds
By all rights these silver dollars should have been
destroyed decades ago. Government silver melt
downs, including the 191 8 Pittman Act, which alone
destroyed 270 million Morgans, have decimated supplies.
Millions more were called in by the government and melted
for their sil ver content between 1921and1965. Today private
hoards account for virtually all the surviving coins. And of those,
onl y a fraction survive in the Virtually Uncirculated condition so
coveted by collectors .

Prized Last Year Coins
These last year 90% pure si lver beauties still dazzle with their Mint luster
and heft. Weighing in at 26.73 grams and a diameter of 38 .l mm, they are the
largest American silver coins ever to circulate. Struck from si lver mined from
the western Mother Lode, they are the legendary coins that built the West.
Master engraver George T. Morgan fashioned a radiant profile of Lady Liberty
and a majestic eagle as sy mbol s of our nation's strength and prosperity. Today,
the long-gone Morgan silver doll ars are among the most sought-after coins
in America.

Hot Silver Market, Hot Silver Value
Silver prices have jumped over 140% in the last two years fueling the frenzy
among avid collectors, investors , and the 130 million new collectors created by
the U.S. Mint's highl y successful state quarters program.
Today, the market is hot for Silver coins in any condition. This same 1921
Morgan Silver Dollar currently
sell s elsewhere in the same grade
condition for $55 apiece. But
Silver Prices are Soaring
Sl9.DD
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Money-Back Satisfaction
Guarantee
You must be 100% satisfied
with your order, simply return it
within 30 days via insured mail
for a prompt refund of the
complete purchase price.
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Buy More and Save
FIVE 1921 Last Morgan Silver Dollars
$170.00 plus S&H Save $2S!
TEN 192 1 Last Morgan Si lver Dollars
$315.00 plus S& H Save $751
20-COIN ROLL of 1921 Last Morgan Silver Dollars
$590.00 plus S& H Save $190!
Toll-Free 24 hours a day

1-800-973-3039
Promotional Code LMD237

We can also .acccp1 yo r check by phone .
To order by mail call for deta il s.
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Here's How
Take Care of Your HDTV, Phone, and Camera
YOUR HD'IV, your smart
phone, and your digital cam
era all need to stay clean,
and each requires protection
from accidents. Let's start
with one maintenance chore
that they have in common.

Clean Your Screen
A dirty LCD screen won't
give you much pleasure or
information. But screens are
delicate. Clean them the
wrong way, and you'll ruin
them for good.
The main tool you need
is a microfiber cloth. You
can get a very small one,
perhaps even for free, at
your optometrist's office.
That's fine for keeping a
camera or phone screen
free of grime, but if using
a 2-inch cloth to clean a
SO-inch 1V doesn' t drive
you crazy, you have more
patience than I do. You
can buy larger microfiber
cloths for a few dollars at
camera stores, electron
ics stores, hardware
stores, or online.
First wipe the screen
gently with the dry cloth.
Don' t press hard, but for
particularly stubborn dirt
you can apply a little bit of
gentle pressure.
Usually, working with a
dry cloth is sufficient; if not,
you'll need to use a wet
cloth, which can be tricky.
Never use a glass-cleaning
product like Windex. Avoid
anything that has alcohol in
it. Don't apply the liquid
directly to the screen. And
don't attempt any cleaning
when you have electricity
coursing through the device.
Distilled water is the safest
104 I PCWOR L D . CD M
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Want to extend the life of your electronic gear?
Here's how to properly maintain your flat-screen
television , smartphone , and digital camera.

l

liquid to use on a screen. If
it isn't strong enough, mix it
half-and-half with white vin
egar. You can find commer
cial LCD-cleaning fluids, but
I haven' t found any that
clean better than distilled
water and white vinegar.
First, tum off the device. If
it's a 'IV, unplug it. If it's a

the room's aesthetics , and
dust can bring on allergies.
Use a soft: cloth-the
microfiber one you use on
the screen, or an old T-shirt.
Dampen the cloth with
water, and unplug the HD'IV
before applying it.
Let your HD'IV breathe.
Keep its ventilation open

can pass through a surge
protector and fry your tele
vision. If a thunderstorm is
coming, unplug the HD'IV.
For the same reason, unplug
it if you' re going away for a
few days, in case a storm
arrives during that time.
Bum-in isn' t the problem
it was a few years ago, but it
can still happen, especially
with plasma sets. Check
your 'TV's setup menu for a
screen saver or an automatic
turn-off option; if you find
it, enable it. But if burn
in does occur, leave your
set on for a few hours
with a constantly chang
ing image that fills the
screen. A photo slide
show will do, provided
that the photos entirely
fill the screen.

Protect Your Phone

phone or camera with a re
movable battery, take the
battery out. Otherwise, sim
ply turn the device off.
Put the liquid into a spray
bottle, and spray it onto the
microfiber cloth . Gently
wipe the display, and then
wait until the screen is com
pletely dry before turning
the device back on.

Clean Your HDTV
Though a dirty 1V frame
won't interfere with your
viewing pleasure, it hurts

ings clear, and don't install
it near a heater.
Keep the 1V set dry, too.
Make sure that anything that
might spill stays well away
from your television. Anoth
er potential problem is
humidity, especially if you
live in a tropical environ
ment and want to watch 1V
on your semi-open patio. As
a general rule, an HD'IV
shouldn't be exposed to
humidity above 80 percent.
The electricity from a light
ning strike on your home

Most of us have never
dropped a television. But
we all drop our smart
phones at one time or
another. We also put
them in pockets or purses
crammed with keys , for
get to charge them, and
leave them in hot or wet
locations. Some of us have
even taken them swimming.
First rule to protect your
smartphone from yourself:
Be careful where you put it.
A pocketful of keys may have
posed no hazard to your
old, clamshell-style phone.
But your smartphone almost
certainly has a screen (likely
a touchscreen) exposed for
all the world to scratch. So
carry your handset where
nothing can scratch it.
Better yet, keep your
phone in a case, preferably »

Here's How
one built for your specific
model. Most cases leave the
screen uncovered so that
you can use it, so buy some
screen protectors as well.
These thin, transparent
membranes fit over the
screen, stay in place, and
allow light and touch to pass
through them. They' re also
reasonably cheap and dis
posable: You can buy a pack
of three for as little as $6.
Not all protectors are the
same, though. Some "priva
cy" protectors, designed to
make your screen unreadable
from an angle and to protect
it from scratches, hamper
the touchscreen's sensitivi
ty. You might try one out for
a few dollars, but if the anti
snoop feature interferes
with your phone's usability,
it may not be worth it.
Turn off the touchscreen
before pocketing the phone.
Not only does this lengthen
the battery life, but it also
prevents butt-dialing.
If your phone feels hot,
turn it off and (if the phone
allows it) remove the bat
tery. Let the handset sit
awhile where it can breathe.
If the phone or the battery is
still too hot an hour later,
contact the vendor; some
thing of a chemical nature
may have gone wrong inside.
Don't worry too much
about wearing out the bat
tery. It will wear out eventu
ally, no matter what you do,
but probably not before
your contract is up and you
are ready to upgrade.
Get in the habit of charg
ing your phone every night
when you go to bed. That
way, you'll seldom run out
of juice in the course of a
day. If you still have trouble
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A TYPICAL SMARTPHONE carrying case (left) leaves the screen
uncovered; a clear plastic membrane offers some protection.

charging it, buy an extra
charger or two ; one that
plugs into your car's ciga
rette lighter may be useful.

Care for Your Camera
If you have a separate digital
camera, that device needs its
own special care, too. I've
already described how to
clean the LCD ; but in a cam
era, that's the secondary
cleaning job. Your photos
don't depend on a clean
menu screen, but they do
require a clean lens.
The first tool you'll need is
a blower brush-a rubber
bulb with a brush on the
end. Use this to remove the
bulk of the dust. If that
doesn't do the trick, use a
photographic microfiber
cloth and some lens Cleaner.
Spray the cleaner on the
cloth, and apply it that way.
You can pick up all of these
items, often in a kit, in any
photography store.
If you have a pocket cam-

era, the lens is enclosed in
side the camera. That means
you'll have to turn on the
camera to clean the lens.
Though you needn't turn
on your digital SLR to clean
its lens, such cameras have
another component that you
might want to clean from
time to time: the sensor.
Also, because you can re
move and change the lens on
an SLR, dirt can get inside,
affecting the light-sensitive
chip that records the images
(not a problem with fixed
lens pocket cameras).
This is a delicate and dan
gerous job, and you should
think carefully about under
taking it. Check out "Clean
Your Digital SLR Camera's
Image Sensor" (find.pcworld.
com/70432) for detailed in
structions. If it sounds too
risky to attempt, bring your
camera to a professional.
A camera can get pretty
badly banged up as you
carry it around, unless you

USE A SMALL microfiber cloth to

A BLOWER BRUSH can remove

clean petite screens and lenses.

dust from delicate surfaces.

keep it in a carrying case.
The best cases for pocket
cameras aren't much bigger
than the camera itself, and
they have loops for attach
ing to your belt. Serious
SLR photographers use a
padded shoulder bag with
room for extra lenses as well
as the camera. No matter
what size your camera is,
you 'll want a case with a few
small pockets for extra bat
teries and memory cards .
If you need one of those
extra batteries or memory
cards, be sure to turn your
camera off before opening it
up to remove or replace any
inside component.
After you get home from a
vacation or other photo-

USE A PADDED carrying case to
protect your camera In transit.

friendly event, and you
transfer your photos from
your camera to your com
puter, remove the camera's
batteries. That way, if an
aging battery springs a leak,
it won't ruin your camera.
For more DSLR camera
cleaning tips, check out
"Clean Your Dirty Camera"
(find.pcworld.com/70433).
With proper care, your
HD1V, smartphone, and
camera will last as long as
you want to use them . They
may even be worth passing
along to someone else when
it's time for you to upgrade.
-Li11co/11 Spector

Use Your Smartphone as a Media Center Remote
SO I'M TESTING this super
cool Lenovo system that
would make a perfect media
center for the den. It's an all
in-one, meaning that there ' s
no bulky tower to deal with
just a screen, a base, and a
wireless keyboard and mouse.
Unfortunately, the PC
lacks a remote, too , which is
shame given that it has a
built-in 1V tuner. How am I
supposed to kick back on
the couch without a clicker?
Smartphones to the res
cue! Thanks to helpful appli
cations like HippoRemote

(find.pcworld.com/70435), I can
use my iPhone (or my iPod
Touch) to control a comput
er from across the room.
How does HippoRemote
work? Both my PC and my
iPhone are connected to the
same Wi-Fi network. After I
installed a small (and free)
Windows utility, the app
was able to connect to the
system and work its magic.
HippoRemote gives me
not only a virtual touchpad
and keyboard, but also a
screen's worth of Windows
Media Center controls that

fully approximate an actual
remote. The app is well
worth its $2 price tag.
Android users can get in
on the PC-remote action
with apps such as Gmote
(find .pcworld.com/70436),
which is donationware.
Alas, I haven ' t found any
thing comparable to Hippo
Remote for the BlackBerry.
Now if you ' ll excuse me,
I' m going to park myself on
the sofa and have a Windows
Media Center-powered help
ing of Nedlix-on-demand .

-Rick Broida

ANSWER LINE

HIPPOREMOTE BASIC turns your
IPhone int o a remote control.

ASK YOUR QUESTION AT FORUMS . PCWORLD.COM

r:::;i Everything on my PC is running

1-t very slowly. I

checked Windows
Task Manager, and it identified one
process as taking nearly 100 percent
of my CPU. What should I do about it?
- Oarslo via PCWorld farums
WHEN WINDOWS SLOWS to an unbearab le crawl, a very strong
possibility exists that one particular process is at fault- in some
instances taking close to 100 percent of t he CPU's capabilities. In
such a case, your best recourse is to ki ll the process.
For purposes of Wln~ows troubleshooting, a process is a pro
gram or an independent piece of a program. As I write this, nine
applications, but 81 processes, are running on my computer.
If the problem keeps reappearing after you 've killed it. you may
need to prevent the process from loading altogether.
To check your processes, right-click the taskbar and select Start
Task Manager . Click the Processes tab, followed by the CPU col
umn heading. Doing so wi ll cause the performance-hampering cul
prit to show up at the top of the list.
To kill a process, select it and click End Pr ocess . In the resulting,
needlessly scary dialog box, click End Process again. Some pro
grams may close down or freeze up when closed in this way, but
you 'll have your computer back.
If the problem continues to recur. you need to find out more
about the process. Visit RunScanner.net or Process library.com to
see whether they can help you learn more details about it. Don't
use either site 's options fo r scanning your drive, however; instead,
simply enter the process's name in the site's Search field .
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dwm.exe
explorer.exe
hkcmd.exe

Do you want to end ·dwm.exe·?

\.9Show proce$

Ii an open program is associatod with this procoss. it will close
and you will lose any unsaved data. If you end • system

process, it might result in an unstable systeni. Are you sure
Processes: 84

you want to continue?

I

End pro~esJ\J

I

Caned

"''

I

WHEN YOU INSTRUCT Windows Task Manager to end a process, an
alarming dialog box pops up, asking you t o confirm your decision.

Once you 've identified what process is launching the resource
hog, check to see if an update or bug fix that addresses the prob
lem is available. If not, consider switching to a competing app.
My thanks to PCWorld community member Flashorn for his con
tributions to the original forum di scussion of this question.

-Linco/11 Spector
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Here's How
Solve Repeated Internet
Explorer 8 Crashes
READER SRINIVAS had an
Internet Explorer 8 problem:
"Whenever I try to access
mail.yahoo.com, the page
shows up and immediately
IE 8 crashes. It happens with
most (other] Websites, too. "
Browser crashes can be
tough to troubleshoot
especiaUy in the absence of
information about your PC,
operating system, and so on .
Srinivas did mention that
the crashes weren't happen
ing in Firefox, so he knew
the short-term workaround

for any browser problem:
Try another browser.
\Ve have two likely culprits
here: a corrupted add-on or
a bad Flash plug-in. Since I
suspect the latter, let's start
with that possibility.
Begin by uninstalling the
Flash Player plug-in and its
ActiveX component, using a
small uninstall utility avail
able from Ado be (find.pcworld.
com/70437). After running
the utility, reboot your PC.
Next, close IE and reset it
to its default settings (thus

ANSWER LINE

Reset Internet Explorer settings

Reset~ Internet Explorer's settings to their default
condition .

ll

Reset...

.

You should only use this if your browser is in an unusable state.
CLICK 'RESET' in 'Advanced settings' to restore IE's default values.
removing any problematic
add-ons). Herc's what Vista/
Windows 7 users should do:
1. Click Sran, type Internet
Options, and press <Enter>.
2. Click the Adllanced tab,
and then click the Rem but
ton at the bottom of the
window. (Do not check the
box marked 'Delete personal
settings' .) To complete the
process, click Reset.
3. Restart IE and head to

Adobe's Flash Player page
(find .pcworld.com/70438). Fol
low the instructions there to
install the Flash Player.
Now try signing into the
site that gave you trouble. IE
shouldn't crash. If it remains
stable, reinstall any add-ons
you were using-one at a
time, checking after each in
stallation to make sure that
everything still works .
- Rick Broida

ASK YOUR QUESTION AT FORUMS .PCWORLD .COM

performance categories: Processor, Memory (RAM) , Grap hics,
Gaming graphics, and Primary hard disk. The overall score isn't an
flash-drive program for checking
average of the five. but the lowest mark. In theory, a PC is only as
fast as its slowest component. But in reality, the slowest compo
out a PC's specs before I buy?
nent might not matter. For instance, a low score in the Gaming
- Deborah Armstrong
graphics category means little if you don't play games.
THE PEOPLE WHO run computer stores generally frown on poten
The highest rating in Windows Ts Experience Index is 7.9. Nor
tial customers plugging flash drives into their floor models. And
mally, a system with a 3.0 score will work fine for most purposes,
they have good reason to frown . How do they know you're not
but will struggle with high-definition video feeds. If you're a seri
uploading malware- intentionally or otherwise?
ous gamer or video editor, you'll probably want a score of at least
That's why. if you want to check out a PC's performance at the
6.0. For mo re information. click What do these numbers mean?
store. you should examine its
If you want more data than
Windows Experience Index.
the Index offers-and you think
The software for this feat ure is
you can get away with plugging
already loaded in Windows 7
in that flash drive at the store-
(which I assume a new com
run System Spec (find.pcworld.
puter will be run ni ng). so you
com/70439) off of it. This free,
Details
don't have to plug anything in.
portable application provides
Windows
Mietosott Wi ndows 7 Plofessionol.
Click Start, right-click Com
all sorts of useful information
8.0.7600.16385
Internet Explorer
puter, and then right-click Prop
about the PC you run it on,
Memory
(RAM)
1979 MB
erties. The rating you're looking
including details on the RAM,
Monito
CPU Info
lniel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU
for is located at the top of the
display. drives. and CPU. You
Saeo
412.7 MHz
CPU Speed
System section; it's the number
can export its report to HTML.
N•iwo Sound Card
Speekers I HP ODT High Definit
displayed as a graphic. To make
Whether you use the Windows
CD/
sure that the rating is up-to
Experience Index or System
t.PT Ports
NOTPreseni
date, and to see details, click
Spec. you're not buying the
3 Suton Wheel Mouse Pre1ent
Mouse
Windows Experience Index.
floor model. So if you like it,
Hmd C iak.a
Ci 70 2GB ID 7'.SGB
To get a fresh score. simply
make sure you get the same
click Re-run the assessment.
SYSTEM SPEC PROVIDES lots of details about the PC It Is loaded on,
specs, or better, in the box.
The detailed view rates five
from operating system to browser version to amount of memory.
-Lincobr Spector

t;1 Where can I get a good portable,

Iii
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Train YouTube to Jump Through Hoops at Your Command
HERE ARE SOME handy tips for bending YouTube to your w ill.

Make a YouTube Video Start at the Good Part
So you finally managed to capture video of your kid scoring a goal.

l

instruct a YouTube video to start at your favorite
part, default to high-definition playback, leave
out annoying related video links, and more.

You've uploaded it to YouTube, and now you' re ready to share the

Download YouTube Videos for Offline Viewing

glory that Is your offspring with friend s and family.

Ever wish you could watch that pieno-pl<1ying cat at 35,000 feet?

Unfortunately. the magic moment doesn't happen until about 6

Alas, YouTube requires a live Internet connection, and Wi-Fi is still

minutes in. Before e-mailing the link. why not tweak it so playback

hard.to find in the friendly skies. But you can download YouTube

starts ju st before the goal? Sure, you could tell the recipients to

videos to your PC for anytime, anywhere viewing, no Net required.

skip ahead to a certain time. but that's an added hassle for them.

You can find countless ways to "rip" YouTube vids. but I'm par

Modifying the start time of a YouTube link is easy. Simply add

tial to Keep Tube (find .pcworld.com/70440). It's available both as a

#t=XXmYYs to the end of the link, where XX is the number of

Firefox extension and as a browser bookmarklet. the latter com

elapsed minutes and YY is t he number of elapsed seconds.

patible with Chrome, Internet Explorer, and other browsers.

Let's say that you want your video to start at the 5:45 mark. Just
copy and paste the link into an e-mail as you normally would, and

Keep Tube works with YouTube and also with CollegeHumor,
Facebook, Google Video, Metacafe. and countless other sites.

add #t=05m45s to the end of it (with no spaces anywhere).
That's it! Now. anyone who clicks the link will jump straight to 5
minutes, 45 seconds (or whatever timeline spot you've chosen).

Force YouTube to Play HD Videos Every T i m~
I like to view YouTube vids at full-screen. But when I click the
player's Full Screen button. I'm treated to rather grainy video
because YouTube doesn't automatically bump the resolution to its

fTru• HD 1080p YOUM• Download)

-1w.,.. o/°""'11Qed,ng J . JR-1 Upda!. . J - fFAOJ

Down loading Vldoo

highest available setting- so I have to click t he resolution selector
and choose it myself. I'm a busy man. I don't have time for that!

You

Downloading Video:
YouTu~

m

Halo : Roach c.mpelgn TraJl.r (Raw"lnd ThHt.ei1

Fortunately. you can force YouTube to automatically switch to HD

- : ~ - /'' .
~ ···-· ._ ;, .~
. /' . ... .
I...... ~I-

playback whenever you switch to full-screen viewing. Here's how:
1. Go to YouTube and sign into your account.
2. Find your user name in the upper-right corner, click it, and

'

choose Account.
Watch On Youtubol

Always play HD when switching to fullscreen (when available) .

0

4. Click Save Changes.

.

I

3. Click Playback Setup; under Video Playback Quality, select

SHAllt t

I D'"'°' Unl< J

Download Option• :

Of course, not all videos off~r an HD option. and playback may get
jerky over a slow connection. A little trial and error may be in order.

'

Stop 'Related Videos' From Appearing

Down load
LOW' Ouallly
320><0•0

-

Download

Downl~

No<moJ Quality

High Ouollty
640r380

4CIOK226

Downlood
High Ouallty

Download
High Delinltlon

48th360

1280x720

One thing I dislike about YouTube is those "related video" sugges
tions that pop up at the end of each clip- especially when I've

KEEP TUBE LETS you download YouTube videos In both the format

embedded videos for others to see.

and the resolution you specify, by clicking the appropriate Icon.

If you feel the same way, you'll be glad to know that there's an
easy way to disable related-video suggestions in videos you're em
bedding on your Website, on your blog, or elsewhere. Here's how:
1. Go to the YouTube page for the video you want, and click the

Embed button below the player.

When you see a video you like, click the Keep Tube icon (in Fire
fox) or bookmarklet. From there you' ll land at a Keep Tube page
w here you can download your video in various formats and sizes.
My advice: Choose MP4 whenever possible. and always at the

2. Remove the check mark next to Include related videos.

highest available resolution. YouTube's native FLV format requires a

3. Copy the code in the Embed field, and then paste it wherever

special player, whereas MP4 works in DivX. QuickTime. and other

you need it to go.
Presto! The embedded video won't show related videos at the end.

more-common players. Also, MP4 files usually play nicely on
smartphones, so you can take saved videos with you on the go. •
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Qty3+
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Qty 2: $7.99
Qty 1: $8.99
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1nkfarm.com
the ink toner supersite.™
More great deals at...

•

THENEW _

,.

SLlf,JID.

SWAY COUPLE

1-800-IN<FARM

&

Yes, there is room for two.

WITH MOTION IN MIND
VI.Sil our website to sec th e gears in actio n
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NOW AVAILABLE!

Windows7

RAID/HDDs/Tape •
DOD-level Security •
Attordable, Up-front Pricing·
lno bidden cbaruesl

High Recovery success •
Class-100 Clean Room lab Standards·
Complete Computer Forensic Services •
Downloadable Data Recovery Sattware •

PCWorld's Superguide Series
These handy collections are produced by the
editors of PCWorld. Packed with in-depth features,
practical how-to tips, troubleshooting advice, the
best time-saving tricks, and more.

pcworld.com/superguide
PCWorld Superguldes are available In two convenient lomiats for $12.95 each:
.,. Downloadable PDF: Get Immediate access to our supergulde content
.,. PDF on CD·ROM: Order the disc and always have a backup
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The .spam Folder:
E-Mail Messages
You'll Never Open

Windows
Does an
About
Face

Pickup lines, business opportunities, mysterious
advice-they're all waiting for you in your junk filter.

1:0 Are you participating in the Recession?

Reader Paul Schaefer was browsing Microsoft.com
when he saw this ad with a backward Windows
Logo on the Laptop screen. So much for branding.

(from skdly@smaki11dabak.co111)
You mean.. .it's voluntary?

1:0 Hi Linda, try yourself as a Personal Assistant

l ~JI.HOO!,

PULSE

( ! ' Something aeema to be

l1

-

IWtong.

-
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I

(from priso110S@npercussio11st11dios.com)
If it doesn' t work out , you can always lay yo urself o ff.

Like We
Needed
Yahoo to
Tell Us That

1:0 The best alarm-clocks for your little buddy down there.
(from u11k11ow11@nrysterymiddie.com)
Gilligan?!?
(8l Agree to be sick! Noway!
(from klubprattle@tripa11ic.com)
If that's a typo for " Norway," I know a country that

Yahoo Pulse, where you manage your public Yahoo identity,
may be be straying into pop psychology. When Kevin Wright
accessed the site recently at pulse.yahoo.com , he was greeted
with this rather bleak observation. Who's writing Yahoo's
error messages these days? Ben Bemanke?

need s a new PR slogan.

- Extracted.from the PCWorld spam.filter by Swm1 Grqy

Plugged In
Ask Away Ask.com unveils a
new question-oriented format
for its Website. Question #1:
Who still uses Ask.com?

-=-

Member Milestone Face

© ~:~:. ~~~~e;o~ c~:ii~:r~~a~m0

10 million of t hem are Lady Gaga fans , the
number suddenly seems less impressive.

Prince 2.0 In an interview
with a British news paper,
Prince proclaims that the
Internet is "completely over." Hold on- did
we say Prince? We meant "The Artist For
merly Known as Relevant."

I

I

J

changes its slogan to "Be
what's next." Sure beats "Can
we please forget about Vista already?'

Play for Days Six Dutchmen

Wave Good-Bye Google pu lls
the plug on its Google Wave
collaboration service. It's a
s hame, because we enjoyed using Wave
for...wait, what exactly did it do, again?

set a Guinness record by playing
video games 50 hours straight.
Guinness didn't offer an award for consecu
tive months without a date. •

-JR Raphael and Sre{)e Fox

Goo-Goo, Gaga Lady Gaga

becomes the first living musi
cian to amass a following of
10 million Facebook fans. Maybe Prince
was right about the Internet after all.
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Have an idea for a Back Page item, from an offbeat screenshot to a wild Win
dows hack? Submit your suggestion to TheBackPage@pcworld.com. You can
earn a small slice of fame, our undying gratitude, and a nifty PCWorld mug.

\\
Innovat ion #1,574

40% More Efficient LED-Backlit Monitors

Greater impact. Smaller footprint.

As a world leader in R&D Samsung develops groundbreaking products that deliver bottom-line
results. Products like our eco-friendly PX2370 LED-backlit monitors that consume 40% less
power than conventional CCFL monitors. Go green and reduce costs in style with our complete
line of innovative LED products and experience more vivid displays and longer product lifespans.
Because at Samsung, it's not just business. It's business. innovated.

Discover our future-forward line of LED products at samsung.com/proLED .

$'m'+11n1»

"
EX220X Monitor

BX2440 Monitor

F 1OM LEO Proj&c:lor

TURN ON TOM ORR OW

C 20 10 ~ 8ectronlcs America. Inc. AJI nght s r~. Samsung is a rag1s1e:ed 1radomar1'; of Samsung Electron.cs Co ., Ltct Al prodLicts and brand names aro tradomruks 0< registered 1ra0Emar1<s of their respectr10 companies. Scteen lmllges simulatod.

